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SUMMARY
Linear programming (LP) and semidefinite programming (SDP) are some of
the most fundamental paradigms for convex optimization and approximation algo-
rithms. In this thesis we study various aspects of linear and semidefinite programs
including their limitations in expressing different combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, as well as the applications of these convex optimization paradigms in solving
problems arising in machine learning. We summarize the main contributions of the
thesis as follows
1. Exponential lower bound for symmetric SDPs approximating the Matching
problem. Matching is a fundamental problem in combinatorial optimization
where the goal is to compute the maximum matching in a graph. From now
on we will refer to the Matching problem simply by Matching. Several fast
combinatorial algorithms are known for this problem (see e.g., [1]). However
[2] in his seminal work showed that any symmetric linear program describing
Matching must have an exponential number of inequalities. A symmetric
linear program is one that respects the inherent symmetry of the matching
problem: for every permutation of the vertices of the underlying graph there
is a corresponding permutation of the variables that leaves the LP unchanged.
A natural question is whether there is a small symmetric SDP formulation
for the matching problem, since SDPs are a strictly stronger paradigm than
LPs. We answer this question negatively, showing that any symmetric SDP
approximating the matching problem must have an exponential number of
inequalities. A key ingredient of this work is to derive low degree sums of
squares refutations for Matching leading to a contradiction due to a result of
[3].
2. Lower bounds for LPs and SDPs for non-CSP problems. Recent work by [4,
ii
5, 6] introduced several new techniques for showing lower bounds on the
size of LP and SDP formulations for approximating Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSPs). The main idea behind these results is to show that no
polynomial sized LP and SDP has a better approximation guarantee than the
Sherali-Adams and Lasserre hierarchy respectively. This does not however
hold in general for NP-hard problems that cannot be expressed as CSPs. To
prove lower bounds for such problems [7] introduced an affine reduction
mechanism for LPs and SDPs that allowed hardness of approximation results
to propagate for these paradigms by a reduction from a base hard (usually
CSP) problem. In this work we generalize this reduction mechanism in two
ways 1) relaxing the limitation for affineness by a form of gap-amplification and
boosting 2) generalizing this framework to fractional optimization problems,
thereby proving lower bounds for several new problems such as SparsestCut,
BalancedSeparator, and IndependentSet. In addition, we also show that there
are non-CSP problems for which the Lasserre SDP relaxation is not the best
convex relaxation for a given approximation factor.
3. Approximation algorithms for hierarchical clustering. In this section we
study a classical problem in machine learning, namely, hierarchical clustering
from an optimization perspective. Motivated by popular objective functions
such as k-means and k-medians used in practice for classical clustering, [8]
introduced a cost function for hierarchical clustering that was shown to have
several desirable properties. In particular, optimizing this cost function over
cliques, line graphs, planted partitions etc. recovers the expected hierarchical
clustering for these family of graphs. In this work we show a fundamental
connection between this cost function and spreading metrics type linear inequal-
ities that characterize several graph partitioning problems. We show that this
leads to an improved approximation algorithm for this problem by employing
iii
a sphere growing rounding approach recursively. We also establish constant
factor hardness results for this problem.
4. Robust Reinforcement Learning. We study another classical problem in
machine learning, namely reinforcement learning under model misspecification,
where we do not have access to the true environment but only to a reasonably
close approximation to it. We address this problemby extending the framework
of robust MDPs of [9, 10, 11] to the model-free Reinforcement Learning setting,
where we do not have access to the model parameters, but can only sample
states from it. We define robust versions of Q-learning, SARSA, and TD-
learning and prove convergence to an approximately optimal robust policy
andapproximate value function respectively. We scale up the robust algorithms
to large MDPs via function approximation and prove convergence under two
different settings. We prove convergence of robust approximate policy iteration
and value iteration for linear architectures under a technical assumption
similar to [12]. We also define a robust loss function, the mean squared robust
projected Bellman error and give stochastic gradient descent algorithms that are




The central challenge in combinatorial optimization is to find solutions that are
optimal or nearly optimal with respect to some value function and that satisfy
certain combinatorial properties depending on the specifics of the problem. While
several problems admit efficient combinatorial algorithms, a major drawback of
suchmethods is that they are problem dependent and a combinatorial approach that
works for one particular problem may not generalize well to some other problem. A
standard approach to address this shortcoming is to cast these discrete problems
into a continuous optimization setting using the formulation of linear programming
(LP) and semidefinite programming (SDP). Both these paradigms admit efficient
algorithms such as the Ellipsoid algorithm [13] and Interior point methods [14] and
the running time typically depends on the number of inequalities in the description
or on the complexity of a separation oracle in the case of the Ellipsoid method.
Therefore the bottleneck is in coming up with small relaxations or formulations
for a combinatorial problem that still approximately captures the underlying
value function. In this thesis we will study the relationship between discrete
and continuous optimization by exploring the following two main threads: 1) the
limitations of these continuous paradigms especially LPs and SDPs in approximately
capturing different combinatorial problems and 2) successful applications of these
paradigms to problems in discrete settings arising in several machine learning
applications.
1
1.1 LP and SDP extended formulations
The principle idea behind an LP or SDP extended formulation is the question
of whether there exists some polyhedron or spectrahedron in a possibly higher
dimensional space that projects back to a specific polyhedron of interest depending
on the problem. The motivation behind this question is that often it is easy to
describe the feasible set of solutions to a combinatorial optimization problem by a
polyhedron e.g., the convex hull of all the solutions. However, for most problems
such a description usually involves exponentially many inequalities and therefore
using a convex optimization algorithm directly on such a description would be
inefficient. This however, does not rule out polynomial sized formulations of these
problems and amajor question in the theory of approximation algorithms is whether
there exist small LP or SDP formulations that approximately project back to several
problems of interest such as Matching, SparsestCut or IndependentSet.
Clearly, the existence of such small formulations would imply polynomial
time algorithms and we do not expect it for NP-hard problems such as MaxCut
or SparsestCut. Nevertheless, even for problems such as Matching for which fast
combinatorial algorithms exist (see e.g., [1]) it was shown by [2] that no small
symmetric LP formulations exist. This ruled out separating P vs NP by showing
that problems in P have small linear programming representations. However, the
paradigm of semidefinite programming is strictly stronger than linear programming
while still being efficiently optimizable, and so a natural question is whether
Matching has a small formulation in the SDP paradigm. We show this negatively for
symmetric SDPs by showing how to derive low degree sums-of-square certificates
over the convex hull of perfect matchings and appealing to a result of [3] that shows
that matching does not have a small sums-of-square certificate.
Our next contribution is to prove lowerbounds on the size of approximate LP
2
and SDP extended formulations for several classes of combinatorial optimization
problems. The class of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) is a special class of
combinatorial optimization problems where the linear objective is to satisfy as many
constraints as possible while the feasible set is restricted only to the hypercube of
its underlying alphabet. Therefore in the boolean setting of a problem like MaxCut,
the feasible region is the {0, 1}-hypercube. For this class of problems it was shown
by [4, 15, 6] that any polynomial sized LP and SDP cannot do better than certain
standard relaxations - Sherali-Adams relaxations in the case of LPs and the Lasserre
relaxation for the case of SDPs. However, for several other combinatorial problems
for which the underlying feasible set is more complicated than a hypercube, it is
not clear if these standard relaxations indeed give rise to the optimal LP and SDP
descriptions for these problems. We answer this question negatively by showing
that there are indeed non-CSP problems for which the Lasserre or sums-of-squares
SDP hierarchy yields strictly sub-optimal relaxations compared to the class of all
polynomial sized LPs. In particular, we show for the IndependentSet that the nγ-level




, while a result of [16] implies
the existence of O(n)-sized LP approximating IndependentSet to within O(
√
n).
The main ingredient in this work is to improve the reduction framework of [7] in
the following ways. The main idea behind the reduction framework of [7] is to
model reductions between LP and SDP formulations of two different combinatorial
optimization problems as an affine reduction. However, this restriction of affineness
is a major limitation in using several well-known NP-hardness reductions for
problems such as IndependentSet, VertexCover and BalancedSeparator. We relax
this requirement of affineness by modeling "extra computation" in the form of low
nonnegative or psd matrices in the reduction, thereby allowing for ideas analogous
to gap amplification and boosting. We also show how to generalize this framework to
the class of fractional optimization problems such as SparsestCut.
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In the rest of this section we introduce formally an abstract view of combinatorial
optimization problems as well as general LP and SDP relaxations that approxi-
mately capture these problems. We will also define several specific combinatorial
optimization problems of interest in this abstract framework.
1.1.1 Optimization Problems
We begin by defining a generic combinatorial optimization problem in this context
and introduce several problems of interest as concrete examples of this general
definition.
Definition 1.1.1 (Optimization problem). An optimization problem is a tuple P 
(S ,I, val) consisting of a set S of feasible solutions, a set I of instances, and a
real-valued objective called measure val : I × S → .
We shall write valI(s) for the objective value of a feasible solution s ∈ S for an
instance I ∈ I.
The SparsestCut problem is defined over a graph with two kinds of edges: supply
and demand edges. The objective is to find a cut that minimizes the ratio of the
capacity of cut supply edges to the total demand separated. For a weight function
f : E(Kn) → >0, we define the graph [n] f
def
 ([n], E f ) where E f
def
 {(i , j) | i , j ∈
[n], f (i , j) > 0}. We study the SparsestCut problemwith bounded-treewidth supply
graph.
Definition 1.1.2 (SparsestCut(n , k)). Let n be a positive integer. The minimization
problem SparsestCut(n , k) consists of
instances a pair (d , c) of a nonnegative demand d : E(Kn) → >0 and a capacity
c : E(Kn) → >0 such that tw([n]c) 6 k;
feasible solutions all subsets s of [n];
4
measure ratio of separated capacity and separated demand:
vald ,c(s) 
∑
i∈s , j<s c(i , j)∑
i∈s , j<s d(i , j)
for capacity c, demand d, and set s.
The BalancedSeparator problem is similar to the SparsestCut problem and is
also defined over a graph with supply and demand edges. However it restricts the
solutions to cuts that are balanced, i.e., which separate a large proportion of the
demand. Note that in this case we define the BalancedSeparator problem on n
vertices for a fixed demand function d, unlike in the case of SparsestCut where the
demand function d was part of the instances. This is because in the framework of
[7] the solutions should be independent of the instances. We formalize this below.
Definition 1.1.3 (BalancedSeparator(n, d)). Let n be a positive integer, and d : [n] ×
[n] → >0 a nonnegative function called demand function. Let D denote the total
demand
∑
i , j∈[n] d(i , j). The minimization problem BalancedSeparator(n, d) consists
of
instances nonnegative capacity function c : E(Kn) → >0 on the edges of the
complete graph Kn ;
feasible solutions all subsets s of [n] such that ∑i∈s , j<s d(i , j) is at least D/4;




i∈s , j<s c(i , j) for a capacity
function c and set s.
Recall that an independent set I of a graph G is a subset of pairwise non-adjacent
vertices I ⊆ V(G). The IndependentSetproblemonagraphG asks for an independent
set of G of maximum size. We formally define it as an optimization problem below.
Definition 1.1.4 (IndependentSet(G)). Given a graph G, the maximization problem
IndependentSet(G) consists of
5
instances all induced subgraphs H of G;
feasible solutions all independent subsets I of G;
measure valH(I)  |I ∩ V(H)|.
Recall that a subset X of V(G) for a graph G is a vertex cover if every edge of G
has at least one end point in X. The VertexCover problem on a graph G asks for a
vertex cover of G of minimum size. We give a formal definition below.
Definition 1.1.5 (VertexCover(G)). Given a graph G, the minimization problem
VertexCover(G) consists of
instances all induced subgraphs H of G;
feasible solutions all vertex covers X of G;
measure valH(X)  |X ∩ V(H)|.
The MaxCut problem on a graph G asks for a vertex set of G cutting a
maximum number of edges. Given a vertex set X ⊆ V(G), let δG(X)
def

{{u , v} ∈ E(G) | u ∈ X, v < X} denote the set of edges of G with one end point
in X and the other end point outside X.
Definition 1.1.6 (MaxCut(G)). Given a graph G, the maximization problem
MaxCut(G) consists of
instances all induced subgraph H of G;
feasible solutions all vertex subsets X ⊆ V(G);
measure valH(X)  |E(H) ∩ δG(X)|.
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs for short) are inherently related to inapprox-
imability results, and form a basic collection of inapproximable problems. There
are many variants of CSPs, but the general structure is as follows:
6
Definition 1.1.7 (Constraint Satisfaction Problems). A constraint satisfaction problem,
in short CSP, is an optimization problem on a fixed set {x1, . . . , xn} of variables with
values in a fixed set [q] consisting of
instances formal weighted sums I  ∑i wiCi(x j1 , . . . , x jki ) of some clauses
Ci : [q]ki → {0, 1} with weights wi > 0.
feasible solutions all mappings s : {x1, . . . , xn} → [q], called assignments to vari-
ables
measure weighted fraction of satisfied clauses:
valI(s) B
∑
i wiCi(s(x j1), . . . , s(x jki ))∑
i wi
A CSP can be either a maximization problem or a minimization problem. For
specific CSPs there are restrictions on permitted clauses, and later we will define
CSPs by specifying only these restrictions. For example Max-k-CSP is the problem
where only clauses with at most k free variables are allowed (i.e., ki 6 k in the
definition above). The problem Max-k-XOR is the problem with clauses of the form
x1 + · · · + xk  b where the xi are distinct variables, b ∈ {0, 1}, and the addition is
modulo 2. We shall use the subproblem Max-k-XOR/0, where the clauses have the
form x1 + · · · + xk  0.
Given a k-arypredicateP, letMax-k-CSP(P)denote theCSPwhere all clauses arise
via a change of variables from P, i.e., every clause have the form P(xi1 , . . . , xik ) with
i1, . . . , ik being pairwisely distinct. For example, Max-k-XOR/0  Max-k-CSP(x1 +
· · · + xk  0).
Another specific example of a CSP we will make use of is the UniqueGames
problem. The UniqueGames problem asks for a labeling of the vertices of a graph
that maximizes the number (or weighted sum) of edges where the labels of the
7
endpoints match. We formalize it restricted to regular bipartite graphs.
Definition 1.1.8 (UniqueGames∆(n , q)). Let n, q and∆ be positive integer parameters.
The maximization problem UniqueGames∆(n , q) consists of
instances All edge-weighted ∆-regular bipartite graphs (G, w) (i.e., a graph G with
a collection {wu ,v}{u ,v}∈E(G) of real numbers) with partite sets {0} × [n] and
{1} × [n] with every edge {i , j} labeled with a permutation πi , j : [q] → [q]
such that πi , j  π−1j,i .
feasible solutions All functions s : {0, 1} × [n] → [q] called labelings of the vertices.
measure The weighted fraction of correctly labeled edges, i.e., edges {i , j} with




s(i)πi , j(s( j))
w(i , j)∑
{i , j}∈E(G) w(i , j)
The Matching problem asks for a matching in a graph H of maximal size. The
restriction to matchings and subgraphs (which corresponds to 0/1 weights in the
objective of the matching problem) below serves the purpose to obtain a base hard
problem, with which we can work more easily later.
Definition 1.1.9 (Matching(G)). The maximum matching problem Matching(G) over
a graph G is defined as the maximization problem:
instances all subgraphs H of G
feasible solutions all perfect matchings S on G.
measure the size of induced matching valG(S) B |S ∩ E(H)| with S ∈ S, and H a
subgraph of G.




Here we present so called uniform versions of some of the optimization problems
discussed so far, where the class of instances is typically much larger, e.g., the class of
all instances of a given size. Non-uniform optimization problems typically consider
weighted versions of a specific instance or all induced subgraphs of a given graph.
For establishing lower bounds, non-uniform optimization problems give stronger
bounds: ‘even if we consider a specific graph, then there is no small LP/SDP’. In the
case of upper bounds, i.e., when we provide formulations, uniform optimization
problems provide stronger statements: ‘even if we consider all graphs simultaneously,
then there exists a small LP/SDP’.
We start by defining the uniform version of MaxCut. Recall that for a graph G
and a subset X of V(G), we define δG(X)
def
 {{u , v} ∈ E(G) | u ∈ X, v < X} to be the
set of crossing edges.
Definition 1.1.10 (MaxCut(n)). For a positive integer n, the maximization problem
MaxCut(n) consists of
instances all graphs G with V(G) ⊆ [n];
feasible solutions all subsets X of [n];
measure valG(X)  |δG(X)|.
With IndependentSet and VertexCover we face the difficulty that the solutions are
instance dependent. Hence we enlarge the feasible solutions to include all possible
vertex sets, and in the objective function penalize the violation of requirements.
Definition 1.1.11 (IndependentSet(n)). For a positive integer n, the maximization
problem IndependentSet(n) consists of
instances all graphs G with V(G) ⊆ [n];
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feasible solutions all subsets X of [n];
measure the number of vertices of G in X penalized by the number of edges of G
inside X:
valG(X)  |X ∩ V(G)| − |E(G[X])| . (1.1.1)
Recall that VertexCover asks for a minimal size vertex set X of a graph G such
that every edge of G has at least one of its endpoints in X.
Definition 1.1.12. For a positive integer n the minimization problem VertexCover
consists of
instances all graphs G with V(G) ⊆ [n]
feasible solutions all subsets X ⊆ V(G)
measure the number of vertices of G in X penalized by the number of uncovered
edges:
valG(X) B |X ∩ V(G)| + |E(G \ X)| . (1.1.2)
1.1.2 LP and SDP formulations
Here we recall the notion of linear programming and semi-definite programming
complexity of optimization problems from [7]. The key idea to modeling approxima-
tions of an optimization problem P  (S ,I, val) is to represent the approximation
gap by two functions C, S : I→ , the completeness guarantee and soundness guaran-
tee, respectively, and the task is to differentiate problems with OPTI 6 S(I) and
OPTI > C(I), as in the algorithmic setting.
The guarantees C and S will often be of the form C  α1 and S  β1 for
some constants α and β and an easy-to-compute function 1. Then we shall write
fcLP(P , α, β) instead of the more precise fcLP(P , α1 , β1).
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Definition 1.1.13 (LP formulation of an optimization problem). Let P  (S ,I, val)
be an optimization problem, and C, S be real-valued functions on I, called complete-
ness guarantee and soundness guarantee, respectively. If P is a maximization problem,
then let IS B {I ∈ I |max valI 6 S(I)} denote the set of instances, for which the
soundness guarantee S is an upper bound on the maximum. If P is a minimization
problem, then let IS B {I ∈ I |min valI > S(I)} denote the set of instances, for
which the soundness guarantee S is a lower bound on the minimum.
A (C, S)-approximate LP formulation of P consists of a linear program Ax 6 b with
x ∈ r for some r and the following realizations:
Feasible solutions as vectors xs ∈ r for every s ∈ S satisfying
Axs 6 b for all s ∈ S , (1.1.3)
i.e., the system Ax 6 b is a relaxation of conv xs | s ∈ S.
Instances as affine functions wI : r →  for all I ∈ IS satisfying
wI(xs)  valI(s) for all s ∈ S , (1.1.4)
i.e., the linearization wI of valI is required to be exact on all xs with s ∈ S.
Achieving (C, S) approximation guarantee by requiring
max {wI(x) | Ax 6 b} 6 C(I) for all I ∈ IS , (1.1.5)
if P is a maximization problem (and min {wI(x) | Ax 6 b} > C(I) if P is a
minimization problem).
The size of the formulation is the number of inequalities in Ax 6 b. Finally, the
(C, S)-approximate LP formulation complexity fcLP(P , C, S) of P is the minimal size
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of all its LP formulations.
The definition of SDP formulations is similar.
Definition 1.1.14 (SDP formulation of an optimization problem). As in Def-
inition 1.1.13, let P  (S ,I, val) be an optimization problem and C, S be
real-valued functions on I, the completeness guarantee and soundness guarantee.
Let IS B {I ∈ I |max valI 6 S(I)} if P is a maximization problem, and let
IS B {I ∈ I |min valI > S(I)} if P is a minimization problem.
A (C, S)-approximate SDP formulation of P consists of a linear mapA : r → k
and a vector b ∈ k (i.e., a semidefinite program
{
X ∈ r+
A(X)  b}) together with
the following realizations of P:
Feasible solutions as vectors Xs ∈ r+ for all s ∈ S satisfying
A(Xs)  b (1.1.6)
i.e., the SDPA(X)  b ,X ∈ r+ is a relaxation of conv Xs[s ∈ S].
Instances as affine functions wI : r →  for all I ∈ IS satisfying
wI(Xs)  valI(s) for all s ∈ S , (1.1.7)
i.e., the linearization wI of valI is exact on the Xs with s ∈ S.
Achieving (C, S) approximation guarantee by requiring
max {wI(X) | A(Xs)  b , Xs ∈ r+} 6 C(I) for all I ∈ IS , (1.1.8)
if P is a maximization problem, and the analogous inequality if P is a
minimization problem.
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The size of the formulation is the dimension parameter r. Now the (C, S)-
approximate SDP formulation complexity fcSDP(P , C, S) of the problem P is the
minimal size of all its SDP formulations.
1.2 Symmetric SDP formulations
In this section we extend the definition of SDP formulations of the previous section
to account for symmetry. We restrict ourselves to maximization problems since for
the symmetric case we are interested in Matching.
Let G be a group acting on S and F . The problem P is G-symmetric if it satisfies
the compatibility constraint 1 · f (1 · s)  f (s). For a G-symmetric problem we
require G-symmetric approximation guarantees: ˜C(1 · f )  ˜C( f ) and ˜S(1 · f )  ˜S( f )
for all f ∈ F and 1 ∈ G.
We now define the notion of a symmetric semidefinite programming formulation
of a maximization problem.
Definition 1.2.1 (G-symmetric SDP formulation for P). Let P  (S , F ) be a max-
imization problem with approximation guarantees
˜C, ˜S. Let A(X)  b be a
( ˜C, ˜S)-approximate SDP formulation of P. If P is G-symmetric, and G acts on d+,
then an SDP formulation of P with symmetric approximation guarantees ˜C, ˜S is
G-symmetric if it satisfies the compatibility conditions for all 1 ∈ G:
1. Action on solutions: X1·s  1 · Xs for all s ∈ S.
2. Action on functions: w1· f (1 ·X)  w f (X) for all f ∈ F with maxs∈S f (s) 6 ˜S( f ).
3. Invariant affine space: A(1 · X)  A(X).
A G-symmetric SDP formulation is G-coordinate-symmetric if the action of G on
d+ is by permutation of coordinates: that is, there is an action of G on [d] with
(1X)i j  X1−1·i ,1−1· j for all X ∈ d+ and i , j ∈ [d].
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1.3 Hierarchical Clustering
In this section we introduce the problem of hierarchical clustering and the cost
function of [8]. Hierarchical clustering is an important method in cluster analysis
where a data set is recursively partitioned into clusters of successively smaller size.
They are represented by rooted trees where the root corresponds to the entire data
set, the leaves correspond to individual data points and the intermediate nodes
correspond to a cluster of its descendant leaves. Such a hierarchy represents several
possible flat clusterings of the data at various levels of granularity; every pruning of
this tree returns a possible clustering.
Popular heuristics for hierarchical clustering are bottoms-up agglomerative
algorithms such as single linkage, average linkage and complete linkage. A standard
approach in the classical clustering setting is to choose an objective function and
to think of the target clustering as one that optimizes this function. Some popular
objective functions include k-means, k-median, min-sum and k-center (see e.g.,
Chapter 14, [17]). However, for a lot of popular hierarchical clustering algorithms
including linkage based algorithms, it is hard to pinpoint explicitly the cost function
that these algorithms optimize. Moreover, much of the existing cost function based
approaches towards hierarchical clustering evaluate a hierarchy based on a cost
function for flat clustering, e.g., assigning the k-means or k-median cost to a pruning
of this tree.
Motivated by this, [8] introduced a cost function for hierarchical clustering
where the cost takes into account the entire structure of the tree rather than just the
projections into flat clusters. This cost function recovers the expected hierarchical
clustering on several synthetic examples such as planted partitions, line graphs and
cliques. In addition, a top-down algorithm using SparsestCut as a subroutine is
presented in [8] that outputs a tree with cost at most O(αn log n) times the cost of
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the optimal tree and where αn is the approximation guarantee of the SparsestCut
algorithm used. Therefore, using the Leighton-Rao algorithm [18, 19] or the












In this work we give polynomial time algorithms to recover a hierarchical
clustering of cost at most O(log n) times the cost of the optimal clustering for this
cost function and its generalization also introduced in [8]. The main technical
ingredient is to view the cost function in terms of the ultrametric it induces on the
data, giving a combinatorial characterization of all such metrics which allows us to
write a polyhedral description of this function and analyzing a linear programming
(LP) relaxation using a recursive version of the sphere growing rounding technique
used in several graph partitioning problems. In the rest of this section we will
introduce the problem setting and the cost function of [8] and its generalization.
1.3.1 Preliminaries
A similarity based clustering problem consists of a dataset V of n points and a
similarity function κ : V × V → >0 such that κ(i , j) is a measure of the similarity
between i and j for any i , j ∈ V . We will assume that the similarity function is
symmetric i.e., κ(i , j)  κ( j, i) for every i , j ∈ V . Note that we do not make any
assumptions about the points in V coming from an underlying metric space. For a
given instance of a clustering problem we have an associated weighted complete
graph Kn with vertex set V and weight function given by κ. A hierarchical clustering
of V is a tree T with a designated root r and with the elements of V as its leaves,
i.e., leaves(T)  V . For any set S ⊆ V we denote the lowest common ancestor of S in
T by lca(S). For pairs of points i , j ∈ V we will abuse the notation for the sake of
simplicity and denote lca({i , j}) simply by lca(i , j). For a node v of T we denote the
subtree of T rooted at v by T[v]. The following cost function was introduced by [8]
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The intuition behind this cost function is as follows. Let T be a hierarchical clustering
with designated root r so that r represents the whole data set V . Since leaves(T)  V ,
every internal node v ∈ T represents a cluster of its descendant leaves, with the
leaves themselves representing singleton clusters of V . Starting from r and going
down the tree, every distinct pair of points i , j ∈ V will be eventually separated at
the leaves. If κ(i , j) is large, i.e., i and j are very similar to each other then we would
like them to be separated as far down the tree as possible if T is a good clustering of
V . This is enforced in the cost function (1.3.1): if κ(i , j) is large then the number of
leaves of lca(i , j) should be small i.e., lca(i , j) should be far from the root r of T.
A more general variant of cost function (1.3.1) was also introduced by [8] where
the distance between the two points is scaled by a function f : >0 → >0, i.e.,
cost f (T) B
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)
κ(i , j) f
(
leaves T[lca(i , j)]
) . (1.3.2)
In order that cost function (1.3.2) is meaningful, f should be strictly increasing and
satisfy f (0)  0. Possible choices for f could be
{
x2, ex − 1, log(1 + x)
}
. The top-
downheuristic in [8] finds the optimal hierarchical clustering up to an approximation
factor of cn log n with cn being defined as




and where αn is the approximation factor from the Sparsest Cut algorithm used.
The dual object to hierarchical clustering is the notion of an ultrametric. We
briefly recall it below.
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Definition 1.3.1 (Ultrametric). An ultrametric on a set X of points is a distance
function d : X × X →  satisfying the following properties for every x , y , z ∈ X
1. Nonnegativity: d(x , y) > 0 with d(x , y)  0 iff x  y
2. Symmetry: d(x , y)  d(y , x)
3. Strong triangle inequality: d(x , y) 6 max{d(y , z), d(z , x)}
Under cost functions (1.3.1), one can interpret the tree T as inducing an







 − 1. This is an
ultrametric since dT(i , j)  0 iff i  j and for any triple i , j, k ∈ V we have
dT(i , j) 6 max{dT(i , k), dT( j, k)}. Similarly, under cost (1.3.2) the tree T induces







 − 1. In Chapter 4 we
will give a complete combinatorial characterization of ultrametrics induced by the
cost functions (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) and describe the convex hull of all hierarchical
clusterings under these functions.
1.4 Robust Reinforcement Learning
In this section we introduce another problem in machine learning and study it
from a convex optimization perspective, namely reinforcement learning in the robust
setting. The classical reinforcement learning setup is as follows. We have an infinite
horizon Markov Decision Process (MDP) [21] with finite state space X of size n and
finite action spaceA of size m. At every time step t the MDP is in a state i ∈ X and
can choose an action a ∈ A incurring a cost ct(i , a). A popular choice of the cost as
a function of time is the so called discounted cost function, where a discount factor of
ν < 1 is applied to future rewards i.e.,
ct(i , a) B νt c(i , a),
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where c(i , a) is a fixed constant independent of the time step t. The states make
transitions according to probability transition matrices τ B {Pa}a∈A which depends
only on their action a. A policy of the controller is a sequence π  (a0, a1, . . . ),
where every at(i) corresponds to an action inA if the system is in state i at time t.
The end goal in the reinforcement learning setting is to devise algorithms to learn an
optimal policy π∗ that minimizes the expected total reward. We define the optimal
policy formally below.
Definition 1.4.1 (Optimal policy). Given an MDP with state space X, action space
A and transition matrices Pa , let Π be the strategy space of all possibile policies.
Then an optimal policy π∗ is one that minimizes the expected total reward, i.e.,








In the case when the transition probabilities are exactly known then one can
express an ε-suboptimal policy via the Bellman recursion (see e.g., [21]). Various
methods such as the Q-iteration and TD(λ) can then be used to iteratively compute
an approximately optimal policy starting from some initial estimate. However,
in many practical applications, the transition matrices are estimated from noisy
data and therefore in practice a transition matrix Pa corresponding to an action a
may actually come from a larger uncertainty set. Prior work has approached this
problem of uncertain transition matrices from a Bayesian point of view e.g., [22];
however this requires perfect knowledge of prior distributions over the whole set of
transition matrices. Another line of approach has been to assume that the set of
transition probability matrices lie in some set Pa (see [23, 24, 25, 10]) which is often
assumed to be convex and bounded. Under this setting [10] prove the following
robust analogue of Bellman recursion. Let T denote the admissible policies of nature
with regard to the transition matrices, i.e., T B (⊗a∈APa). In other words a policy
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τ ∈ T of nature is a sequence of transition matrices that may be played by it in
response to the actions of the simulator. For any set P ⊂ n and vector v ∈ n let
σP(v) B sup
{
p>v | p ∈ P
}
. For a state i ∈ X let Pa be the projection onto the ith
row.


















ct (it , at(it))
]
. (1.4.1)
The optimal value is v(i0) where i0 is the initial state and where the value function v satisfies




c(i , a) + νσPai (v)
)
. (1.4.2)
A stationary optimal policy π∗  (a∗, a∗, . . . ) can then be obtained in a greedy fashion:
a∗(i) ∈ arg min
a∈A
{
c(i , a) + νσPai (v)
}
(1.4.3)
However, the drawback of this approach of [10] is that one requires explicit
knowledge of the uncertainty set Pai for every action a ∈ A and state i ∈ X in order
to compute σPai (v) for any vector v ∈ 
n
. On the other hand, a more plausible
scenario is when the underlying uncertainty set Pai is a simple convex set such as a
ball, ellipsoid or parallelepiped centered around the actually experienced simulator
probabilities pai . The motivation behind this is that often it is easy to estimate some
measure of the uncertainty that one is dealing with, e.g., the maximum eigenvector of
the ellipsoid or the principal axis of the parallelepiped rather than estimate the true
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description of the uncertainty sets Pai . As a concrete example, we have the ellipsoid
U B
{






for some n × n psd matrix A with the uncertainty set Pai being
Pai B {x + p
a
i | x ∈ U}, (1.4.5)
where pai was the simulator transition probability that was experienced in practice.
Note that while the set U may be easy to estimate, the approach of [10] breaks down
since one has no knowledge of pai as one merely observes the new state j sampled
with according to this probability distribution. This gives rise to a fundamental
question:
Can one still compute an ε-suboptimal policy under the weaker assumption of knowing
the generic shape of the uncertainty region without knowing its location/center?
We will answer this question positively in Chapter ?? by developing robust
versions of the celebrated Q-iterations and the TD(λ)-iterations. We will show that
with an appropriately chosen step-size γt and discount factor ν and under the
assumption that one can efficiently optimize linear functions over U, these iterations
converge to the optimal policy.
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CHAPTER 2
MATCHING HAS NO SMALL SYMMETRIC SDP
The main result of this chapter is that any symmetric semidefinite program ap-
proximating the matching problem to within 1 − εn−1 must have exponential size.
The result is a semidefinite programming analogue of the seminal result of [26, 2]
who showed that any symmetric linear program (LP) for the matching problem has
exponential size. Further [27] recently showed that one can drop the symmetry
requirement: any linear program for the matching problem has exponential size.
Since it is possible to optimize over matchings in polynomial time (see e.g., [1]), it
follows that there is a gap between the class of problems that have small linear pro-
gramming formulations and the class of problems that allow efficient deterministic
optimization.
A natural question following these results is whether such a gap exists for
the paradigm of semidefinite programming (SDP). Semidefinite programs are a
generalization of linear programs and therefore strictly more powerful than the LP
paradigm. Crucially, they also allow efficient optimization using e.g., the Ellipsoid
algorithmof [28]. Moreover, formanyNP-hard combinatorial optimization problems
such as MaxCut and SparsestCut, the best known algorithms come from rounding
SDP relaxations due to [29, 30]. In Chapter 3 we will introduce one strategy of
proving lowerbounds on the size of SDPs approximating different optimization
problems. A different strategy, which will be the approach of this chapter, is to argue
that general SDP relaxations are no more powerful than certain hierarchies such
as the Lasserre or the Sums-of-squares SDP hierarchy of comparable sizes. This is
the basis of the approach of recent work [5, 6] showing the power of hierarchies for
the class of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) and the traveling salesperson
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problem (TSP). However the question of whether the matching problem has a
small SDP remains open. In this chapter we give a partial negative answer to this
question by proving the analogue of Yannakakis’s result for semidefinite programs,
by showing that general semidefinite relaxations are no more powerful than the
Lasserre hierarchy or the Sums-of-squares SDP relaxation, thereby leading to an
exponential lowerbound due to a result of [31].
Related work
The question of the minimum sized linear programming formulation for a given
problem was initiated by Yannakakis’s seminal work [26, 2]. In Yannakakis’s setting,
a general linear program for the perfect matching polytope PM(n) consists of a
higher-dimensional polytope Q ∈ D and a projection π such that π(Q)  PM(n).
The size of the linear program is measured by the number of constraints in the
description of the polytope Q.
The main idea behind the result of [26] was an elegant characterization of the
size of linear programming formulations in terms of the non-negative rank of
an associated matrix known as the slack matrix. Using this characterization, [26]
showed that any symmetric linear program for the matching problem and traveling
salesperson problem require exponential size. On a high level, a linear program
for matching problem is symmetric, if for every permutation σ of the vertices in the
graph, there is a corresponding permutation σ̃ of the coordinates in D that leave
the polytope Q invariant.
A natural question that comes out of thework of Yannakakis is whether dropping
the symmetry requirement helps in giving polynomial sized linear programs
for Matching. [32, 33] and [27] answered this question negatively for the TSP
and matching problems respectively: any linear extended formulation of either
problem has exponential size. Separations between symmetric and general linear
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programming relaxations were obtained by [34] who showed that for Matching on Kn
restricted to having log n edges leads to a small nonsymmetric linear programming
formulation, while still requiring exponential size for any symmetric formulation.
Analogous results were proven by [35, 36] on the extension complexity of the
permutahedron.
For the class of maximum constraint satisfaction problems (MaxCSPs), [4]
established a connection between lower bounds for general linear programs to lower
bounds against an explicit linear program namely the well-known Sherali-Adams
hierarchy. A similar connection was shown for SDP relaxations of Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) by [5] and improved by [6] to the Lasserre or Sums-
of-squares SDP relaxation thereby showing strong lowerbounds for general SDP
relaxations for these problems. This is also the approach of this chapter for the
Matching and TSP problem respectively. A different approach will be explored in
Chapter 3 where we will establish lowerbounds for other non-CSP problems.
Contribution
We can summarize the contributions of this chapter as follows.
1. The first main result is the following theorem analogous to the result of [26, 2]
for SDP relaxations of Matching.
Theorem 2.0.1. There exists an absolute constant α such that for every ε ∈ [0, 1),
every symmetric SDP relaxation approximating the perfect matching problem within
a factor 1 − εn−1 has size at least 2αn .
The main idea is to show that among all symmetric SDP relaxations for
Matching, the Lasserre or Sums-of-squares SDP hierarchy is optimal. In light
of a result of [31] that shows that Ω(n)-rounds of the Lasserre SDP hierarchy
cannot refute the existence of a perfect matching in an odd clique of size n.
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The main obstacle in going from MaxCSPs to Matching is the non-trivial
algebraic structure of the underlying solution space, namely the space of
all perfect matchings. Specifically, given a multilinear polynomial testing
whether it is identically zero over all perfect matchings is non-trivial in itself.
In contrast, a multilinear polynomial is nonzero over solution space to a
MaxCSP namely {0, 1}n , if and only if all the coefficients of the polynomial
are zero. At a high level, for the Lasserre SDP hierarchy to be optimal for the
matching problem, it must at least be powerful enough to detect whether a
given polynomial is identically zero over matchings. We will show that every
multilinear polynomial F that is identically zero all perfect matchings, can
be certified to be zero via a degree 2 deg(F) − 1 derivation, starting from the
linear and quadratic constraints that describe the space of perfect matchings.
2. The second main result shows the optimality of Lasserre SDP relaxations
among all symmetric SDP relaxations for approximating the metric traveling
salesperson problem. The formal statement of the result is as follows.
Theorem. For every constant ρ > 0, if there exists a symmetric SDP relaxation





− 1 which achieves a ρ-approximation for TSP instances on 2n
vertices. Then the (2k − 1)-round Lasserre relaxation achieves a ρ-approximation for
TSP instances on n vertices.
The technical idea behind this derivation is similar in spirit to that of Matching,
where we show a low degree derivation for every identically zero polynomials
over the space of all traveling salesman tours of Kn .
2.1 Symmetric SDP formulations
Let us introduce some useful notation. The expression [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}.
r+ denotes the cone of r × r real symmetric positive semidefinite (psd) matrices.
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[x] denotes the set of polynomials in n real variables x  (x1, . . . , xn) with real
coefficients. 〈H〉 denotes the vector space spanned byH while 〈H〉I denotes the
ideal generated byH . Groups act on the left.
For any psd matrix M let
√











 M also, since
√
M is symmetric. We now turn a G-coordinate-
symmetric SDP formulation into a symmetric sum of squares representation over a
small set of basis functions.
Lemma 2.1.1 (Sums-of-squares for symmetric SDP formulations). If a G-symmetric
maximization problem P  (S , F ) admits a G-coordinate-symmetric ( ˜C, ˜S)-approximate





h : S →  such that for any f ∈ F with max f 6 ˜S( f ) we have ˜C( f ) − f  ∑ j h2j + µ f
for some h j ∈ 〈H〉 and constant µ f > 0. The action onH is given by (1 · h)(s)  h(1−1 · s)
for all 1 ∈ G, h ∈ H and s ∈ S.
Proof. LetA, b, Xs , w f comprise a G-coordinate-symmetric SDP formulation of size
d. We define the setH B
{
hi j
 i , j ∈ [d]} via hi j(s) B √Xs i j . By the action of G and
the uniqueness of the square root, we have 1 · hi j  h1·i ,1· j , soH is G-symmetric.





By standard strong duality arguments as in [7], for every f ∈ F with max f 6
˜S( f ), there is a U f ∈ d+ and µ f > 0 such that for all s ∈ S
˜C( f ) − f (s)  Tr[U f Xs] + µ f .
Again by standard arguments the trace can be rewritten as a sum of squares:

































˜C( f ) − f  ∑ j∈[d] (∑i∈[d]√U f i j · hi j)2 + µ f , as claimed. 
2.2 The perfect matching problem
In this section we describe the perfect matching problem PM(n) as a maximization
problem in the framework of Section 1.2 and show that any symmetric SDP
formulation has exponential size.
Let n be an even positive integer, and let Kn denote the complete graph on
n vertices. The feasible solutions of PM(n) are all the perfect matchings M on
Kn . The objective functions fF are indexed by the edge sets F of Kn and are
defined as fF(M) B |M ∩ F |. For approximation guarantees we use ˜S( f ) B max f
and
˜C( f ) B max f + ε/2 for some fixed 0 6 ε < 1 as in [37], which will establish
(1−ε/(n−1))-inapproximability asmax f 6 (n−1)/2, and hence (1−ε/(n−1)) ˜C( f ) >
max f .
The alternating groupAn acts naturally onPM(n)via permutation of vertices, and
the guarantees
˜C, ˜S are clearly An-symmetric. Our main theorem is an exponential
lower bound on the size of any An-coordinate-symmetric SDP extension of PM(n).
Theorem 2.2.1. There exists an absolute constant α > 0 such that for all even n and every
0 6 ε < 1, every An-coordinate-symmetric ( ˜C, ˜S)-approximate SDP extended formulation
for the perfect matching problem PM(n) has size at least 2αn . In particular, every An-
coordinate-symmetric SDP extended formulation approximating the perfect matching
problem PM(n) within a factor of 1 − ε/(n − 1) has size at least 2αn .
2.2.1 Highly symmetric functions are juntas
We now show that functions on perfect matchings with high symmetry are actually
juntas: they depend only on the edges of a small vertex set. The key is the following
lemma stating that perfect matchings coinciding on a vertex set belong to the same
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orbit as the centralizer of the vertex set. For any set W ⊆ [n] let E[W] denote the
edges of Kn with both endpoints in W .
Lemma 2.2.2. Let S ⊆ [n] with |S | < n/2 and let M1 and M2 be perfect matchings in Kn .
If M1 ∩ E[S]  M2 ∩ E[S] then there exists σ ∈ A([n] \ S) such that σ ·M1  M2.
Proof. Let δ(S) denote the edges with exactly one endpoint in S. There are three
kinds of edges: those in E[S], those in δ(S), and those disjoint from S. We construct
σ to handle each type of edge, then fix σ to be even.
To handle the edges in E[S] we set σ to the identity on S, since M1 ∩ E[S] 
M2 ∩ E[S].
To handle the edges in δ(S)we note that V(M1∩ δ(S)) equals V(M2∩ δ(S))when
both are restricted to S, since M1 and M2 are perfect matchings. Therefore for each
edge (s , v) ∈ M1 with s ∈ S and v < S there is a unique edge (s , w) ∈ M2 with w < S;
we extend σ to map v to w for each such s.
To handle the edges disjoint from S, we again use the fact that M1 and M2 are
perfect matchings, so the number of edges in each that are disjoint from S is the
same. We extend σ to be an arbitrary bĳection on those edges.
We now show that we can choose σ to be even. Since |S | < n/2 there is an edge
(u , v) ∈ M2 disjoint from S. Let τu ,v denote the transposition of u and v and let
σ′ B τu ,v ◦ σ. We have σ′ ·M1  σ ·M1  M2, and either σ or σ′ is even. 
We also need the following lemma, which has been used extensively for sym-
metric linear extended formulations. See references [2, 26, 38, 39, 5] for examples.
Lemma 2.2.3 ([40, Theorems 5.2A and 5.2B]). Let n > 10 and let G 6 An be a group. If




for some k < n/2, then there is an invariant subset W with |W | < k such
that A([n] \W) is a subgroup of G.
We combine the previous two lemmas to get the main result of this section.
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Proposition 2.2.4. Let n > 10, let k < n/2 and letH be an An-symmetric set of functions




. Then for every h ∈ H there is a






Proof. Applying Lemma 2.2.3 to the stabilizer of h, we obtain a subset W ⊆ [n] of
size less than k such that h is stabilized by A([n] \W), i.e.,
h(M)  (1 · h)(M)  h(1−1 ·M)
for all 1 ∈ A([n] \W).
Therefore for every perfect matching M the function h is constant on the
A([n] \W)-orbit of M. As the orbit is determined by M ∩ E[W] by Lemma 2.2.2, so
is the function value h(M). Therefore h depends only on the edges in E[W]. 
2.2.2 Lower bounds on matching
A key step in proving our lower bound is obtaining low-degree derivations of
approximation guarantees for objective functions of PM(n). Therefore we start with
a standard representation of functions as polynomials. We define the matching
constraint polynomials Pn as:














Intuitively, the first set of polynomials ensures that no vertex is matched more
than once, the second set ensures that each vertex is matched, and the third set
ensures that each coordinate is 0-1 valued. We observe that the ring of real valued
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functions on perfect matchings is isomorphic to [{xuv}{u ,v}∈([n]
2
)]/〈Pn〉I with xuv
representing the indicator function of the edge uv being contained in a perfect
matching.
Now we formulate low-degree derivations. Let P denote a set of polynomials in
[x]. For polynomials F and G, we write F '(P ,d) G, or F is congruent to G from P in




q(p) · p  G
and maxp deg(q(p) · p) 6 d. We often drop the dependence on P when it is clear
from context. We shall write F ≡ G for two polynomials F and G defining the same
function on perfect matchings, i.e., F − G ∈ 〈Pn〉I .
A crucial part of our argument is the result that any F ∈ 〈Pn〉I can be generated
by low-degree coefficients from Pn :
Theorem 2.2.5. For every polynomial F ∈ [{xuv}{u ,v}∈(n
2
)], if F ∈ 〈Pn〉I then
F '(Pn ,2 deg F−1) 0.
The proof is presented in Section 2.2.3.
We now have all the ingredients to present the proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. Fix an even integer n > 10, as α can be clearly adjusted to
hold for smaller n. Let k  dβne for some small enough constant 0 < β < 1/2
chosen later. Suppose for a contradiction that PM(n) admits a symmetric SDP




− 1. Let S  [m] and T  {m + 1, . . . , n},
where m is the odd number with n  2m or n  2m + 2. In particular, |T | > m and
m  Θ(n). Consider the objective function for the set of edges E[S] on S. Clearly
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max fE[S]  (|S | − 1)/2:
f (x) def ˜C( fE[S]) − fE[S](x) 























, there is a constant µ f > 0 and an An-symmetric set








12 + µ f where 1 ∈ 〈H〉.
By Proposition 2.2.4, every h ∈ H depends on at most k edge variables, and hence
can be represented as a polynomial with degree at most k (using the generators
x2e − xe from Pn). As the 1 are linear combinations of the h ∈ H , they can also be
represented with polynomials of degree at most k, which we do from now on.















finally, if n  2m + 2, also x2m+1,2m+2  1 and xuv  0 for u 6 2m and v  2m + 1 or









The main point here is that the substitution maps every polynomial in Pn to either
0 or one in Pm .
This equation is a sum-of-squares refutation of the existence of a perfect matching
in a clique of size m, i.e. an odd clique. By [31, Corollary 2] (see also [41]), it follows
that 4k − 1  Ω(m)  Ω(n), a contradiction when β is chosen small enough. 
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2.2.3 Low-degree certificates for matching ideal membership
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2.5 showing that every degree d polynomial
identically zero over perfect matchings is congruent to 0 within degree O(d).
For a partial matching M, let xM B
∏
e∈M xe denote the product of edge
variables for the edges in M. The first step is to reduce every polynomial to a linear
combination of the xM .
Lemma 2.2.6. For every polynomial F there is a polynomial F′ with deg F′ 6 deg F and
F '(Pn ,deg F) F′, where all monomials of F have the form xM for some partial matching M.





for a set A of edges with multiplicities ke > 1. From x2e '2 xe it easily follows that
xke 'k xe for all k > 1, hence F 'deg F
∏
e∈A xe , proving the claim if A is a partial
matching. If A is not a partial matching, then there are distinct e , f ∈ A with a
common vertex, hence xe x f '2 0, leading to F 'deg F 0. 
The rest of Theorem 2.2.5 is proven in two steps: First we show that any heavily
symmetric polynomial is congruent to a constant within its degree, and secondly





σ∈Sn σF. The first step can be seen in a sequence of a few lemmas:







Proof. We use the generators
∑
u xau −1 to add variables corresponding to edges at a,
and then use xauxuv to remove monomials not corresponding to a partial matching:










This easily leads to a similar congruence using all containing matchings of a
larger size:








Proof. We use induction on k − d. The start of the induction is when k  d, when
the sides of Equation (2.2.4) are actually equal.
If k > d, let a be a fixed vertex not covered by M. Applying Lemma 2.2.7 to M










































Corollary 2.2.9. For any polynomial F, there is a constant cF with
∑
σ∈Sn σF '(Pn ,deg F) cF.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.6, it is clearly enough to prove the claim for F  xM for
some partial matching M on 2k vertices, which is an easy application of Lemma 2.2.8
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with d  0:
∑
σ∈Sn
σxM  2k k!(n − k)!
∑
M′ : |M′ |k







The next few lemmas use induction on the degree to prove that if F is a polynomial
that is constant on matchings then F '(Pn ,2 deg F−1) 1n!
∑
σ∈Sn F:
Lemma 2.2.10. Let L be a polynomial with L '(Pn−2 ,d) 0, and a , b be the new vertices.
Then Lxab '(Pn ,d+1) 0.
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the claim when L is from Pn−2. For L  x2e − xe
and L  xuvxuw the claim is obvious, as then L ∈ Pn . The remaining case is
L 
∑






xab − xav xab − xbvxab 'd+1 0.

Lemma 2.2.11. Let L be a degree d − 1 polynomial such that L ≡ 0 mod 〈Pn−4〉I . Let
a , b , c , d be the four new vertices in Kn . If Theorem 2.2.5 holds for degree (d−1) polynomials,
then Lxabxcd '(Pn ,2d−1) 0.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.5, L '(Pn−4 ,2d−3) 0, hence by Lemma 2.2.10 Lxab '(Pn−2 ,2d−2) 0,
and one more application of the Lemma provides Lxabxuv '(Pn ,2d−1) 0. 
Using these, we prove the following symmetrization lemma:
Lemma 2.2.12. Let F be a degree d polynomial, d > 2 and F ∈ 〈Pn〉I . Let σ be a
permutation of vertices. Then if Theorem 2.2.5 holds for degree (d − 1) polynomials,
F '(Pn ,2d−1) σF
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Proof. It is clearly enough to prove the statement when σ is a transposition of two
vertices a and u. Note that in F − σF all monomials which do not contain an xe with
e incident to a or u cancel:
F − σF 
∑
e : a∈e or u∈e
Le xe ,
where the Le have degree at most d − 1. Here every summand is congruent to a sum
of monomials containing edges incident to both a and u, e.g., for e  {a , b}









for some polynomials L′bv of degree at most d − 1. We may assume that L
′
bv does
not contain variables xe with e incident to a , b , u , v, as these can be removed using
generators like xau xav or x2au − xau . Moreover, L′bv is zero on all perfect matchings
containing {a , b} and {u , v}, and hence L′bv '(Pn−4 ,2d−3) 0 (identifying Kn−4 with the
graph Kn ,n \ {a , b , u , v}), from which L′bv '(Pn ,2d−1) 0 follows by Lemma 2.2.11. This
finishes the proof. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 2.2.5 by simply applying Lemma 2.2.12 and
Corollary 2.2.9.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.5. We use induction on the degree d of F. The case d  0 is
obvious, as then clearly F  0. (Note that '−1 is just equality.) The case d  1
rephrased means that the affine space spanned by the characteristic vectors of all
perfect matchings is defined by the
∑
v xuv − 1 for all vertices u. This clearly follows
from Edmonds’s description of the perfect matching polytope by linear inequalities
in [42].
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for a constant cF. As F ∈ 〈Pn〉I , clearly cF  0, and therefore F '2d−1 0. 
2.3 The Metric Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) revisited
In this section, we prove that a particular Lasserre SDP is optimal among all
symmetric SDP relaxations for the asymmetricmetric Traveling Salesperson Problem
on Kn . The feasible solutions of the problem are all permutations σ ∈ Sn . A
permutation σ corresponds to the tour in Kn in which vertex i is the σ(i)-th vertex
visited. An instance I of TSP is a set of non-negative distances dI(i , j) for each edge
(i , j) ∈ Kn , obeying the triangle inequality. The value of a tour σ is just the sum
of the distances of edges traversed valI(σ) 
∑
i dI(σ−1(i), σ−1(i + 1)). The objective
functions are all the valI .
The natural action of An on TSP is by permutation of vertices, which means here
that An acts on Sn by composition from the left: (σ1 · σ2)(i)  σ1(σ2(i)). Obviously,
the problem TSP is An-symmetric.
The ring of real-valued functions on the set Sn of feasible solutions is easily seen
to be isomorphic to [{xi j}{i , j}∈[n]]/〈Qn〉I , with xi j being the indicator of σ(i)  j,





xi j − 1





xi j − 1





 i , j, k ∈ [n]} ∪ {xi j xk j  i , j, k ∈ [n]}
∪
{
x2i j − xi j
 i , j ∈ [n]} .
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The Lasserre Hierarchy for TSP is defined as follows. The k-th level Lasserre
SDP relaxation for a TSP instance I is given by
Minimize C
subject to C − valI '(Qn ,k)
∑
p
p2 for some polynomials p.
We now state our main theorem regarding optimal SDP relaxations for TSP.
We shall use approximation guarantees S( f )  max f and C( f )  max f /ρ for a
factor ρ > 1, and for clarity, instead of (C, S)-approximate formulation we shall use
formulation within a factor ρ.





− 1 approximating TSP within some factor ρ > 1 for instances on 2n vertices.
Then the (2k − 1)-level Lasserre relaxation approximates TSP within the factor of ρ on
instances on n vertices.
First we prove the equivalent of Proposition 2.2.4 for TSP tours. The main
difference here is that we will need a slightly different trick than that used in
Lemma 2.2.2 to eliminate the dependence on the sign of the permutation.




on the set of TSP
tours σ ∈ Sn . Then for every h ∈ H there is a set W ⊆ [n] of size less than k, such that
h(σ) depends only on the positions of the vertices in W in the tour σ, and the sign of σ as a
permutation.
Proof. For every h ∈ H we can apply Lemma 2.2.3 to the stabilizer of h to obtain a
subset W ⊆ [n] of size at most k such that h is stabilized by A([n] \W). In particular,
the value of h can only depend on the positions of the vertices W and possibly on
the sign of the permutation σ ∈ S2n . 
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Next we give a reduction which allows us to eliminate the dependence of the
functions h ∈ H on the sign of the permutation σ. In particular we encode every
TSP tour σ on an n vertex graph as some new tour Φ(σ) in a 2n vertex graph, such
that Φ(σ) is always an even permutation in S2n .
Lemma 2.3.3. Let I be an instance of TSP on Kn . Then there exists an instance I′ of TSP
on K2n and an injective map Φ : Sn → S2n such that
1. valI(σ)  valI′(Φ(σ)) for all σ ∈ Sn .
2. For every tour τ ∈ S2n there exists σ ∈ Sn such that valI′(Φ(σ)) 6 valI′(τ)
3. For all σ ∈ Sn the permutation Φ(σ) is even.
Proof. Given a TSP instance I on Kn we construct a new instance I′ on K2n as
follows:
• For every vertex i ∈ I add a pair of vertices i and i′ to I′.
• For every distance d(i , j) in I add 4 edges all with the same distance d(i , j) 
d(i′, j)  d(i , j′)  d(i′, j′) to I′.
• For every pair of vertices i , i′ ∈ I′ add an edge of distance zero i.e set d(i , i′)  0.
Wewill call a tour τ ∈ S2n canonical if it visits i′ immediately after i i.e. σ(i′)  σ(i)+1.
We will write T for the set of canonical tours in S2n . It is easy to check using the
triangle inequality that for every tour τ there is a canonical tour with no larger value.
For every tour σ in I define Φ(σ) to be the corresponding canonical tour in I′. That
is Φ(σ)(i)  2σ(i) − 1 and Φ(σ)(i′)  2σ(i). Note that Φ : Sn → S2n is an injective
map whose image is all of T. By construction we have:
valI(σ) ≡ valI′(Φ(σ))
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which proves property (1). Property (2) follows from the fact that every tour τ ∈ S2n
has a canonical tour with no larger value, and that T is the image of Φ.
For property (3), note that every canonical tour is an even permutation. To see
why suppose σ ∈ Sn is given by σ  (i1, j1)(i2, j2), . . . , (im , jm)where (i , j) denotes




), . . . , (im , jm)(i′m , j′m)
is comprised of 2m swap permutations, and is therefore even. 
The last ingredient we need is a version of Theorem 2.2.5 for the problem TSP.
Theorem 2.3.4. If F is a multilinear polynomial whose monomials are partial matchings
on Kn ,n , and F ≡ 0 modulo Qn , then F '(Qn ,2 deg F−1) 0.
The proof of the above theorem is deferred to the next subsection. We now have
all the tools necessary to prove Theorem 2.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. First let I be an instance of TSP on Kn . Use Lemma 2.3.3 to
construct a TSP instance I′ on K2n and the corresponding map Φ. Now assume we





− 1 for TSP on
K2n . By Lemma 2.1.1 there is a corresponding A2n-symmetric family of functions




such that whenever maxτ valI′(τ) 6 S(valI′)we have:
C(valI′) − valI′(τ) ≡
∑
j
h j(τ)2 where h j ∈ 〈H ′〉 .
Let h′ ∈ H ′. By Proposition 2.3.2 h′(τ) depends only on some subset W′ of size at
most k, and possibly on the sign of τ.
Now we restrict the above relaxation to the image of Φ. By Lemma 2.3.3 this
does not change the optimum. Using the fact that valI(σ) ≡ valI′(Φ(σ)) then gives
rise to a new relaxation where whenever maxσ valI(σ) 6 S(valI)we have:
C(valI) − valI(σ) ≡
∑
j
h j(Φ(σ))2 where h j ∈ 〈H ′〉
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as clearly S(valI)  S(valI′) and C(valI)  C(valI′). Next for each h′ ∈ H ′ define
h : Sn → by h(σ)  h′(Φ(σ)). SinceΦ(σ) is even, we then have that each h depends
only on the position of some subset W ⊆ [n] of size at most k. Such a function can
be written as a degree k polynomial p in the variables xi j so that p(xσ) ≡ f (σ) on
the vertices of PTSP(n). Now by Theorem 2.3.4 we have that p '(Qn ,2k−1) h. Thus, we
conclude that whenever maxσ valI(σ) 6 S(valI)we have:




which is precisely the statement that the (2k−1)-level Lasserre relaxation for PTSP(n)
is a (C, S)-approximation. 
2.3.1 Low-degree certificates for tour ideal membership
In this section we prove Theorem 2.3.4 showing that every degree d polynomial
identically zero over TSP tours is congruent to 0 within degree O(d).
Note that any partial tour τ can be thought of as a partial matching M in Kn ,n ,
namely if τ(i)  j, then M includes the edge (i , j). Because of this, it will come as
no surprise that the proof proceeds in a very similar manner to Section 2.2.3, and
hereafter we shall always refer to partial matchings on Kn ,n rather than on Kn .
For a partial matching M, let xM B
∏
e∈M xe denote the product of edge
variables for the edges in M. The first step is to reduce every polynomial to a linear
combination of the xM .
Lemma 2.3.5. For every polynomial F there is a polynomial F′ with deg F′ 6 deg F and
F '(Qn ,deg F) F′, where all monomials of F have the form xM for some partial matching M.





for a set A ⊆ E[Kn ,n] of edges with multiplicities ke > 1. From x2e '2 xe it easily
follows that xke 'k xe for all k > 1, hence F 'deg F
∏
e∈A xe , proving the claim if A is
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a partial matching. If A is not a partial matching, then there are distinct e , f ∈ A
with a common vertex, hence xe x f '2 0, leading to F 'deg F 0. 
The rest of the proof proceeds identically to Theorem 2.2.5, but we let the
symmetric group act on polynomials slightly differently. If Kn ,n  Un ∪ Vn is the
bipartite decomposition of Kn ,n , then we only let the permutation group act on
the labels of vertices of Un , i.e. σx(a ,b)  x(σ(a),b). We show that under this action,
symmetrized polynomials are congruent to zero, which can again be seen in the
same sequence of lemmas:
Lemma 2.3.6. For any partial matching M on 2d vertices and a vertex a ∈ Un not covered






Proof. We use the generators
∑
v xav − 1 to add variables corresponding to edges at a,
and then use xav xbv to remove monomials not corresponding to a partial matching:









This easily leads to a similar congruence using all containing matchings of a
larger size:








Proof. We use induction on k − d. The start of the induction is when k  d, when
the sides of Equation (2.3.2) are actually equal.
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If k > d, let a ∈ Un be a fixed vertex not covered by M. Applying Lemma 2.3.6 to










































Corollary 2.3.8. For any polynomial F, there is a constant cF with
∑
σ∈Sn σF '(Qn ,deg F) cF.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.3.5, it is clearly enough to prove the claim for F  xM for
some partial matching M on 2k vertices, which is an easy application of Lemma 2.3.7
with d  0: ∑
σ∈Sn
σxM  (n − k)!
∑
M′ : |M′ |k







The next few lemmas use induction on the degree to prove that if F is a polynomial
that is constant on matchings then F '(Qn ,2 deg F−1) 1n!
∑
σ∈Sn F:
Lemma 2.3.9. Let L be a polynomial with L '(Qn−2 ,d) 0, and a , b be the new vertices. Then
Lxabxba '(Qn ,d+2) 0.
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the claim when L is from Qn−2. For L  x2e − xe ,
L  xuvxuw , and L  xuvxwv the claim is obvious, as then L ∈ Qn . The remaining
cases are (1) L 
∑
u∈Un−2 xuv − 1 for some v ∈ Vn−2, and (2) L 
∑
v∈Vn−2 xuv − 1 for
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xabxba − xav xabxba − xbv xabxba '(Qn ,d+1) 0.

Lemma 2.3.10. Let L be a degree d − 1 polynomial such that L ≡ 0 mod 〈Qn−2〉I . Let
a , b be the two new vertices on each side of Kn ,n . If Theorem 2.3.4 holds for degree (d − 1)
polynomials, then Lxab xba '(Qn ,2d−1) 0.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.4, L '(Qn−2 ,2d−3) 0, hence by Lemma 2.3.9 Lxabxba '(Qn ,2d−1)
0. 
Using these, we prove the following symmetrization lemma:
Lemma 2.3.11. Let F be a degree d polynomial, d > 2 and F ∈ 〈Qn〉I . Let σ act on
polynomials by permuting the left labels of the variables. Then if Theorem 2.3.4 holds for
degree (d − 1) polynomials,
F '(Qn ,2d−1) σF
Proof. It is clearly enough to prove the statement when σ is a transposition of two
vertices a and u. Note that in F − σF all monomials which do not contain an xe with
e incident to a or u on the left cancel:
F − σF 
∑
e : e(a ,r) or e(u ,r)
Le xe ,
where the Le have degree at most d − 1. Here every summand is congruent to a sum
of monomials containing edges incident to both a and u, e.g., for e  {a , b}










for some polynomials L′bv of degree at most d − 1. We may assume that L
′
bv does
not contain variables xe with e incident to a , b , u , v, as these can be removed using
generators like xabxac or x2uv − xuv . Moreover, L′bv is zero on all perfect matchings
containing (a , b) and (u , v), and hence L′bvxabxuv '(Qn ,2d−1) 0 by Lemma 2.3.10
(identifying Kn−2,n−2 with the graph Kn ,n \ {a , b , u , v}). This finishes the proof. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 2.3.4 by simply applying Lemma 2.3.11 and
Corollary 2.3.8.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.4. We use induction on the degree d of F. The case d  0 is
obvious, as then clearly F  0. (Note that '−1 is just equality.) The case d  1
rephrased means that the affine space spanned by the characteristic vectors of all
perfect matchings is defined by the
∑
v xuv − 1 for all vertices u. This follows again
from Edmonds’s description of the perfect matching polytope by linear inequalities
in [42] (valid for any graph in addition to K2n and Kn ,n).










for a constant cF. As F ∈ 〈Qn〉I , clearly cF  0, and therefore F '2d−1 0. 
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CHAPTER 3
LP AND SDP LOWER BOUNDS FOR OTHER PROBLEMS
In this chapter we study Linear and Semidefinite programming relaxations for
various non-Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) and present a general reduction
framework to prove lower bounds on their sizes. We call a problem LP-hard if it
does not admit an LP formulation with a polynomial number of constraints, and we
define SDP-hardness similarly.
Recently, motivated by Yannakakis’s influential work [2, 26], a plethora of strong
lower bounds have been established formany important optimizationproblems, such
as e.g., theMatching problem [27] or the TravelingSalesman problem [32, 33, 15]. In [7],
the authors introduced a reduction mechanism providing inapproximability results
for several problems. However, the reductions were required to be affine, which is
a major restriction and hence failed for many natural combinatorial optimization
problems such as VertexCover, IndependentSet and SparsestCut.
In this work we extend the reduction mechanism of [7] in the following two
ways, which enable us to establish several new hardness results both in the LP and
SDP setting; both are special cases arising from reinterpreting LPs and SDPs as
proof systems (see Section 3.1.1).
1. Wegeneralize the reduction framework of [7] by including additional ‘computa-
tion’ in the reduction, thereby allowing non-affine relations between problems.
As a result we no longer need complicated Sherali-Adams reductions as in
[43] to show a 2 − ε hardness for VertexCover.
2. We also extend the framework to the broader class of fractional optimization
problems (such as e.g., SparsestCut) where ratios of linear functions have to
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be optimized. While the objective is non-linear, one can still write LP and
SDP relaxations by optimizing the numerator and the denominator at the
same time e.g., the relaxation studied by [44]. We generalize the reduction
framework to allow for non-affine reductions between fractional optimization
problems, thereby allowing us to prove inapproximability results for non-
uniform versions of SparsestCut even when the treewidth of the demand
graph is constant. This shows that the approximation factor obtained by [44]
is tight for any polynomial sized LPs and SDPs.
Related Work
The idea of using reductions to show LP and SDP hardness in the same manner
as in computational complexity has been explored in various forms before. A
lifting like argument was used by [45] to show exponential extension complexity for
subset-sum and three dimensional matching. The authors used a lifting argument
to show a relationship between the cut polytope and the subset-sum and matching
polytopes, together with a lowerbound for the cut polytope proved in [46]. However,
the lifting idea does not capture the approximations of various problems and is
not applicable to other problems than the ones presented in [45]. For the class of
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), [4, 15, 6] present lowerbounds by showing
that general relaxations can do no better than hierarchies. However, as we show
in this chapter, there are problems like the IndependentSet for which this is not
true. The first step towards defining a reduction framework between LP and SDP
relaxations between different problems was taken by [7], generalizing the ideas in
[47, 48]. To prove lowerbounds for an optimization problem using our generalized
reduction framework, we require base hard problems, which will be Matching [27],
as well as constraint satisfaction problems [4, 15, 6], as well as hierarchy hardness
results such as e.g., [49] and [50] for the UniqueGames problem.
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Contribution
We formally outline the several contributions of this chapter.
Generalized LP/SDP reductions. We generalize the reduction mechanism in [7] by
modeling additional computation, by using extra LP or SDP constraints. More
precisely, we allow for more complicated reduction maps as long as these maps
themselves have a small LP/SDP formulation in terms of their nonnegative and
psd rank respectively. As a consequence, we can relax the affineness requirement
of [7] and enable a weak form of gap-amplification and boosting. This overcomes a
major limitation of the approach in [7], yielding significantly stronger reductions
at a small cost, while allowing lowerbounds for new problems for which affine
reductions were not known.
Fractional LP/SDP optimization. Second, we present a framework modeling LP and
SDP relaxations for fractional optimization problmes and a corresponding reduc-
tion mechanism, where the objective functions are now ratios of functions from a
low dimensional space. A canonical example of such a fractional optimization
problem is the SparsestCut problem where we want to minimize the ratio of the
weight of the cut edges to the weight of separated demand. For these problems
the standard LP and SDP framework is meaningless as the ratios span a high
dimensional affine space. The fractional framework models the usual way of solv-
ing fractional optimization problems, enabling us to establish strong lowerbounds
about LP and SDP relaxations for these problems.
Direct non-linear hardness reductions. We demonstrate the power of our generalized
reduction by establishing newLP-hardness and SDP-hardness for several problems
of interest, i.e., these problems cannot be solved by LPs/SDPs of polynomial size;
see Table Figure 3.1. We establish various hardness results for the SparsestCut and
BalancedSeparator problems even when one of the underlying graph has constant
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treewidth. We redo the reductions to intermediate CSP problems used for optimal
inapproximability results for the VertexCover problem over simple graphs and
Q-regular hypergraphs in [43], eliminating Sherali-Adams reductions. We also
show the first explicit SDP-hardness for the MaxCut problem, inapproximability
within a factor of 15/16 + ε, which is stronger than the algorithmic hardness
of 16/17 + ε. Finally, we prove a new, strong Lasserre integrality gap of n1−γ
after O(nγ) rounds for the IndependentSet problem for any sufficiently small
γ > 0. It not only significantly strengthens and complements the best-known
integrality gap results so far ([51] and [52, 53]; see also [54, 55]), but also shows
the suboptimality of Lasserre relaxations for the IndependentSet problem together
with [43].
Small uniform LPs for bounded treewidth problems. Finally, we introduce a new tech-
nique in Section Section 3.9 to derive small uniform linear programs for problems
over graphs of bounded treewidth. The motivation behind these results are
analogous results in complexity theory where restricting the treewidth or genus
of a problem often allows polynomial time algorithms for NP-hard problems. We
establish similar results for linear programs, by showing the existence of polyno-
mial sized LPs for these bounded treewidth problems. A result of similar flavor
was obtained by [56], however crucially in our result the same linear program is
used for all bounded treewidth instances of the same size, independent of the
actual tree decompositions, whereas the linear program in [56] work for a single
input instance only (with fewer inequalities than our linear program).
3.1 Preliminaries
Here we recall the linear programming and semidefinte programming framework
from [7], as well as the optimization problems we shall consider later, paying
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Table 3.1: Inapproximability of optimization problems. tw denotes treewidth.
Problem Factor Source Paradigm Remark
MaxCut 15
16
+ ε Max-3-XOR/0 SDP
SparsestCut(n), tw(supply)  O(1) 2 − ε MaxCut LP opt. [4]
SparsestCut(n), tw(supply)  O(1) 16
15




IndependentSet ω(n1−ε) Max-k-CSP Lasserre
O(nε) rounds
Matching, 3-regular 1 + ε/n2 Matching LP
1F-CSP
ω(1) UniqueGames LP [43]
w/o SAQ-,-CSP
particular attention to base hard problems. Section Section 3.1.1 is a new technical
foundation for the framework, presenting the underlying theory in a unified simple
way, from which the extensions in Sections Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 readily follow.
We start by recalling the notion of tree decompositions and treewidth of a graph.
Definition 3.1.1 (Tree width). A tree decomposition of a graph G is a tree T together
with a vertex set of G called bag Bt ⊆ V(G) for every node t of T, satisfying the
following conditions: (1) V(G)  ⋃t∈V(T) Bt , (2) For every adjacent vertices u, v of
G there is a bag Bt containing both u and v, and (3) For all nodes t1, t2, t of T with t
lying between t1 and t2 (i.e., t is on the unique path connecting t1 and t2) we have
Bt1 ∩ Bt2 ⊆ Bt The width of the tree decomposition is maxt∈V(T) |Bt | − 1: one less
than the maximum bag size. The treewidth tw(G) of G is the minimum width of its
tree decompositions.
We will use χ(·) for indicator functions: i.e., χ(X)  1 if the statement X is true,
and χ(X)  0 otherwise. We will denote random variables using bold face, e.g. x.
Let r denote the set of symmetric r × r real matrices, and let r+ denote the set of
positive semidefinite r × r real matrices.
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3.1.1 Nonnegativity problems: Extended formulations as proof system
In this section we introduce an abstract view of formulation complexity, where the
main idea is to reduce all statements to the core question about the complexity
of deriving nonnegativity for a class of nonnegative functions. This abstract view
will allow us to easily introduce future versions of reductions and optimization
problems with automatic availability of Yannakakis’s Factorization Theorem and
the reduction mechanism.
Definition 3.1.2. A nonnegativity problem P  (S ,I, val) consists of a set I of
instances, a set S of feasible solutions and a nonnegative evaluation val : I × S → >0.
As before, we shall write valI(s) instead of val(I , s). The aim is to study the
complexity of proving nonnegativity of the functions valI . Therefore we define the
notion of proof as a linear program or a semidefinite program.
Definition 3.1.3. Let P  (S ,I, val) be a nonnegativity problem. An LP proof of
nonnegativity of P consists of a linear program Ax 6 b with x ∈ r for some r and
the following realizations:
Feasible solutions as vectors xs ∈ r for every s ∈ S satisfying
Axs 6 b for all s ∈ S , (3.1.1)
i.e., the system Ax 6 b is a relaxation (superset) of conv xs | s ∈ S.
Instances as affine functions wI : r →  for all I ∈ IS satisfying
wI(xs)  valI(s) for all s ∈ S , (3.1.2)
i.e., the linearization wI of valI is required to be exact on all xs with s ∈ S.
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Proof We require that the wI are nonnegative on the solution set of the LP:
wI(x) > 0 whenever Ax 6 b ,I ∈ I. (3.1.3)
The size of the formulation is the number of inequalities in Ax 6 b. Finally, LP proof
complexity fcLP(P) of P is the minimal size of all its LP proofs.
The notion of an SDP proof is defined similarly.
Definition 3.1.4. Let P  (S ,I, val) be a nonnegativity problem. An SDP proof of
nonnegativity of P consists of a semidefinite program
{
X ∈ r+
A(X)  b} (i.e., a
linear mapA : r → k together with a vector b ∈ k) and the following realizations:
Feasible solutions as vectors Xs ∈ r+ for all s ∈ S satisfying
A(Xs)  b (3.1.4)
Instances as nonnegative affine functions wI : r →  for all I ∈ I satisfying
wI(Xs)  valI(s) for all s ∈ S. (3.1.5)
Proof We require nonnegativity on the feasible region of the SDP:
wI(X) > 0 wheneverA(X)  b ,X ∈ r+,I ∈ I. (3.1.6)
The size of the formulation is the dimension parameter r. Finally, the SDP proof
complexity fcSDP(P) of P is the minimal size of all its SDP proofs.
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Slack matrix and proof complexity
We introduce the slack matrix of a nonnegativity problem as a main tool to study
proof complexity, generalizing the approach from the polyhedral world. The
main result is a version of Yannakakis’s Factorization Theorem formulating proof
complexity in the language of linear algebra as a combinatorial property of the slack
matrix.
Definition 3.1.5. The slack matrix of a nonnegativity problem P  (S ,I, val) is the
I × S matrix MP with entries the values of the function valI
MP(I , s) B valI(s). (3.1.7)
We will use the standard notions of nonnegative rank and semidefinite rank.
Definition 3.1.6 ([7]). Let M be a nonnegative matrix.
nonnegative factorization A nonnegative factorization of M of size r is a decomposi-
tion M 
∑r
i1 Mi of M as a sum of r nonnegative matrices Mi of rank 1. The
nonnegative rank rank+ M is the minimum r for which M has a nonnegative
factorization of size r.
psd factorization A positive semi-definite (psd) factorization of M of size r is a de-
composition M(I , s)  Tr[AIBs] of M where the AI and Bs are positive
semi-definite (psd) r × r matrices. The psd rank rankpsd M is the minimum r
for which M has a psd factorization of size r.
We define variants ignoring factors of the form a:
LP factorization An LP factorization of M of size r is a decomposition M 
∑r
i1 Mi+
u of M as a sum of r nonnegative matrices Mi of rank 1 and possibly an
additional nonnegative rank-1 u with all columns being equal. The LP rank
rankLP M is the minimum r for which M has an LP factorization of size r.
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SDP factorization An SDP factorization of M of size r is a decomposition M(I , s) 
Tr[AIBs]+ uI of M where the AI and Bs are positive semi-definite (psd) r × r
matrices, and uI is a nonnegative number. The SDP rank rankSDP M is the
minimum r for which M has an SDP factorization of size r.
Remark 3.1.7. The difference between LP rank and nonnegative rank (see Defini-
tion Definition 3.1.6) is solely by measuring the size of a factorization: for LP rank
factors with equal columns do not contribute to the size. This causes a difference of
at most 1 between the two ranks. The motivation for the LP rank is that it captures
exactly the LP formulation complexity of an optimization problem, in particular for
approximation problems (see [7] for an in-depth discussion). Similar remarks apply
to the relation of SDP rank, psd rank, and SDP formulation complexity.
Theorem 3.1.8. For every nonnegativity problem P with slack matrix MP we have
fcLP(P)  rankLP MP , (3.1.8)
fcSDP(P)  rankSDP MP , (3.1.9)
Proof. The proof is an extension of the usual proofs of Yannakakis’s Factorization
Theorem, e.g., that in [7]. We provide the proof only for the LP case, as the proof for
the SDP case is similar.
First we prove rankLP MP 6 fcLP(P). Let Ax 6 b be an LP proof for P of
size fcLP(P) with realization xs for s ∈ S and affine functions wI for I ∈ I. By
Farkas’s lemma, there are nonnegative matrices uI and nonnegative numbers γI
with wI(x)  uI · (b −Ax)+ γI . Substituting x by xs , we obtain an LP factorization
of size fcLP(P):
MP(I , s)  valI(s)  wI(xs)  uI · (b − Axs) + γI .
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Conversely, to show fcLP(P) 6 rankLP(P), we choose an LP factorization of MP
of size r  rankLP(P)
MP(I , s)  uIxs + γI
where the uI and xs are nonnegative matrices of size 1 × r and r × 1, respectively,
and the γI are nonnegative numbers. Now P has the following LP proof: The linear
program is x > 0 for x ∈ r×1. A feasible solution s is represented by the vector xs .
An instance I is represented by
wI(x)
def
 uIx + γI .
To check the proof, note that by nonnegativity of uI and γI , we have wI(x) > 0 for
all x > 0. Clearly, wI(xs)  MP(I , s)  valI(s), completing the proof. 
Reduction between nonnegativity problems
Definition 3.1.9 (Reduction). Let P1  (S1,I1, valP1) and P2  (S2,I2, valP2) be
nonnegativity problems.
A reduction from P1 to P2 consists of
1. two mappings: ∗ : I1 → I2 and ∗ : S1 → S2 translating instances and feasible
solutions independently;










) ·M1(I1, s1) + M2(I1, s1). (3.1.10)
The matrices M1 and M2 encode additional arguments in the nonnegativity
proof of P1, besides using nonnegativity of P2. Therefore in applications they
should have low complexity, to provide a strong reduction. The following theorem
relates the proof complexity of problems in a reduction.
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Theorem 3.1.10. Let P1 and P2 be nonnegativity problems with a reduction from P1 to
P2. Then
fcLP(P1) 6 rankLP M2 + rankLP M1 + rank+ M1 · fcLP(P2), (3.1.11)
fcSDP(P1) 6 rankSDP M2 + rankSDP M1 + rankpsd M1 · fcSDP(P2), (3.1.12)
where M1 and M2 are the matrices in the reduction as in Definition Definition 3.1.9.
Proof. We prove the claim only for the LP rank, as the proof for the SDP rank is
similar. We apply the Factorization Theorem (Theorem Theorem 3.1.8). Let MP1






◦M1 + M2, (3.1.13)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product (entrywise product), and FI and FS are the
I1 × I2 and S2 × S1 matrices encoding the two maps ∗, respectively:
FI(I1,I2) B

1 if I2  I∗
1
,





1 if S2  S∗
1
,










◦M1 + diag(FIa) ·M1 + M2, (3.1.15)
where diag(x) stands for the square diagonal matrix with the entries of x in the
diagonal. Now the claim follows from Theorem Theorem 3.1.8, the well-known
identities rank+(A ◦ B) 6 rank+ A · rank+ B, rank+ ABC 6 rank+ B, and the obvious
rankLP(A + B) 6 rankLP A + rankLP B together with rankLP(AB) 6 rankLP B. 
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Slack matrix and formulation complexity
The (C, S)-approximate complexity of a maximization problem P  (S ,I, val)
is the complexity of proofs of valI 6 C(I) for instances with max valI 6 S(I),
and similarly for minimization problems. Formally, the proof complexity of
the nonnegativity problem PC,S  (S ,IS , C − val) equals the (C, S)-approximate
complexity of P both in the LP and SDP world, as obvious from the definitions:
fcLP(P , C, S)  fcLP(PC,S), fcSDP(P , C, S)  fcSDP(PC,S). (3.1.16)
Thus the theory of nonnegativity problems from Section Section 3.1.1 immediately
applies, which we formulate now explicitly for optimization problems. The ma-
terial here already appeared in [7] without using nonnegativity problems and a
significantly weaker reduction mechanism.
The main technical tool for establishing lower bounds on the formulation
complexity of a problem is its slack matrix and its factorizations (decompositions).
We start by recalling the definition of the slack matrix for optimization problems.
Definition 3.1.11. Let P  (S ,I, val) be an optimization problem with completeness
guarantee C and soundness guarantee S. The (C, S)-approximate slack matrix MP ,C,S is
the nonnegative IS × S matrix with entries
MP ,C,S(I , s) B τ · (C(I) − valI(s)), (3.1.17)
where τ  +1 if P is a maximization problem, and τ  −1 if P is a minimization
problem.
Finally, we are ready to recall the factorization theorem, equating LP rank
and SDP rank with LP formulation complexity and SDP formulation complexity,
respectively. The notion of LP and SDP rank is recalled in Definition Definition 3.1.6.
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Theorem 3.1.12 (Factorization theorem, [7]). Let P  (S ,I, val) be an optimization
problem with completeness guarantee C and soundness guarantee S. Then
fcLP(P , C, S)  rankLP MP ,C,S , (3.1.18)
fcSDP(P , C, S)  rankSDP MP ,C,S , (3.1.19)
where MP ,C,S is the (C, S)-approximate slack matrix of P.
NowTheorem Theorem 3.2.2 follows as a special case of Theorem Theorem 3.1.10.
Lasserre or SoS hierarchy
The Lasserre hierarchy, also called the Sum-of-Squares (SoS) hierarchy, is a series of
SDP formulations of an optimization problem, relying on a set of base functions.
The base functions are usually chosen so that the objectives valI of instances are
low-degree polynomials of the base functions. For brevity, we recall only the optimal
bound obtained by the SDP formulation, using the notion of pseudoexpectation,
which is essentially a feasible point of the SDP. We follow the definition of [5].
Definition 3.1.13 (Lasserre/SoS hierarchy).
Pseudoexpectation Let { f1, . . . , f`} be real-valued functions with common domain
S. A pseudoexpectation functional ̃ of level d over { f1, . . . , f`} is a real-valued
function with domain the vector space V of real-valued functions F with
domain S, which are polynomials in f1, . . . , f` of degree at most d. A
pseudoexpectation ̃ is required to satisfy
Linearity For all F1, F2 ∈ V
̃(F1 + F2)  ̃(F1) + ̃(F2), (3.1.20)
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and for all r ∈  and F ∈ V
̃(rF)  r ̃(F) (3.1.21)
Positivity ̃(F2) > 0 for all F ∈ V with degree at most d/2 (so that F2 ∈ V)
Normalization ̃(1)  1 for the constant function 1.
Lasserre or SoS value Given an optimization problem P  (S ,I, val) and base
functions f1, . . . , f` defined on S, the degree d SoS value or round d Lasserre
value of an instance I ∈ I is
SoSd(I) B max
̃ : deg ̃62d
̃(valI). (3.1.22)
Note that the base functions fi might satisfy non-trivial polynomial relations,
and therefore the vector space V need not be isomorphic to the vector space of formal
low-degree polynomials in the fi . For example, if the fi are all 0/1-valued, which is
a common case, then f 2i and fi are the same elements of V . We would also like to
mention that the degree or level d is not used consistently in the literature, some
papers use 2d instead of our d. This results in a constant factor difference in the
level, which is usually not significant.
For CSPs we shall use the usual set of base functions Xxiα, the indicators that a
variable xi is assigned the value α. For graph problems, the solution set S usually
consists of vertex sets or edge sets. Therefore the common choice of base functions
are the indicators Xv that a vertex or edge v lies in a solution. This has been used
for UniqueGames in [57] establishing an ω(1) integrality gap for an approximate
Lasserre hierarchy after a constant number of rounds.
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3.1.2 Base hard problems
In this section we will recall the LP-hardness of the problems that will serve as the
starting point in our later reductions. We start with the LP-hardness of the Matching
problem with an inapproximability gap of 1 − ε/n:















where H is the placeholder for the instance, and the constant factor in the exponent depends
on ε.
The following integrality gap was shown in [6] improving upon the result of [4]
for MaxCut.
Theorem 3.1.15 ([6, Corollary 1.3]). For any ε > 0 there is a constant c(ε) and infinitely
many n such that
fcLP
(









We now recall the Lasserre integrality gap result for approximating Max-k-CSP
from [59]. See also [60, 61, 62, 49, 51] for related results.
Theorem 3.1.16 ([59, Theorem 4.2]). For q > 2, ε, κ > 0 and δ > 3/2 and large enough










there is a k-ary predicate P : [q]k → {0, 1} and a
Max-k-CSP(P) instance I on alphabet [q] with n variables and m  βn constraints such





, but the nη
16
round Lasserre relaxation for I admits a perfect solution





. In other words, SoSηn/16(I)  1.
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The following LP-hardness for UniqueGames was shown in [15] (based on [4,
50]):
Theorem 3.1.17 ([15, Corollary 7.7]). For every q > 2, δ > 0 and k > 1 there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for all n > 1
fcLP
(





In other words there is no polynomial sized linear program that approximates UniqueGames
within a factor of 1/q.
3.2 Reductions with distortion
We now introduce a generalization of the affine reduction mechanism for LPs and
SDPs as introduced in [7], answering an open question posed both in [7, 43], leading
to many new reductions that were impossible in the affine framework.
Definition 3.2.1 (Reduction). Let P1  (S1,I1, val) and P2  (S2,I2, val) be opti-
mization problems with guarantees C1, S1 and C2, S2, respectively. Let τ1  +1 if P1
is a maximization problem, and τ1  −1 if P1 is a minimization problem. Similarly,
let τ2  ±1 depending on whether P2 is a maximization problem or a minimization
problem.
A reduction from P1 to P2 respecting the guarantees consists of
1. two mappings: ∗ : I1 → I2 and ∗ : S1 → S2 translating instances and feasible
solutions independently;
2. two nonnegative I1 × S1 matrices M1, M2
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) if τ1 OPTI1 6 τ1S1(I1). (3.2.1-sound)
The matrices M1 and M2 provide extra freedom to add additional (valid)
inequalities during the reduction. In fact, we might think of them as modeling
more complex reductions. These matrices should have low computational overhead,
which in our frameworkmeans LP or SDP rank, aswill be obvious from the following
special case of Theorem 3.1.10, see Section 1.1.2 for details.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let P1 and P2 be optimization problems with a reduction from P1 to P2
respecting the completeness guarantees C1, C2 and soundness guarantees S1, S2 of P1 and
P2, respectively. Then
fcLP(P1, C1, S1) 6 rankLP M2 + rankLP M1 + rank+ M1 · fcLP(P2, C2, S2), (3.2.2)
fcSDP(P1, C1, S1) 6 rankSDP M2 + rankSDP M1 + rankpsd M1 · fcSDP(P2, C2, S2),
(3.2.3)
where M1 and M2 are the matrices in the reduction as in Definition 3.2.1.
The corresponding multiplicative inapproximability factors can be obtained as
usual, by taking the ratio of soundness and completeness.
3.3 Fractional optimization problems
A fractional optimization problem is an optimization problem where the objectives




I , such as for SparsestCut. In this case
the affine space of the objective functions valI of instances is typically not low
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dimensional, immediately ruling out small linear and semidefinite formulations.
Nevertheless, there are examples of efficient linear programming based algorithms
for such problems, however here the linear programs are used to find an optimal




I (see e.g., [44]). To be able to analyze
the size of LPs or SDPs for such problems we refine the notion of formulation
complexity from [7] to incorporate these types of linear programs, which reduces to
the original definition with the choice of val
n
I  valI and val
d
I  1.
We now provide the formal definitions of linear programming and semidefinite
formulations for fractional optimization problems. The idea is again that the
complexity is essentially the proof complexity of valI 6 C(I) for instances with
valI 6 S(I). Formally, given a fractional optimization problem P  (S ,I, val)with
guarantees C, S, we study the nonnegativity problem PC,S  (S ,IS × {0, 1}, val∗)
with val
∗




I (encoding valI 6 C(I)) and val
∗





to the objective functions is for the technical reason to ensure




I , i.e., to capture
the affineness of these functions. This is not expected to significantly affect the
complexity of the resulting problem, as the val
d
I in interesting applications are
usually a positive linear combination of a small number of nonnegative functions.
As a special case of Section 3.1.1 we obtain the following setup for fractional
optimization problems. Note that when P is a fractional optimization problem with
val
d
 1, then P is an optimization problem and Definition 3.3.1 and Definition 3.3.2
are equivalent to Definition 1.1.13 and Definition 1.1.14, as we will see now.
Definition 3.3.1 (LP formulation of a fractional optimization problem). Let P 
(S ,I, val) be a fractional optimization problem and let C, S be two real valued
functions on I called completeness guarantee and soundness guarantee respectively.
Let IS
def
 {I ∈ I | max valI 6 S(I)} when P is a maximization problem and
IS
def
 {I ∈ I | min valI > S(I)} if P is a minimization problem.
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A (C, S)-approximate LP formulation for the problemP consists of a linear program
Ax 6 b with x ∈ r for some r and the following realizations:
Feasible solutions as vectors xs ∈ r for every s ∈ S satisfying
Axs 6 b for all s ∈ S ,
i.e., Ax 6 b is a relaxation of conv xs | s ∈ S.
Instances as a pair of affine functions wnI , w
d
I : 





for every s ∈ S. In other words the linearizations wnI , w
d
I are required to be
exact on all xs for s ∈ S.
Achieving (C, S) approximation guarantee requiring the following for every I ∈
IS






if P is a maximization problem and






ifP is aminimization problem. In otherwordswe can derive the nonnegativity
of wdI and the approximation guarantee C(I) from the set of inequalities in
Ax 6 b.
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The size of the formulation is the number of inequalities in Ax 6 b. Finally, the
(C, S)-approximate LP formulation complexity fcLP (P , C, S) of P is the minimal size
of all its LP formulations.
SDP formulations for fractional optimization problems are defined similarly.
Definition 3.3.2 (SDP formulation of fractional optimization problem). Let P 
(S ,I, val) be a fractional optimization problem and let C, S : I → >0 be the
completeness guarantee and the soundness guarantee respectively. Let IS def {I ∈
I | max valI 6 S(I)} when P is a maximization problem and IS
def
 {I ∈ I |
min valI > S(I)} if P is a minimization problem.
A (C, S)-approximate SDP formulation of P consists of a linear mapA : r → k
together with a vector b ∈ k (i.e., a semidefinite program {X ∈ r+ | A(X)  b})
and the following realizations of P:
Feasible solutions as vectors Xs ∈ r+ for every s ∈ S satisfying
A(Xs)  b for every s ∈ S ,
i.e. A(X)  b ,X ∈ r+ is a relaxation of conv Xs | s ∈ S.
Instances as a pair of affine functions wnI , w
d
I : 





for every s ∈ S. In other words the linearizations wnI , w
d
I are required to be
exact on all Xs for s ∈ S.
Achieving (C, S) approximation guarantee requiring the following for every I ∈
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IS






if P is a maximization problem and






if P is a minimization problem.
The size of the formulation is given by the dimension r. The (C, S)-approximate
SDP formulation complexity fcSDP(P , C, S) of the problem P is the minimal size of all
its SDP formulations.
The slack matrix for fractional problems plays the same role as for non-fractional
problems, with the twist thatwe factorize the denominator and numerator separately.
This allows us to overcome the high dimensionality of the space spanned by the
actual ratios.
Definition 3.3.3. Let P  (S ,I, val) be a fractional optimization problem with
completeness guarantee C and soundness guarantee S. The (C, S)-approximate slack matrix






where M(d)P ,C,S ,M
(n)
P ,C,S are nonnegative I
S × S matrices with entries














where τ  +1 if P is a maximization problem and τ  −1 if P is a minimization
problem.
We are now ready to obtain the factorization theorem for the class of fractional
optimization problems, as a special case of Theorem 3.1.8:
Theorem 3.3.4 (Factorization theorem for fractional optimization problems). Let
P  (S ,I, val) be a fractional optimization problem with completeness guarantee C and
soundness guarantee S. Then
fcLP(P , C, S)  rankLP M(P ,C,S),
fcSDP(P , C, S)  rankSDP M(P ,C,S)
where M(P ,C,S) is the (C, S)-approximate slack matrix of P.
Now Theorem 3.3.6 arises as a special case of Theorem 3.1.10.
3.3.1 Reduction between fractional problems
Reductions for fractional optimization problems are completely analogous to the
non-fractional case:
Definition 3.3.5 (Reduction). Let P1  (S1,I1, val) and P2  (S2,I2, val) be frac-
tional optimization problems with guarantees C1, S1 and C2, S2, respectively. Let
τ1  +1 if P1 is a maximization problem, and τ1  −1 if P1 is a minimization prob-
lem. Similarly, let τ2  ±1 depending on whether P2 is a maximization problem or
a minimization problem.
A reduction from P1 to P2 respecting the guarantees consists of
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1. two mappings: ∗ : I1 → I2 and ∗ : S1 → S2 translating instances and feasible
solutions independently;






























































not supposed to significantly influence the strength of the reduction even with the
trivial choice M(d)
1
 0 and M(d)
2
(I1, s1)  valdI1(s1). However, as in the non-fractional




could have a major influence on the strength
of the reduction. The reduction theorem is a special case of Theorem 3.1.10, see
Section 3.3:
Theorem 3.3.6. Let P1 and P2 be optimization problems with a reduction from P1 to P2
Then


















 · fcLP(P2, C2, S2),
(3.3.2)





























are the matrices in the reduction as in Definition Defini-
tion 3.3.5.
3.4 A simple example: Matching over 3-regular graphs has no small LPs
We now show that the Matching problem even over 3-regular graphs does not admit
a small LP formulation. This has been an open question of various researchers,
given that the Matching problem admits polynomial-size LPs for many classes of
sparse graphs, like bounded treewidth, planar (and bounded genus) graphs [63,
64, 56]. We also show that for graphs of bounded degree 3, the Matching problem
does not admit fully-polynomial size relaxation schemes, the linear programming
equivalent of FPTAS, see [65, 58] for details on these schemes.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let n ∈  and 0 6 ε < 1. There exists a 3-regular graph D2n with

















where H is the placeholder for an instance, and the constant factor in the exponent
depends on ε. In particular, Matching(D2n) is LP-hard with an inapproximability factor of
1 − ε/|V(D2n)|.
Proof. As usual, the inapproximability factor simply arises as the smallest factor
OPT H/(b|V(H)| /2c + (1 − ε)/2) of the soundness and completeness guarantees.
The proof is a simple application of the reduction framework. In fact, it suffices to
use the affine framework of [7]. We will reduce from the perfect matching problem
Matching(K2n) as given in Definition Problem 1.1.9.
We first construct our target graph D2n as follows, see Figure Figure 3.1:
1. For every vertex v of K2n we consider a cycle Cv of length 2n − 1. We denote
the vertices of Cv by [v , u], where v , u ∈ V and v , u.
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2. The graph D2n is the disjoint union of the Cv for v ∈ V together with the
following additional edges: an edge ([v , u], [u , v]) for every (u , v) ∈ E.
Thus D2n has a total of 2n(2n − 1) vertices. This completes the definition of the
Figure 3.1: The graph D2n for n  2 in the reduction to 3-regular Matching.
graph D2n , which is obviously 3-regular. (There is some ambiguity regarding the
order of vertices in the cycles Cv , but this does not affect the argument below.) Now
we define the reduction from Matching(K2n) to Matching(D2n).
We first map the instances. Let H be a subgraph of K2n . Its image H∗ under the
reduction is the union of the Cv for v ∈ H together with the edges ([u , v], [v , u]) for
{u , v} ∈ E(H).
Now let M be a perfect matching in K2n . We define M∗ by naturally extending
it to a perfect matching in D2n . For every edge e  {u , v} ∈ M in the matching,
the edges ([u , v], [v , u]) ∈ D2n form a matching containing exactly one vertex from
every cycle Cv . We choose M to be the unique extension of this matching to a perfect
matching by adding edges from the cycles Cv .




∗)  |M∗ ∩ E(H∗)|  |V(H)| · (n − 1) + |M ∩ V(H)|
 |V(H)| · (n − 1) + valK2nH (M),
(3.4.2)
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− valK2nH (M) 
⌊



















The soundness of the reduction is immediate, as the soundness guarantee is the
optimal value. 
It is an interesting open problem, whether there exists a family of bounded-
degree graphs Gn on n vertices so that the lower bound in Theorem Theorem 3.4.1
can be strengthened to 2
Ω(n)
.
3.5 BalancedSeparator and SparsestCut
The SparsestCut problem is a high-profile problem that received considerable
attention in the past. It is known that SparsestCut with general demands can be
approximated within a factor of O(
√
log n log log n) [66] and that the standard
SDP has an integrality gap of (log n)Ω(1) [67]. The BalancedSeparator problem is a
related problem which often arises in connection to the SparsestCut problem (see
Definition Definition 1.1.3). The main result of this section will be to show that the
SparsestCut and BalancedSeparator problems cannot be approximated well by small
LPs and SDPs by using the new reduction mechanism from Section Section 3.3.1.
In the case of the SparsestCut problem our result holds even if the supply graph
has bounded treewidth, with the lower bound matching the upper bound in [44] in
the LP case. The results are unconditional LP/SDP analogues to [68], however for
a different regime. In the case of the BalancedSeparator problem our result holds
even if the demand graph has bounded treewidth.
The SparsestCut problem is a fractional optimization problem: we extend
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d(i , j) (3.5.1)
for any vertex set s and any instance I with capacity c and demand d.
Theorem 3.5.1 (LP/SDP hardness for SparsestCut, tw(supply)  O(1)). For any




SparsestCut(n , 2), ηLP(1 + ε), ηLP (2 − ε)
)
> nΩ(log n/log log n),
fcSDP
(












> nΩ(log n/log log n).
In other words SparsestCut(n , 2) is LP-hard with an inapproximability factor of 2 − ε, and
SDP-hard with an inapproximability factor of 16
15
− O(ε).
A complementary reduction proves the hardness of approximating Balanced-
Separator where the demand graph has constant treewidth. Note that we only
have an inapproximability result for LPs in this case since the reduction is from
UniqueGames for which we do not yet know of any SDP hardness result.
Theorem 3.5.2 (LP-hardness for BalancedSeparator). For any constant c1 > 1 there
is another constant c2 > 1 such that for all n there is a demand function d : E(Kn) →
>0 satisfying tw([n]d) 6 c2 so that BalancedSeparator(n, d) is LP-hard with an
inapproximability factor of c1.
3.5.1 SparsestCut with bounded treewidth supply graph
In this section we show that the SparsestCut problem over supply graphs with
treewidth 2 cannot be approximated up to a factor of 2 by any polyonomial sized LP
and up to a factor of
16
15
by any polynomial sized SDP, i.e., Theorem Theorem 3.5.1.
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We use the reduction from [44], reducing MaxCut to SparsestCut. Given an
instance I of MaxCut(n) we first construct the instance I∗ on vertex set V 
{u , v} ∪ [n]where u and v are two special vertices. Let us denote the degree of a
vertex i in I by deg(i) and let m def 1
2
∑n
i1 deg(i) be the total number of edges in I.
We define the capacity function c : V × V → >0 as
c(i , j) def

deg(i)
m if j  u , i , v or j  v , i , u
0 otherwise.
Note that the supply graph has treewidth at most 2 being a copy of K2,n . The
demand function d : V × V → >0 is defined as
d(i , j) def

2
m if {i , j} ∈ E(I)
0 otherwise.
We map a solution s to MaxCut(n) to the cut s∗ def s ∪ {u} of SparsestCut(n + 2, 2).
We remind the reader of the powering operation from [44] to handle the case of
unbalanced and non u-v cuts. It successively adds for every edge of I∗ a copy of
itself, scaling both the capacities and demands by the capacity of the edge. After l
rounds, we obtain an instance I∗l on a fixed set of O(N
2l) vertices, and similarly the
cuts s∗ extend naturally to cuts s∗l on these vertices, independent of the instance I.
We provide a formal definition of the powering operation below, for any general
instance I1 and general solution s1 of SparsestCut.
Definition 3.5.3 (Powering instances). The instances of SparsestCut(N1) are G1 B
KN1 with capacity function c1 and demand function d1. Let u and v be two distin-
guished vertices of G1. We construct a sequence {Gl}l of graphs with distinguished
vertices u and v recursively as follows. The graph Gl is obtained by replacing
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every edge {x , y} of G1 by a copy of Gl−1. Let us denote by ({x , y}, w) the copy
of vertex w of Gl−1. We identify the vertices ({x , y}, u) and ({x , y}, v) with x and
y. There are two ways to do so for every edge and we can pick either, arbitrarily.





) i(N − 2)+ 2 many vertices. Given a base instance I1
of SparsestCut(N1)wewill construct a sequence of instances {Il}l of SparsestCut(Nl)
recursively as follows. Let the capacity and demand function of Il−1 be cl−1 and
dl−1 respectively. The capacity of edges not in Gl will be 0. Any edge e of Gl has
the unique form {({x , y}, p), ({x , y}, q)} for an edge {x , y} of G1 and an edge {p , q}
of Gl−1. We define cl(e)
def
 cl−1(p , q) · c1(x , y). If e is not the edge {x , y} then let
dl(e)
def
 dl−1(p , q) · c1(x , y). The edge {x , y} takes the demand from G1 in addition,
therefore we define dl(x , y)
def
 dl−1(u , v) · c1(x , y) + d1(x , y).
We recall here the following easy observation that relates the treewidth of the
supply graph of I1 to the treewidth of the supply graph of Il .
Lemma 3.5.4 ([44, Observation 4.4]). If the treewidth of the supply graph of I1 is at most
k, then the treewidth of the supply graph of Il is also at most k.
Corresponding to powering instances, we can also recursively construct solutions
to SparsestCut(Nl) starting from a solution s1 of SparsestCut(N1).
Definition 3.5.5 (Powering solutions separating u and v). Given a base solution
s1 of SparsestCut(N1) we construct a solution sl for SparsestCut(Nl) recursively
as follows. The solution sl coincides with s1 on the vertices of G1. On the copy
of Gl−1 for an edge {x , y} of G1 we define sl as follows. If s1(x)  s1(y) then let
sl(({x , y}, z)) B s1(x)  s1(y) for all vertex z of Gl−1, so as sl cuts no edges in the
copy of Gl−1. If s1(x) , s1(y) then we define sl so that the edges it cuts in the
{x , y}-copy of Gl−1 are exactly the copies of edges cut by sl−1 in Gl−1. More precisely,
let ({x , y}, u) be identified with x and ({x , y}, v)with y. If s1(x)  sl−1(u) then we
let sl({x , y}, z) B sl−1(z), otherwise we let sl({x , y}, z) B −sl−1(z).
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, . . . ,I∗l } where I
∗
l is obtained as in Definition Definition 3.5.3 by applying
the powering operation to the base instance I∗
1
 I∗ and where N1
def





 d. Note that by Lemma Lemma 3.5.4, the treewidth of the supply graph
of I∗l is at most 2. We also construct a sequence of solutions {s
∗
1
, . . . , s∗l } where s
∗
l is
obtained as in Definition Definition 3.5.5 by applying the powering operation to
the base solution s∗
1
 s∗. The final reduction maps the instance I and solution s
of MaxCut(n) to the instance I∗l and solution s
∗
l of SparsestCut(Nl , 2) respectively.
Completeness and soundness follows from [44].
Lemma 3.5.6 (Completeness, [44, Claim 4.2]). Let I be an instance and s be a solution
of MaxCut(n), and let their image be the instance I∗l and solution s
∗
l of SparsestCut(Nl , 2),




(s∗l )  1, val
d
I∗l
(s∗l )  l valI(s).
Lemma 3.5.7 (Soundness, [44, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7]). LetI be an instance of MaxCut(n)
and let I∗l be the instance of SparsestCut(Nl , 2) it is mapped to. Then the instance I
∗
l has
the following lower bound on its optimum (the number of edges of I scales the MaxCut
value between 0 and 1).
OPTI∗l >
1
1 + (l − 1)OPTI/|E(I)| .
Using the reduction framework of Section Section 3.3.1 we now prove the main
theorem of this section about the LP and SDP inapproximability of SparsestCut.
Proof of Theorem Theorem 3.5.1. This is a simple application of Lemmas Lemma 3.5.6

















 1. Hardness of the base problem
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MaxCut is provided by Theorems Theorem 3.1.15 and Theorem 3.6.1, and leads to
ηLP  5ε
3−ε and ηSDP 
3ε
1−4ε . 
3.5.2 BalancedSeparator with bounded-treewidth demand graph
In this section we show that the BalancedSeparator problem cannot be approximated
within any constant factor with small LPs evenwhen the demand graph has constant
treewidth:
Theorem 3.5.8 (LP-hardness for BalancedSeparator). (Theorem Theorem 3.5.2 restated)
For any constant c1 > 1 there is another constant c2 > 1 such that for all n there is a demand
function d : E(Kn) → >0 satisfying tw([n]d) 6 c2 so that BalancedSeparator(n, d) is
LP-hard with an inapproximability factor of c1.
We will reduce the UniqueGames(n , q) problem to the BalancedSeparator(2qn, d)
problem for a fixed demand function d to be defined below. We reuse the reduction
from [69, Section 11.1]. A bĳection π : [q] → [q] acts on strings {−1, 1}q in the natural
way, i.e., π(x)i
def
 xπ(i). For any parameter p ∈ [0, 1], we denote by x ∈p {−1, 1}q a
random string where each coordinate xi of x is −1 with probability p and 1 with
probability 1 − p. For a string x ∈ {−1, 1}q we define x+
def
 |{i | xi  1}| and
x−
def
 |{i | xi  −1}|. For a pair of strings x , y ∈ {−1, 1}q we denote by x y the string
in {−1, 1}q formed by the coordinate-wise product of x and y, i.e., (x y)i
def
 xi yi for
i ∈ [n]. We are now ready to proceed with the reduction.
Given an instance I  I(w , π) of UniqueGames(n , q)we construct the instance
I∗ of BalancedSeparator(2q n, d). Let ε be a parameter to be chosen later. The vertex
set V of I∗ is defined as V def {(x , i) | i ∈ [n], x ∈ {−1, 1}q} so that |V |  2q n. Let
W def
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn) w(i , j) denote the total weight of the UniqueGames(n , q) instance
I. For every i , j ∈ [n] and x , y ∈ {−1, 1}q there is an undirected edge {(x , i), (y , j)}
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in I∗ of capacity c((x , i), (y , j))which is defined as
c
(








The demand function d
(
(x , i), (y , j)
)
is defined for an unordered pair of vertices
{(x , i), (y , j)} as
d
(







2q−1n if i  j
0 otherwise
so that the total demand D is 1. Note that the demand graph [2qn]d is a disjoint of
union of cliques of size 2
q
and so tw([2qn]d)  2q − 1  O(1). Given a solution s of
UniqueGames(n , q)wemap it to the solution s∗ of BalancedSeparator(2qn, d) defined
as s∗ def
{
(x , i) | xs(i)  1
}








for every solution s(i) ∈ [q] there are exactly 2q−1 strings in {−1, 1}q that have their
s(i)th bit set to 1 and 2q−1 strings have their s(i)th bit set to −1. Thus s∗ is a valid
solution to the BalancedSeparator(2q n, d) problem and moreover is independent of
the instance I∗. We are now ready to show that this reduction satisfies completeness.
Lemma 3.5.9 (Completeness). Let I and s be an instance and a solution respectively of
UniqueGames(n , q). LetI∗ and s∗ be the instance and solution of BalancedSeparator(2q n,










Proof. Let us sample a random edge (i, j) from the UniqueGames(n , q) instance
I with probabilities proportional to w(i , j) (i.e., 
[
i  i , j  j
]
 w(i , j)/W), and
independently sample x ∈
1/2 {−1, 1}q and z ∈ε {−1, 1}q . Let y B πi,j(x)z.
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The claim follows by computing the probability of xs(i)  ys(j) in two different
ways.
On the one hand, for a fixed edge (i, j) of I, depending on whether the edge is

















s(i)  πi,j(s(j)), xs(i)  ys(j)
]
 (1 − ε)valI(s), (3.5.4)

[




xs(i)  ys( j)





















On the other hand, note that
(
(x, i), (y, j)
)
is a random edge from I∗ with
distribution given by the weights c
(




x  x , i  i , y  y , j  j
]

c((x , i), (y , j))). Recall that the cut s∗ cuts an edge ((x , i), (y , j)) if and only if
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 1 − valI∗(s∗). (3.5.8)
The claim now follows from Eqs. (3.5.7) and (3.5.8). 
Soundness of the reduction from UniqueGames to BalancedSeparator is a refor-
mulation of [69, Theorem 11.2] without PCP verifiers:







constant bt > 0 such that the following holds. Let ε > 0 be sufficiently small and
let I  I(w , π) be an instance of UniqueGames(n , q) and let I∗ be the instance of
BalancedSeparator(2qn, d) as defined in Section 3.5.2. If OPTI < 2−O(1/ε2) then
OPTI∗ > btεt .
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section: that no polynomial
sized linear program can approximate the BalancedSeparator problem up to a
constant factor.






and k > 1 there exists a constant
c > 0 and a demand function d : E(Kn) → >0 for every large enough n, such that
tw([n]d)  2q − 1 and
fcLP
(
BalancedSeparator(2qn, d), δ + (log q)−1/2, (log q)−t/2
)
> cnk .
Proof. This statement follows immediately with Lemmas Lemma 3.5.9 and
Lemma 3.5.10, together with Theorem Theorem 3.2.2 and Theorem Theorem 3.1.17




. Note that the
matrices as in Theorem Theorem 3.2.2 are chosen as
M1(I , s) 
2
1 − 2ε , M2(I , s) 
1 + ε






. Since M1 and M2 are constant nonnegative matrices
rankLP M1  rankLP M2  1. 
Finally, we can prove Theorem Theorem 3.5.2 via choosing the right parameters
in Theorem Theorem 3.5.11.
Proof of Theorem Theorem 3.5.2. Straightforward from Theorem Theorem 3.5.11 by






and q  2(2c1)
8
so that the treewidth of the demand
graph is bounded by c2  2q − 1  22
(2c
1
)8 − 1. 
3.6 SDP hardness of MaxCut()
We now show that MaxCut cannot be approximated via small SDPs within a factor
of 15/16 + ε. As approximation guarantees for an instance graph H, we shall use
C(H)  α |E(H)| and S(H)  β |E(H)| for some constants α and β, and for brevity
we will only write α and β.
Theorem 3.6.1. For any δ, ε > 0 there are infinitely many n such that there is a graph G









 nΩ(log n/log log n). (3.6.1)
Proof. Recall [49, Theorem 4.5] applied to the predicate P  (x1 + x2 + x3  0) (mod
2): For any γ, δ > 0, and large enough m, there is an instance I of Max-3-XOR/0
on m variables with OPTI 6 1/2 + δ but having a Lasserre solution after Ω(m1−γ)
rounds satisfying all the clauses. By [15, Theorem 6.4], we obtain that for any
δ, ε > 0 for infinitely many m
fcSDP
(




 mΩ(log m/log log m). (3.6.2)
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We reuse the reduction from Max-3-XOR/0 to MaxCut in [70, Lemma 4.2]. Let
x1, . . . , xm be the variables for Max-3-XOR/0. For every possible clause C 
(xi + x j + xk  0), we shall use the gadget graph HC from [70, Figure 4.1], reproduced
in Figure Figure 3.2. We shall use the graph G, which is the union of all the gadgets
H(C) for all possible clauses. The vertices 0 and x1, . . . , xm are shared by the gadgets,





Figure 3.2: The gadget HC for the clause C  (xi + x j + xk  0) in the reduction from
Max-3-XOR/0 to MaxCut. Solid vertices are shared by gadgets, the empty ones are
local to the gadget.
AMax-3-XOR/0 instanceI  {C1, . . . , Cl} is mapped to the union GI 
⋃
i H(Ci)
of the gadgets of the clauses Ci in I, which is an induced subgraph of G.
A feasible solution, i.e., an assignment s : {x1, . . . , xm} → {0, 1} is mapped to a
vertex set s∗ satisfying the following conditions: (1) xi ∈ s∗ if and only if s(xi)  1,
(2) 0 < s∗, and (3) on every gadget H(C) the set s∗ cuts the maximal number of edges
subject to the previous two conditions It is easy to see that s∗ cuts 16 out of the











which by rearranging provides the completeness of the reduction:











It also follows from the construction that val
MaxCut(G)
GI
achieves its maximum on a
vertex set of the form s∗: given a vertex set X of G, if 0 < X then let let s(xi)  1
if xi ∈ X, and s(xi)  0 otherwise. If xi ∈ X then we do it the other way around:
s(xi)  1 if and only if xi < X. This definition makes s∗ on the vertices 0, x1, . . . ,














Thus if max val
Max-3-XOR/0
I 6 1/2+δ then max val
MaxCut(G)
GI
6 3/4+δ/10. Therefore we
obtain a reduction with guarantees CMaxCut(G)  4/5 − ε/10, SMaxCut(G)  3/4 + δ/10,




















 mΩ(log m/log log m)  nΩ(log n/log log n),
(3.6.6)
where n  O(m3) is the number of vertices of G. 
3.7 Lasserre relaxation is suboptimal for IndependentSet(G)
Applying reductions within Lasserre hierarchy formulations, we will now derive a
new lower bound on the Lasserre integrality gap for the IndependentSet problem,
establishing that the Lasserre hierarchy is suboptimal: there exists a linear-sized
LP formulation for the IndependentSet problem with approximation guarantee 2
√
n,
whereas there exists a family of graphs with Lasserre integrality gap n1−γ after
Ω(nγ) rounds for arbitrary small γ. While this is expected assuming P vs. NP,
our result is unconditional. It also complements previous integrality gaps, like
n/2O(
√




log n log log n)




rounds of Lasserre are required for deriving the exact optimum.
For IndependentSet(G), the base functions of the Lasserre hierarchy are the
indicator functions Yv that a vertex v is contained in a feasible solution (which is an
independent set), i.e., Yv(I) B χ(v ∈ I).
Theorem 3.7.1. For any small enough γ > 0 there are infinitely many n, such that there is
a graph G with n vertices with the largest independent set of G having size α(G)  O(nγ)
but there is a Ω(nγ)-round Lasserre solution of size Θ(n), i.e., the integrality gap is n1−γ.
However fcLP(IndependentSet(G), 2
√
n) 6 3n + 1.
Proof. The statement fcLP(IndependentSet(G), 2
√
n) 6 3n + 1 is [43, Lemma 5.2].
For the integrality gap construction, we apply Theorem Theorem 3.1.16 with the
following choice of parameters. We shall use N for the number of variables, as n will
be the number of vertices of G. The parameters q and ε are fixed to arbitrary values.
The parameter κ is chosen close to 1, and δ is chosen to be a large constant; the exact
values will be determined later. The number of variables N will vary, but will be
large enough depending on the parameters already chosen. The parameters β and
k are chosen so that the required lower and upper bounds on β are approximately
the same:
k B















 qk+o(1)  N(1−κ)(δ−1)−Θ(δ log log N/log N). (3.7.2)
Thus β > (6qk ln q)/ε2, and for large enough N , we also have
β 6 N(1−κ)(δ−1)/(108(δ−1)k2δ+0.75).
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(The role of the term Θ(δ log log N) in k is ensuring this upper bound. Rounding
ensures that k and βN are integers.) By the theorem, there is a k-CSP I on N
variables x1, . . . , xN and clauses C1, . . . , Cm coming from a predicate P such that
OPTI  O((1+ ε)/qk) and there is a pseudoexpectation ̃I of degree at least ηN/16
with ̃I(valI)  1. Here
m B βN  N(1−κ±o(1))(δ−1), (3.7.3)
ηN/16  Nκ±o(1). (3.7.4)
Let a denote the number of satisfying partial assignments of P. A uniformly
random assignment satisfies an a/qk fraction of the clauses in expectation, therefore
a/qk 6 OPTI  O((1 + ε)/qk), i.e., a  Θ(1 + ε).
Let G be the conflict graph of I, i.e., the vertices of G are pairs (i , s)with i ∈ [m]
and s a satisfying partial assignment s of clause Ci with domain the set of free
variables of Ci . Two pairs (i , s) and ( j, t) assignments are adjacent as vertices of G
if and only if the partial assignments s and t conflict, i.e., s(x j) , t(x j) for some
variable x j on which both s and t are defined. Thus G has
n B am  N(1−κ)(δ−1)±o(1) (3.7.5)
vertices.
Given an assignment t : {x1, . . . , xN} → [q]we define the independent set t∗ of
G as the set of partial assignments s compatible with t. (Obviously, t∗ is really an
independent set.) This provides a mapping ∗ from the set of assignments of the
x1, . . . , xN to the set of independent set of G. Clearly, valG(t∗)  m valI(t), as t∗
contains one vertex per clause satisfied by t. It is easy to see that every independent
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set I of G is a subset of some t∗, and hence
OPT G  m OPTI  mO((1 + ε)/qk)  O(N)  O(n1/[(1−κ)(δ−1)±o(1)]). (3.7.6)
We define a pseudoexpectation ̃G of degree ηN/16k for G as a composition of ∗
and the pseudoexpectation ̃I of the CSP instance I:
̃G(F) B ̃I(F ◦ ∗). (3.7.7)
Recall that Xx jb is the indicator that b is assigned to the variable x j , and Y(i ,s) is the
indicator that (i , s) is part of the independent set. Note that for s ∈ V(G), we have
Y(i ,s)◦∗ 
∏
x j∈dom s Xx js(x j) is of degree atmost k, and thereforedeg(F◦∗) 6 k deg F,
showing that ̃G is well-defined. Clearly ̃G is a pseudo-expectation, as so is ̃I .











Xx js(x j) 
∑
i∈[m]
Ci  m valI , (3.7.8)
and hence
̃G(valG)  m · ̃I(valI)  m  n/a  Θ(n), (3.7.9)
showing SoSηN/16k(G) > m. The number of rounds is
ηN/16k  n[κ±o(1)]/[(1−κ)(δ−1)±o(1)]. (3.7.10)
From Equations (3.7.6), (3.7.9) and (3.7.10) the theorem follows with an appropriate
choice of κ and δ depending on γ. 
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3.8 From Sherali-Adams reductions to general LP reductions
There are several reductions between SheraliâĂŞAdams solutions of problems in
the literature. Most of these reductions do not make essential use of the Sheral-
iâĂŞAdams hierarchy. The reduction mechanism introduced in Section Section 3.2
allows us to directly execute them in the linear programming framework. As an
example, we extend the SheraliâĂŞAdams reductions from UniqueGames to various
kinds of CSPs from [43] to the general LP case. These CSPs are used in [43] as
intermediate problems for reducing to non-uniform VertexCover and Q-VertexCover,
hence composing the reductions here with the ones in [43] yield direct reductions
from UniqueGames to VertexCover and Q-VertexCover.
3.8.1 Reducing UniqueGames to 1F-CSP
We demonstrate the generalization to LP reductions by transforming the Sheral-
iâĂŞAdams reduction from UniqueGames to 1F-CSP in [43].
Definition 3.8.1. A one-free bit CSP (1F-CSP for short) is a CSP where every clause
has exactly two satisfying assignments over its free variables.
Theorem 3.8.2. With small numbers η, ε, δ > 0 positive integers t, q, ∆ as in [43,
Lemma 3.4], we have for any 0 < ζ < 1 and n large enough
fcLP(UniqueGames∆(n , q), 1−ζ, δ)−n∆t qt+1 6 fcLP(1F-CSP, (1−ε)(1−ζt), η) (3.8.1)
Proof. Let V  {0, 1} × [n] denote the common set of vertices of all the instances
of UniqueGames∆(n , q). The variables of 1F-CSP are chosen to be all the 〈v , z〉 for
v ∈ V and z ∈ {−1,+1}[q]. (Here 〈v , z〉 stands for the pair of v and z.) Given a
UniqueGames∆(n , q) instance (G, w , π), we define an instance (G, w , π)∗ of 1F-CSP
as follows.
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Let v be any vertex of G, and let u1, . . . , ut be vertices adjacent to v (allowing
the same vertex to appear multiple times). Furthermore, let x ∈ {−1,+1}[q] and let
S be a subset of [q] of size (1 − ε)q. We introduce the clause C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S)
as follows, which is an approximate test for the edges {v , u1}, . . . , {v , ut} to be
correctly labelled.
C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S) B ∃b ∈ {−1,+1} ∀i ∈ [t] ∀z ∈ {−1,+1}[q]
〈ui , z〉  b if πv ,ui (z)  S  x  S,
〈ui , z〉  −b if πv ,ui (z)  S  −x  S.
(3.8.2)
We will define a probability distribution on clauses, and the weight of a clause will
be its probability.
First we define a probability distribution µ1 on edges of G proportional to the
weights. More precisely, we define a distribution on pairs of adjacent vertices (v, u):
 [{v, u}  {v , u}] B w(v , u)∑
i , j w(i , j)
, (3.8.3)
therefore for the objective of UniqueGames∆(n , q)we obtain
val
UniqueGames∆(n ,q)







denote themarginal of v in the distribution µ1, and µu |v
1
denote the conditional
distribution of u given v  v.
Now we define a distribution µt on vertices v, u1, . . . , ut such that v has the
marginal distribution µv
1
, and given v  v, the verticesu1, . . . , ut are chosenmutually
independently, each with the conditional distribution µu |v
1
. Thereby every pair
(v, ui) has marginal distribution µ1.
Finally, x ∈ {−1,+1}[q] and S ⊆ [q] are chosen randomly and independently of
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each other and the vertices v, u1, . . . , ut, subject to the restriction |S|  (1 − ε)q on
the size of S. This finishes the definition of the distribution of clauses, in particular,
val
1F-CSP
(G,w ,π)∗(p)  
[
C(v, u1, . . . , ut, x, S)[p]
]
(3.8.5)
for all evaluation p.
Feasible solutions are translated via
s∗(〈v , z〉) B zs(v). (3.8.6)
Soundness of the reduction, i.e., (3.2.1-sound) follows from [43, Lemma 3.4].
Completeness, i.e., (3.2.1-complete), easily follows from an extension of the
argument in [43, Lemma 3.5]. The main estimation comes from the fact that
the clause C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S) is satisfied if the edges {v , u1}, . . . , {v , ut} are all
correctly labeled and the label s(v) of v lies in S:
C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S)[s∗] > χ[s(v)  πv ,ui (s(ui)), ∀i ∈ [t]; s(v) ∈ S]. (3.8.7)
Let us fix the vertices v, u1, . . . , uk and take expectation over x and S:
x,S [C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x, S)[s∗]] > (1 − ε)χ[s(v)  πv ,ui (s(ui)), ∀i ∈ [t]]
> (1 − ε) ©­«
∑
i∈[t]
χ[s(v)  πv ,ui (s(ui))] − t + 1
ª®¬ .
(3.8.8)
We build a nonnegative matrix M out of the difference of the two sides of the
inequality. The difference depends only partly on s: namely, only on the values of
s on the vertices v, u1, . . . , ut . Therefore we also build a smaller variant M̃ of M
making this dependence explicit, which will be the key to establish low LP-rank
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later:
M̃v ,u1 ,...,ut ((G, w , π), s  {v , u1, . . . , ut})  Mv ,u1 ,...,ut ((G, w , π), s)












∗)   [C(v, u1, . . . , ut, x, S)[s∗]]







− t + 1ª®¬ +
[
Mv,u1 ,...,ut((G, w , π), s)
]
 (1 − ε)(t valUniqueGames(n ,q)(G,w ,π) (s) − t + 1) +
[




and hence after rearranging we obtain, no matter what ζ is
1−ζ−valUniqueGames(n ,q)(G,w ,π) (s) 
(1 − ε)(1 − ζt) − val1F-CSP(G,w ,π)∗(s∗) +
[
Mv,u1 ,...,ut((G, w , π), s)
]
t(1 − ε) .
(3.8.11)
(Note that Equation (3.8.11) is not affine due to the last term in the numerator.)
Here the last term in the numerator is the matrix M2 in the reduction Defini-
tion Definition 3.2.1 (up to the constant factor of the denominator). We show that it
has low LP rank:

[





f : {v ,u1 ,...,ut}→[q]
(
 [v  v , u1  u1, . . . , ut  ut] M̃v ,u1 ,...,ut ((G, w , π), f )
)
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· χ( f  s  {v , u1, . . . , ut}), (3.8.12)
i.e., the expectation can be written as the sum of at most n∆t qt+1 nonnegative rank-1
factors. Therefore the claim follows from Theorem Theorem 3.2.2. 
3.8.2 Reducing stuff
Definition 3.8.3. A not equal CSP (Q-,-CSP for short) is a CSP with value setQ , the
additive group of integers modulo Q, where every clause has the form
∧k
i1 xi , ai
for some constants ai .
Theorem 3.8.4. With small numbers η, ε, δ > 0 positive integers t, q, ∆ as in [43,
Lemma 3.4], we have for any 0 < ζ < 1 and n large enough
fcLP(UniqueGames∆(n , q), 1−ζ, δ)−n∆t qt+1 6 fcLP(Q-,-CSP, (1−ε)(1−1/q)(1−ζt), η)
(3.8.13)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem Theorem 3.8.2, with the value set
{−1,+1} consistently replaced with Q . Let V  {0, 1} × [n] again denote the
common set of vertices of all the instances of UniqueGames(n , q). The variables of
Q-,-CSP are chosen to be all the 〈v , z〉 for v ∈ V and z ∈ [q]Q .
To simplify the argument, we now introduce additional hard constraints, i.e.,
which have to be satisfied by any assignment. This can be done without loss of
generality as these hard constraints can be eliminated by using only one variable
from every coset of Q and substituting out the other variables. The resulting CSP
will be still a not equal CSP, however this would break the natural symmetry of the
structure. Let ∈ [q]Q denote the element with all coordinates 1. We introduce the
hard constraints
〈v , z + λ〉  〈v , z〉 + λ (λ ∈ Q). (3.8.14)
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Given a UniqueGames∆(n , q) instance (G, w , π), we now define an instance
(G, w , π)∗ of Q-,-CSP as follows. Let v be any vertex of G, and let u1, . . . , ut
be vertices adjacent to v (allowing the same vertex to appear multiple times).
Furthermore, let x ∈ [q]Q and let S be a subset of [q] of size (1 − ε)q. We introduce
the clause C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S) as follows, which is once more an approximate test
for the edges {v , u1}, . . . , {v , ut} to be correctly labeled.
C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S) B ∀i ∈ [t]∀z ∈ [q]Q
〈ui , z〉 , 0 if πv ,ui (z)  S  x  S.
(3.8.15)
The weight of a clause is defined as its probability using the same distribution on
vertices v, u1, . . . , ut as in Theorem Theorem 3.8.2, and randomly and independently
chosen x ∈ [q]Q and S ⊆ [q] with |S |  ε[q]. This is the analogue of the distribution
in Theorem Theorem 3.8.2, in particular,
val
UniqueGames∆(n ,q)




(i ∈ [t]), (3.8.16)
val
1F-CSP
(G,w ,π)∗[p]  
[
C(v, u1, . . . , ut, x, S)[p]
]
. (3.8.17)
Feasible solutions are translated via
s∗(〈v , z〉) B zs(v), (3.8.18)
which clearly satisfy the hard constraints (3.8.14).
The reduction is sound by [43, Lemma 6.9]. For completeness, we follow a
similar approach to [43, Lemma 6.10] and of Theorem Theorem 3.8.2. The starting
point is that given a labeling s of (G, w , π) a clause C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S) is satisfied
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if the edges {v , u1}, . . . , {v , ut} are correctly labeled, s(v) ∈ S, and xs(v) , 0:
C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x , S)[s∗] > χ[s(v)  πv ,ui (s(ui)), ∀i ∈ [t]; xs(v) , 0; s(v) ∈ S].
(3.8.19)
Fixing the vertices v, u1, . . . , uk and taking expectation over x and S yields:
x,S [C(v , u1, . . . , ut , x, S)[s∗]] > (1 − ε)(1 − 1/q)χ[s(v)  πv ,ui (s(ui)), ∀i ∈ [t]],
(3.8.20)
where the term (1 − 1/q) arises as the probability of xs(v) , 0. The rest of the
proof is identical to that of Theorem Theorem 3.8.2, with 1 − ε replaced with
(1 − ε)(1 − 1/q). 
3.9 A small uniform LP over graphs with bounded treewidth
Complementing the results from before, we now present a SheraliâĂŞAdams like
uniform LP formulation that solves Matching, IndependentSet, and VertexCover over
graphs of bounded treewidth. The linear program has size roughly O(nk), where
n is the number of vertices and k is the upper bound on treewidth. Here uniform
means that the same linear program is used for all graphs of bounded treewidth with
the same number of vertices, in particular, the graph and weighting are encoded
solely in the objective function we optimize. This complements recent work [56],
which provides a linear program of linear size for a fixed graph for weighted versions
of problems expressible in monadic second order logic. Our approach is also in
some sense complementary to [71] where small approximate LP formulations are
obtained for problems where the intersection graph of the constraints has bounded
treewidth; here the underlying graph of the problem is of bounded treewidth.
Bounded treewidth graphs are of interest, as many NP-hard problems can be
solved in polynomial time when restricting to graphs of bounded treewidth. The
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celebrated Courcelle’s Theorem [72] states that any graph property definable by a
monadic second order formula can be decided for bounded treewidth graphs in
time linear in the size of the graph (but not necessarily polynomial in the treewidth
or the size of the formula).
The usual approach to problems for graphs of bounded treewidth is to use
dynamic programming to select and patch together the best partial solutions defined
on small portions of the graph. Here we model this in a linear program, with the
unique feature that it does not depend on any actual tree decomposition. We call
problems admissible which have the necessary additional structure, treating partial
solutions and restrictions in an abstract way.
Definition 3.9.1 (Admissible problems). Let n and k be positive integers. Let
P  (S ,Gn ,k , val) be an optimization problem with instances the set Gn ,k of all
graphs G with V(G) ⊆ [n] and tw(G) 6 k. The problem P is admissible if
1. Partial feasible solutions. There is a set S ⊆ S of partial feasible solutions and a
restriction operation mapping any partial solution s and a vertex set X ⊆ [n]
to a partial solution s  X. We assume the identity (s  X)  Y  s  Y
for all vertex sets X,Y ⊆ V(G) with Y ⊆ X and partial solutions s ∈ S. Let
SX B {s  X | s ∈ S} denote the set of restriction of all feasible solutions to X.
2. Locality. The measure valG(s) depends only on G and s  V(G) for a graph
G ∈Gn ,k and a solution s ∈ S.
3. Gluing. For any cover V(G)  V1∪· · ·∪Vl satisfying E[G]  E[V1]∪ · · ·∪E[Vl]
and any feasible solutions σ1 ∈ SV1 , . . . , σl ∈ SVl satisfying
σi  Vi ∩ Vj  σ j  Vi ∩ Vj for all i , j , (3.9.1)
there is a unique feasible solution s with s  Vi  σi for all i.
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4. Decomposition. Let T be an arbitrary tree decomposition of a graph G with
tw(G) 6 k with bags Bv at nodes v ∈ T. Let t ∈ V(T) be an arbitrary node
of T. Let T1, . . . , Tm be the components of T \ t and ti ∈ V(Ti) be the unique
node ti in T connected to t. Clearly, every Ti is a tree decomposition of an
induced subgraph Gi  G[
⋃
p∈Ti Bp] of G. Moreover, Bt ∩ V(Gi)  Bt ∩ Bti .
We require the existence of a (not necessarily nonnegative) function corrG,T,t
such that for all feasible solution s




The decomposition property forms the basis of thementioned dynamic approach,
which together with the gluing property allows the solutions to be built up from the
best compatible pieces. The role of the locality property is to ensure that the value
function is independent of irrelevant parts of the feasible solutions. In particular,
(3.9.2) generalizes for the optima, when the restriction σ of the solution to Bt is fixed,
this is also the basis of the dynamic programming approach mentioned earlier:
Lemma 3.9.2. For any admissible problem P, with the assumption and notation of the
decomposition property we have for any σ ∈ SBt
OPT[s : s  Bt  σ]valG(s)  corrG,T,t(σ)+
∑
i
OPT[s : s  Bti∩Bt  σ  Bti∩Bt]valGi (s).
(3.9.3)
Proof. For simplicity, we prove this only for maximization problems, as the proof for
minimization problems is similar. By (3.9.2), the left-hand side is clearly less than
or equal to the right-hand side. To show equality let
si B argmaxs : sBt∩BtiσBt∩Bti valGi (s)
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be maximizers. We apply the gluing property for the si  V(Gi) and σ.
First we check that the conditions for the property are satisfied. By the properties
of a tree decomposition, we have V(G)  Bt ∪
⋃
i V(Gi) and E[V(G)]  E[Bt] ∪⋃
i E[V(Gi)]. Moreover, Bt ∩ V(Gi)  Bt ∩ Bti , and hence si  (Bt ∩ V(Gi))  σ 
(Bt ∩ V(Gi)). Again by the properties of tree decomposition, for i , j, it holds
V(Gi) ∩ V(G j) ⊆ Bt , and hence
si  (V(Gi) ∩ V(G j))  si  (Bt ∩ (V(Gi)) ∩ V(G j))
 σ  (Bt ∩ V(Gi)) ∩ V(G j)  σ  (V(Gi) ∩ V(G j)).
(3.9.4)
In particular, si  (V(Gi) ∩ V(G j))  s j  (V(Gi) ∩ V(G j)).
Therefore by the gluing property, there is a unique feasible solution s with
s  Bt  σ and s  V(Gi)  si  V(Gi) for all i. Clearly, valG(s) is equal to the
right-hand side. 
We are ready to state the main result of this section, the existence of a small
linear programming formulation for bounded treewidth graph problems:
Theorem 3.9.3 (Uniform local LP formulation). Let P  (S ,Gn ,k , val) be an admissible
optimization problem. Then it has the following linear programming formulation, which




|SX | . (3.9.5)
The guarantees are C(G)  S(G)  OPT G. Let V0 be the real vector space with coordinates
indexed by the X, σ for X ⊆ V(G), σ ∈ SX with |X | < k.
Feasible solutions A feasible solution s ∈ S is represented by the vectors xs in V0 with
coordinates xsX,σ B χ(s  X  σ).
Domain The domain of the linear program is the affine space V spanned by all the xs .
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Inequalities The LP has the inequalities x > 0.
Instances An instance G is represented by the unique affine function wG : V → 
satisfying wG(xs)  valG(s).
One can eliminate the use of the affine subspace V , by using some coordinates
for V as variables for the linear program.
Remark 3.9.4 (Relation to the SheraliâĂŞAdams hierarchy). The linear program above
is inspired by the Sherali-Adams hierarchy [73] as well as the generalized extended
formulations model in [7]. The LP is the standard (k − 1)-round SheraliâĂŞAdams
hierarchy when P arises from a CSP: the solution set S is simply the set of all
subsets of V(G), and one chooses s  X  s ∩ X. The inequalities of the LP are
the linearization of the following functions, in exactly the same way as for the
SheraliâĂŞAdams hierarchy:







For non-CSPs the local functions take on different meanings that are incompatible
with the Sherali-Adams perspective.
With this we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem Theorem 3.9.3. We shall prove that there is a nonnegative factoriza-
tion of the slack matrix of P




αG,X,σ · χ(s  X  σ), (3.9.6)
where τ  1 if P is a maximization problem, and τ  −1 if it is a minimization
problem.
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From this, one can define the function wG as:




αG,X,σ · xX,σ , (3.9.7)
such that it is immediate that wG is affine, wG(xs)  valG(s) for all s ∈ S, and
that τ[OPT G − wG(x)] > 0 for all x ∈ V satisfying the LP inequalities x > 0. The
uniqueness of the wG follow from V being the affine span of the points xs , where
wG has a prescribed value.
To show (3.9.6), let us use the setup for the decomposition property: Let t be a
node of T, and let t1, . . . , tm be the neighbors of t, and Ti be the component of T \ t
containing ti . Let Bx denote the bag of a node x of T. Let Gi B G[
⋃
p∈Ti Bp] be the
induced subgraph of G for which Ti is a tree decomposition (with bags inherited
from T).
We shall inductively define nonnegative numbers αG,X,σ,A for G ∈ Gn ,k , X ⊆
V(G), σ ∈ SX , and A ⊆ Bt satisfying
τ [OPT[s′ : s′  A  s  A]valG(s′) − valG(s)] 
∑
X⊆V(G),σ∈SX
αG,X,σ,A · χ(s  X  σ).
(3.9.8)
This will prove the claimed (3.9.6) with the choice αG,X,σ B αG,X,σ,Bt . The help
variable A is only for the induction.
To proceed with the induction, we take the difference of Eqs. (3.9.2) and (3.9.3)
with the choice σ B s  Bt :









Nowwe use the induction hypothesis on the Gi with tree decomposition Ti to obtain
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αGi ,X,σ,Bti∩Btχ(s  X  σ).
(3.9.10)






αGi ,X,σ,Bti∩Bt if X , Bt∑
i
αGi ,X,σ,Bti∩Bt + τ [OPT[s
′
: s′  A  σ  A]valG(s′) −OPT[s′ : s′  Bt  σ]valG(s′)] if X  Bt .
(3.9.11)

We now demonstrate the use of Theorem Theorem 3.9.3.
Example 3.9.5 (VertexCover, IndependentSet, and CSPs such as e.g., MaxCut,
UniqueGames). For the problems MaxCut, IndependentSet, and VertexCover, the
set of feasible solutions S is the set of all subsets of S. We need no further partial
solutions (i.e., S B S), and we choose the restriction to be simply the intersection
s  B B s ∩ B.
It is easily seen that thismakes IndependentSet andVertexCover admissible problems,
providing an LP of size O(nk−1) for graphs with treewidth at most k. As an example,
we check the decomposition property for IndependentSet. Using the same notation
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|s ∩ V(Gi)| − |E(Gi[s ∩ V(Gi)])|
}








as any vertex v < Bt is a vertex of exactly one of the Gi , and similarly for edges with
at least one end point not in Bt . Therefore the decomposition property is satisfied
with the choice




|σ ∩ Bt ∩ V(Gi)| − |E(Gi[σ ∩ Bt ∩ V(Gi)])|
}
. (3.9.13)
For UniqueGames(n , q), the feasible solutions are all functions [n] → [q]. Partial
solutions are functions X → [q] defined on some subset X ⊆ [n]. Restriction s  X
is the usual restriction of s to the subset dom(s) ∩ X. This obviously makes MaxCut
and UniqueGames(n , q) admissible. The size of the LP is O(n2(k−1)) for MaxCut, and
O((qn2)k−1) for UniqueGames(n , q).
The Matching problem requires that the restriction operator preserves more local
information to ensure that partial solutions are incompatible when they contain a
different edge at the same vertex.
Example 3.9.6 (Matching). The Matching problem has feasible solutions all perfect
matchings. The partial solutions are all matchings, not necessarily perfect. The
restriction s  X of a matching s to a vertex set X is defined as the set of all edges in
s incident to some vertex of X:
s  X B {{u , v} ∈ s | u ∈ B ∨ v ∈ B} .
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Now s  X can contain edges with only one end point in X. Again, this makes
Matching an admissible problem, providing an LP of size O(nk) (the number of edges
with at most k edges). Here we check the gluing property. Let V(G)  V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vl
be a covering (we do not need E[V(G)]  E[V(G1)] ∪ · · · ∪ E[V(Gl)]), and let σi be
a (partial) matching covering Vi with every edge in σi incident to some vertex in
Vi (i.e., σi ∈ SVi ) for i ∈ [l]. Let us assume σi  Vi ∩ Vj  σ j  Vi ∩ Vj , i.e., every
vertex v ∈ Vi ∩ Vj is matched to the same vertex by σi and σ j for i , j. It readily
follows that the union s B
⋃
i σi is a matching. Actually, it is a perfect matching as
V(G)  V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vl ensures that it covers every vertex. Obviously, s  Vi  σi and




In this chapter we will study a cost function for hierarchical clustering introduced by
[8] from a convex optimization perspective. Hierarchical clustering is a fundamental
problem inmachine learning and arises naturally inmany contexts such as evolution
and phylogenetics. Several heuristics are popular in practice for this problem e.g.,
linkage based algorithms, Ward’s method etc. (see [74] for a survey). While these
heuristis are useful in practice, a cost function based approach that is popular
in flat clustering such as k-means, k-median, min-sum has the advantage that
one has an objective measure to compare the quality of two different hierarchical
clusterings. Such an objective function was proposed in [8], where several desirable
properties of this cost function were established. The main contribution of this
chapter will be to study this combinatorial cost function from an optimization
perspective, by describing the convex hull of all hierarchical clusterings according
to this cost function. We will also study linear relaxations leading to an improved
approximation algorithm for this problem and establish constant factor hardness
results for approximating this objective function.
4.0.1 Related Work
The immediate precursor to this work is [8] where the cost function for evaluating a
hierarchical clustering was introduced. Prior to this there has been a long line of
research on hierarchical clustering in the context of phylogenetics and taxonomy
(see, e.g., [74, 75, 76]). Several authors have also given theoretical justifications for
the success of the popular linkage based algorithms for hierarchical clustering (see,
e.g. [77, 78, 79]). In terms of cost functions, one approach has been to evaluate a
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hierarchy in terms of the k-means or k-median cost that it induces (see [80]). The
cost function and the top-down algorithm in [8] can also be seen as a theoretical
justification for several graph partitioning heuristics that are used in practice.
Besides this prior work on hierarchical clustering we are also motivated by the
long line of work in the classical clustering setting where a popular strategy is to
study convex relaxations of these problems and to round an optimal fractional
solution into an integral one with the aim of getting a good approximation to the
cost function. A long line of work (see, e.g., [81, 82, 83, 84]) has employed this
approach on LP relaxations for the k-median problem, including [85] which gives
the best known approximation factor of 1 +
√
3 + ε. Similarly, a few authors have
studied LP and SDP relaxations for the k-means problem (see, e.g., [86, 87, 88]),
with the best known approximation guarantee of 6.357 due to a recent LP rounding
result of [89].
LP relaxations for hierarchical clustering have also been studied in [90] where
the objective is to fit a tree metric to a data set given pairwise dissimilarities. While
the LP relaxation and rounding algorithm in [90] is similar in flavor, the result
is incomparable to ours (see Section 4.6 for a discussion). Another work that is
indirectly related to our approach is [91] where the authors study an ILP to obtain a
closest ultrametric to arbitrary functions on a discrete set. Our approach is to give a
combinatorial characterization of the ultrametrics induced by the cost function of
[8] which allows us to use the tools from [91] to model the problem as an ILP. The
natural LP relaxation of this ILP turns out to be closely related to LP relaxations
considered before for several graph partitioning problems (see, e.g., [18, 19, 92, 93])
and we use a rounding technique studied in this context to round this LP relaxation.
Further work by [94] studied spreading metric SDP relaxations for this cost




. The analysis of this
rounding procedure also enabled them to show that the top-down heuristic of [8]
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actually returns an O(
√





approximate clustering as was initially shown. They also analyze a similar LP
relaxation using the divide-and-conquer approximation algorithms using spreadingmetrics
paradigm of [95] together with a result of [96] to show an O(log n) approximation.
Finally, they also give similar constant factor inapproximability results for this
problem.
4.0.2 Contribution
While studying convex relaxations of optimization problems is fairly natural, for
the cost function introduced in [8] however, it is not immediately clear how one
would go about writing such a relaxation. Our first contribution is to give a
combinatorial characterization of the family of ultrametrics induced by this cost
function on hierarchies. Inspired by the approach in [91] where the authors study an
integer linear program for finding the closest ultrametric, we are able to formulate
the problem of finding the minimum cost hierarchical clustering as an integer
linear program. Interestingly and perhaps unsurprisingly, the specific family of
ultrametrics induced by this cost function give rise to linear constraints studied
before in the context of finding balanced separators in weighted graphs. We then
show how to round an optimal fractional solution using the sphere growing technique
first introduced in [18] (see also [97, 92, 98]) to recover a tree of cost at most O(log n)
times the optimal tree for this cost function. The generalization of this cost function
involves scaling every pairwise distances by an arbitrary strictly increasing function
f satisfying f (0)  0. Wemodify the integer linear program for this general case and
show that the rounding algorithm still finds a hierarchical clustering of cost at most
O(log n) times the optimal clustering in this setting. We also show a constant factor
inapproximability result for this problem for any polynomial sized LP and SDP
relaxations and under the assumption of the Small Set Expansion hypothesis. We
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concludewith an experimental study of the integer linear program and the rounding
algorithm on some synthetic and real world data sets to show that the approximation
algorithm often recovers clusters close to the true optimum (according to this cost
function) and that its projections into flat clusters often has a better error rate than
the linkage based algorithms and the k-means algorithm.
4.1 Preliminaries
Recall the basic problem setup from Section 1.3. The following definition introduces
the notion of non-trivial ultrametrics. These turn out to be precisely the ultrametrics
that are induced by tree decompositions of V corresponding to cost function (1.3.1),
as we will show in Corollary 4.2.4.
Definition 4.1.1. An ultrametric d on a set of points V is non-trivial if the following
conditions hold.
1. For every non-empty set S ⊆ V , there is a pair of points i , j ∈ S such that
d(i , j) > |S | − 1.
2. For any t if St is an equivalence class of V under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t,
then maxi , j∈St d(i , j) 6 |St | − 1.
Note that for an equivalence class St where d(i , j) 6 t for every i , j ∈ St it follows
from Definition 4.1.1cond1: that t > |St | − 1. Thus in the case when t  |St | − 1
the two conditions imply that the maximum distance between any two points in
S is t and that there is a pair i , j ∈ S for which this maximum is attained. The
following lemma shows that non-trivial ultrametrics behave well under restrictions
to equivalence classes St of the form i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let d be a non-trivial ultrametric on V and let St ⊆ V be an equivalence
class under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t. Then d restricted to St is a non-trivial
ultrametric on St .
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Proof. Clearly d restricted to St is an ultrametric on St and so we need to establish
that it satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond1: and Definition 4.1.1cond2: of Definition 4.1.1.
Let S ⊆ St be any set. Since d is a non-trivial ultrametric on V it follows that
there is a pair i , j ∈ S with d(i , j) > |S | − 1, and so d restricted to St satisfies
Definition 4.1.1cond1:.
If S′r is an equivalence class in St under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 r then
clearly S′r  St if r > t. Since d is a non-trivial ultrametric on V , it follows that
maxi , j∈S′r d(i , j)  maxi , j∈St d(i , j) 6 |St | − 1  |S′r | − 1. Thus we may assume that
r 6 t. Consider an i ∈ S′r and let j ∈ V be such that d(i , j) 6 r. Since r 6 t and i ∈ St ,
it follows that j ∈ St and so j ∈ S′r . In other words S′r is an equivalence class in V
under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 r. Since d is an ultrametric on V it follows that
maxi , j∈S′r d(i , j) 6 |S′r | −1. Thus d restricted to St satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond2:. 
The intuition behind the two conditions in Definition 4.1.1 is as follows. Defini-
tion 4.1.1cond1: imposes a certain lower bound by ruling out trivial ultrametrics
where, e.g., d(i , j)  1 for every distinct pair i , j ∈ V . On the other hand Defini-
tion 4.1.1cond2: discretizes and imposes an upper bound on d by restricting its range
to the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} (see Lemma 4.1.3). This rules out the other spectrum of
triviality where for example d(i , j)  n for every distinct pair i , j ∈ V with |V |  n.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let d be a non-trivial ultrametric on the set V as in Definition 4.1.1. Then
the range of d is contained in the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} with |V |  n.
Proof. We will prove this by induction on |V |. The base case when |V |  1 is trivial.
Therefore, we now assume that |V | > 1. By Definition 4.1.1cond1: there is a pair
i , j ∈ V such that d(i , j) > n − 1. Let t  maxi , j∈V d(i , j), then the only equivalence
class under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t is V . By Definition 4.1.1cond2: it follows
that maxi , j∈V d(i , j)  t  n − 1. Let V1, . . .Vm denote the set of equivalence classes
of V under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 n − 2. Note that m > 1 as there is a pair
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i , j ∈ V with d(i , j)  n − 1, and therefore each Vl ( V . By Lemma 4.1.2, d restricted
to each of these Vi’s is a non-trivial ultrametric on those sets. The claim then follows
immediately: for any i , j ∈ V either i , j ∈ Vl for some Vl in which case by the
induction hypothesis d(i , j) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |Vl | − 1}, or i ∈ Vl and j ∈ Vl′ for l , l′ in
which case d(i , j)  n − 1. 
4.2 Convex hull of hierarchical clusterings
We start with the following easy lemma about the lowest common ancestors of
subsets of V in a hierarchical clustering T of V .
Lemma 4.2.1. Let S ⊆ V with |S | > 2. If r  lca(S) then there is a pair i , j ∈ S such that
lca(i , j)  r.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on |S |. If |S |  2 then the claim is trivial and so
we may assume |S | > 2. Let i ∈ S be an arbitrary point and let r′  lca(S \ {i}). We
claim that r  lca(i , r′). Clearly the subtree rooted at lca(i , r′) contains S and since
T[r] is the smallest such tree it follows that r ∈ T[lca(i , r′)].
Conversely, T[r] contains S \ {i} and so r′ ∈ T[r] and since i ∈ T[r], it follows
that lca(i , r′) ∈ T[r]. Thus we conclude that r  lca(i , r′).
If lca(i , r′)  r′, then we are done by the induction hypothesis. Thus we may
assume that i < T[r′]. Consider any j ∈ S such that j ∈ T[r′]. Then we have that
lca(i , j)  r as lca(i , r′)  r and j ∈ T[r′] and i < T[r′]. 
We will now show that non-trivial ultrametrics on V as in Definition 4.1.1
are exactly those that are induced by hierarchical clusterings on V under cost
function (1.3.1). The following lemma shows the forward direction: the ultrametric
dT induced by any hierarchical clustering T is non-trivial.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let T be a hierarchical clustering on V and let dT be the ultrametric on V
induced by it. Then dT is non-trivial.
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Proof. Let S ⊆ V be arbitrary and r  lca(S), then T[r] has at least |S | leaves. By
Lemma 4.2.1 theremust be a pair i , j ∈ S such that r  lca(i , j) and so dT(i , j) > |S |−1.
This satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond1: of non-triviality.
For any t, let St be a non-empty equivalence class under the relation i ∼ j iff
dT(i , j) 6 t. Since dT satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond1: it follows that |St | − 1 6 t.
Let us assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a pair i , j ∈ St such
that dT(i , j) > |St | − 1. Let r  lca(St); using the definition of dT it follows that
t + 1 > |leaves (T[r])| > |St | since i , j ∈ St . Let k ∈ leaves (T[r]) \ St be an arbitrary
point, then for every l ∈ St it follows that dT(k , l) 6 |leaves(T[r])| − 1 6 t since
the subtree rooted at r contains both k and l. This is a contradiction to St being
an equivalence class under i ∼ j iff dT(i , j) 6 t since k < St . Thus dT also satisfies
Definition 4.1.1cond2: of Definition 4.1.1. 
The following crucial lemma shows the converse: every non-trivial ultrametric
on V is realized by a hierarchical clustering T of V .
Lemma 4.2.3. For every non-trivial ultrametric d on V there is a hierarchical clustering T
on V such that for any pair i , j ∈ V we have







 − 1  d(i , j).




by 1 where |V |  n.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The base case when n  1 is straightforward.
We now suppose that the statement is true for sets of size < n. Note that i ∼ j iff
d(i , j) 6 n−2 is an equivalence relation onV and thuspartitionsV into m equivalence
classes V1, . . . ,Vm . We first observe that m > 1 since by Definition 4.1.1cond1: there
is a pair of points i , j ∈ V such that d(i , j) > n − 1 and in particular |V | l < n
for every l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By Lemma 4.1.2, d restricted to any Vl is a non-trivial
ultrametric on Vl and there is a pair of points i , j ∈ Vl such that d(i , j)  |Vl | − 1
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by Definition 4.1.1cond1: and Definition 4.1.1cond2:. Therefore by the induction
hypothesis we construct trees T1, . . . , Tm such that for every l ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have
leaves(Tl)  Vl . Further for any pair of points i , j ∈ Vl for some l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we
also have d(i , j)  dTl (i , j).
We construct the tree T as follows: we first add a root r and then connect the root
rl of Tl to r for every l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Consider a pair of points i , j ∈ V . If i , j ∈ Vl
for some l ∈ {1, . . . ,m} then we are done since dTl (i , j)  dT(i , j) as lca(i , j) ∈ Tl . If
i ∈ Vl and j ∈ Vl′ for some l , l′ then d(i , j)  n−1 since d(i , j) > n−1 by definition
of the equivalence relation and the range of d lies in {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} by Lemma 4.1.3.
Moreover i and j are leaves in Tl and Tl′ respectively, and thus by construction of T
we have lca(i , j)  r, i.e., dT(i , j)  n − 1 and so the claim follows. 1 simulates this





Lemma 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.2.3 together imply the following corollary about the
equivalence of hierarchical clusterings and non-trivial ultrametrics.
Corollary 4.2.4. There is a bĳection between the set of hierarchical clusterings T on V and
the set of non-trivial ultrametrics d on V satisfying the following conditions.
1. For every hierarchical clustering T on V , there is a non-trivial ultrametric dT defined




leaves T[lca(i , j)]
 − 1 for every i , j ∈ V .
2. For every non-trivial ultrametric d on V , there is a hierarchical clustering T on V
such that for every i , j ∈ V we have

leaves T[lca(i , j)]
 − 1  d(i , j).
Moreover this bĳection can be computed in O(n3) time, where |V |  n.
Therefore to find the hierarchical clustering of minimum cost, it suffices to
minimize 〈κ, d〉 over non-trivial ultrametrics d : V ×V → {0, . . . , n − 1}, where V is
the data set. Note that the cost of the ultrametric dT corresponding to a tree T is an
affine offset of cost(T). In particular, we have 〈κ, dT〉  cost(T) −
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn) κ(i , j).
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Input: Data set V of n points, non-trivial ultrametric d : V × V → >0
Output: Hierarchical clustering T of V with root r
1 r ← arbitrary choice of designated root in V
2 X ← {r}
3 E← ∅
4 if n  1 then
5 T ← (X, E)
6 return r, T
7 else
8 Partition V into {V1, . . .Vm} under the equivalence relation i ∼ j iff
d(i , j) < n − 1
9 for l ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
10 Let rl , Tl be output of 1 on Vl , d |Vl
11 X ← X ∪ V(Tl)
12 E← E ∪ {r, rl}
13 end
14 T ← (X, E)
15 return r, T
16 end
Algorithm 1: Hierarchical clustering of V from non-trivial ultrametric
A natural approach is to formulate this problem as an Integer Linear Program
(ILP) and then study LP or SDP relaxations of it. We consider the following ILP for
this problem that is motivated by [91]. We have the variables x1i j , . . . , x
n−1
i j for every
distinct pair i , j ∈ V with xti j  1 if and only if d(i , j) > t. For any positive integer n,






κ(i , j)xti j (ILP-ultrametric)
s.t. xti j > x
t+1
i j ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 2] (4.2.1)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.2.2)∑
i , j∈S














1 − xti j
)ª®®®¬∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V (4.2.4)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.2.5)
xtii  0 ∀i ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.2.6)
xti j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.2.7)
Constraints (4.2.1) and (4.2.6) follow from the interpretation of the variables xti j :
if d(i , j) > t, i.e., xti j  1 then clearly d(i , j) > t − 1 and so x
t−1
i j  1. Furthermore,
for any i ∈ V we have d(i , i)  0 and so xtii  0 for every t ∈ [n − 1]. Note that
constraint (4.2.2) is the same as the strong triangle inequality (Definition 1.3.1) since
the variables xti j are in {0, 1}. (4.2.5) ensures that the ultrametric is symmetric.
(4.2.3) ensures the ultrametric satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond1: of non-triviality: for
every S ⊆ V of size t + 1 we know that there must be points i , j ∈ S such that
d(i , j)  d( j, i) > t or in other words xti j  x
t
ji  1. (4.2.4) ensures that the ultrametric
satisfies Definition 4.1.1cond2: of non-triviality. To see this note that the constraint is
active only when
∑
i , j∈S xti j  0 and
∑
i∈S, j<S(1−xti j)  0. In other words d(i , j) 6 t−1
for every i , j ∈ S and S is a maximal such set since if i ∈ S and j < S then d(i , j) > t.
Thus S is an equivalence class under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t − 1 and so for
every i , j ∈ S we have d(i , j) 6 |S | − 1 or equivalently x |S |i j  0. The ultrametric d





Definition 4.2.5. For any
{
xti j | t ∈ [n − 1], i , j ∈ V
}
let Et be defined as Et
def
{
{i , j} | xti j  0
}
. Note that if xti j is feasible for ILP-ultrametric then Et ⊆ Et+1
for any t since xti j > x
t+1
i j . The sets {Et}
n−1
t1 induce a natural sequence of graphs
{Gt}n−1t1 where Gt  (V, Et)with V being the data set.
For a fixed t ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} it is instructive to study the combinatorial properties
of the so called layer-t problem, where we restrict ourselves to the constraints
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corresponding to that particular t and drop constraints (4.2.1) and (4.2.4) since they




κ(i , j)xti j (ILP-layer)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V (4.2.8)∑
i , j∈S
xti j > 2 ∀S ⊆ V, |S |  t + 1 (4.2.9)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V (4.2.10)
xtii  0 ∀i ∈ V (4.2.11)
xti j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i , j ∈ V (4.2.12)
The following lemma provides a combinatorial characterization of feasible
solutions to the layer-t problem.
Lemma 4.2.6. Let Gt  (V, Et) be the graph as in Definition 4.2.5 corresponding to a
solution xti j to the layer-t problem ILP-layer. Then Gt is a disjoint union of cliques of size
6 t. Moreover this exactly characterizes all feasible solutions of ILP-layer.
Proof. We first note that Gt  (V, Et) must be a disjoint union of cliques since
if {i , j} ∈ Et and { j, k} ∈ Et then {i , k} ∈ Et since xtik 6 x
t
i j + x
t
jk  0 due to
constraint (4.2.8). Suppose there is a clique in Gt of size > t. Choose a subset S of
this clique of size t + 1. Then
∑
i , j∈S xti j  0 which violates constraint (4.2.9).
Conversely, let Et be a subset of edges such that Gt  (V, Et) is a disjoint
union of cliques of size 6 t. Let xti j  0 if {i , j} ∈ Et and 1 otherwise. Clearly
xti j  x
t
ji by definition. Suppose x
t
i j violates constraint (4.2.8), so that there is a pair
i , j, k ∈ V such that xtik  1 but x
t
i j  x
t
jk  0. However this implies that Gt is not a
disjoint union of cliques since {i , j}, { j, k} ∈ Et but {i , k} < Et . Suppose xti j violates
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constraint (4.2.9) for some set S of size t + 1. Therefore for every i , j ∈ S, we have
xti j  0 since x
t
i j  x
t
ji for every i , j ∈ V and so S must be a clique of size t + 1 in Gt
which is a contradiction. 
By Lemma 4.2.6 the layer-t problem is to find a subset Et ⊆ E(Kn) of minimum
weight under κ, such that the complement graph Gt  (V, Et) is a disjoint union
of cliques of size 6 t. Note that this implies that the number of components in
the complement graph is > dn/te.The converse however, is not necessarily true:
when t  n − 1 then the layer t-problem is the minimum (weighted) cut problem
whose partitions may have size larger than 1. Our algorithmic approach is to
solve an LP relaxation of ILP-ultrametric and then round the solution to obtain a
feasible solution to ILP-ultrametric. The rounding however proceeds iteratively
in a layer-wise manner and so we need to make sure that the rounded solution
satisfies the inter-layer constraints (4.2.1) and (4.2.4). The following lemma gives a
combinatorial characterization of solutions that satisfy these two constraints.
Lemma 4.2.7. For every t ∈ [n − 1], let xti j be feasible for the layer-t problem ILP-layer. Let
Gt  (V, Et) be the graph as in Definition 4.2.5 corresponding to xti j , so that by Lemma 4.2.6,
Gt is a disjoint union of cliques Kt
1
, . . . , Ktlt each of size at most t. Then x
t
i j is feasible for
ILP-ultrametric if and only if the following conditions hold.
Nested cliques For any s 6 t every clique Ksp for some p ∈ [ls] in Gs is a subclique of
some clique Ktq in Gt where q ∈ [lt].
Realization If
Ktp   s for some s 6 t, then Gs contains Ktp as a component clique, i.e.,
Ksq  Ktp for some q ∈ [ls].
Proof. Since xti j is feasible for the layer-t problem ILP-layer it is feasible for ILP-
ultrametric if and only if it satisfies constraints (4.2.1) and (4.2.4). The solution xti j sat-
isfies constraint (4.2.1) if and only ifEt ⊆ Et+1 bydefinition and so Lemma 4.2.7cond1:
follows.
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Let us now assume that xti j is feasible for ILP-ultrametric, so that by the above
argument Lemma 4.2.7cond1: is satisfied. Note that every clique Ktp in the clique
decomposition of Gt corresponds to an equivalence class St under the relation
i ∼ j iff xti j  0. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2.6 we have |St | 6 t. (4.2.4) implies that
x |St |i j  0 for every i , j ∈ St . In other words, if |St |  s 6 t, then x
s
i j  0 for every
i , j ∈ St and so St is a subclique of some clique Ksq in the clique decomposition
of Gs . However by Lemma 4.2.7cond1:, Ksq must be a subclique of a clique K
t
p′ in
the clique decomposition of Gt , since s 6 t. However, as Ktp ∩ Ktp′  St and the
clique decomposition decomposes Gt into a disjoint union of cliques, it follows that
St ⊆ Ksq ⊆ Ktp′  Ktp  St and so Ksq  Ktp . Therefore Lemma 4.2.7cond2: is satisfied.
Conversely, suppose that xti j satisfies Lemma 4.2.7cond1: and Lemma 4.2.7cond2:,
so that by the argument in the paragraph above xti j satisfies constraint (4.2.1). Let
us assume for the sake of contradiction that for a set S ⊆ V and a t ∈ [n − 1]
constraint (4.2.4) is violated, i.e.,
∑
i , j∈S









1 − xti j
)ª®®®¬ .
Since xti j ∈ {0, 1} it follows that x
t
i j  0 for every i , j ∈ S and x
t
i j  1 for every
i ∈ S, j < S so that S is a clique in Gt . Note that |S | < t since
∑
i , j∈S x
|S |
i j > 0. This
contradicts Lemma 4.2.7cond2: however, since S is clearly not a clique in G|S |. 
The combinatorial interpretation of the individual layer-t problems allow us
to simplify the formulation of ILP-ultrametric by replacing the constraints for
sets of a specific size (constraint (4.2.3)) by a global constraint about all sets (con-
straint (4.2.13)).





xti j > |S | − t ∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V, i ∈ S. (4.2.13)
Proof. Let xti j be a feasible solution to ILP-ultrametric. Note that if |S | 6 t then
the constraints are redundant since xti j ∈ {0, 1}. Thus we may assume that |S | > t
and let i be any vertex in S. Let us suppose for the sake of a contradiction that∑
j∈S xti j < |S | − t. This implies that there is a t sized subset S
′ ⊆ S \ {i} such that
for every j ∈ S′ we have xti j′  0. In other words {i , j
′} is an edge in Gt  (V, Et)
for every j′ ∈ S′ and since Gt is a disjoint union of cliques (constraint (4.2.2)), this
implies the existence of a clique of size t + 1. Thus by Lemma 4.2.6, xti j could not
have been a feasible solution to ILP-ultrametric.
Conversely, suppose xti j is feasible for the modified ILP where constraint (4.2.3) is
replaced by constraint (4.2.13). Then again Gt  (V, Et) is a disjoint union of cliques
since xti j satisfies constraint (4.2.2). Assume for contradiction that constraint (4.2.3)
is violated: there is a set S of size t + 1 such that
∑
i , j∈S xti j < 2. Note that this
implies that
∑
i , j xti j  0 since x
t
i j  x
t
ji for every i , j ∈ V and t ∈ [n − 1]. Fix any
i ∈ S, then ∑ j∈S xti j < 1  |S | − t since xti j  xtji by constraint (4.2.5), a violation of
constraint (4.2.13). Thus xti j is feasible for ILP-ultrametric since it satisfies every
other constraint by assumption. 
4.3 Rounding an LP relaxation
In this section we consider the following natural LP relaxation for ILP-ultrametric.
We keep the variables xti j for every t ∈ [n − 1] and i , j ∈ V but relax the integrality







κ(i , j)xti j (LP-ultrametric)
s.t. xti j > x
t+1
i j ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 2] (4.3.1)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.3.2)∑
j∈S
xti j > |S | − t ∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V, i ∈ S (4.3.3)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.3.4)
xtii  0 ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.3.5)
0 6 xti j 6 1 ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.3.6)
A feasible solution xti j to LP-ultrametric induces a sequence {dt}t∈[n−1] of distance
metrics over V defined as dt(i , j)
def
 xti j . 4.3.3 enforces an additional structure on
this metric: informally points in a “large enough” subset S should be spread apart
according to the metric dt . Metrics of type dt are called spreading metrics and were
first studied in [92, 95] in relation to graph partitioning problems. The following
lemma gives a technical interpretation of spreading metrics (see, e.g., [92, 95, 93]);
we include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let xti j be feasible for LP-ultrametric and for a fixed t ∈ [n − 1], let dt be
the induced spreading metric. Let i ∈ V be an arbitrary vertex and let S ⊆ V be a set with
i ∈ S such that |S | > (1 + ε)t for some ε > 0. Then max j∈S dt(i , j) > ε
1+ε .
Proof. For the sake of a contradiction suppose that for every j ∈ S we have dt(i , j) 
xti j 6
ε
1+ε . This implies that x
t





|S | < |S | − t ,
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where the last inequality follows from |S | > (1 + ε)t. 
The following lemma shows that we can optimize over LP-ultrametric in polyno-
mial time.
Lemma 4.3.2. An optimal solution to LP-ultrametric can be computed in time polynomial
in n and log
(
maxi , j κ(i , j)
)
.
Proof. We argue in the standard fashion via the application of the Ellipsoid method
(see e.g., [99]). As such it suffices to verify that the encoding length of the numbers
is small (which is indeed the case here) and that the constraints can be separated in
polynomial time in the size of the input, i.e., in n and the logarithm of the absolute
value of the largest coefficient. Since constraints of type (4.3.1), (4.3.2), (4.3.4), and
(4.3.5) are polynomially many in n, we only need to check separation for constraints
of type (4.3.3). Given a claimed solution xti j we can check constraint (4.3.3) by
iterating over all t ∈ [n − 1], vertices i ∈ V , and sizes m of the set S from t + 1 to
n. For a fixed t , i, and set size m sort the vertices in V \ {i} in increasing order of





i j < m − t then clearly x
t





i j > m − t. Moreover this is the only set to check: for any set
S ⊆ V containing i such that |S |  m, ∑ j∈S xti j > ∑ j∈S xti j > m − t. Thus for a fixed
t ∈ [n − 1], i ∈ V and set size m, it suffices to check that xti j satisfies constraint (4.3.3)
for this subset S. 
From now on we will simply refer to a feasible solution to LP-ultrametric by
the sequence of spreading metrics {dt}t∈[n−1] it induces. The following definition
introduces the notion of an open ball BU (i , r, t) of radius r centered at i ∈ V
according to the metric dt and restricted to the set U ⊆ V .
Definition 4.3.3. Let {dt | t ∈ [n − 1]} be the sequence of spreading metrics feasible
for LP-ultrametric. Let U ⊆ V be an arbitrary subset of V . For a vertex i ∈ U, r ∈ ,
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and t ∈ [n − 1]we define the open ball BU (i , r, t) of radius r centered at i as




j ∈ U | dt(i , j) < r
}
⊆ U.
If U  V then we denote BU (i , r, t) simply by B (i , r, t).
Remark 4.3.4. For every pair i , j ∈ V we have dt(i , j) > dt+1(i , j) by constraint (4.3.1).
Thus for any subset U ⊆ V , i ∈ U, r ∈ , and t ∈ [n − 2], it holds BU (i , r, t) ⊆
BU (i , r, t + 1).
To round LP-ultrametric to get a feasible solution for ILP-ultrametric, we will use
the technique of sphere growingwhich was introduced in [18] to show an O(log n)
approximation for the maximum multicommodity flow problem. Recall from
Lemma 4.2.6 that a feasible solution to ILP-layer consists of a decomposition of the
graph Gt into a set of disjoint cliques of size at most t. One way to obtain such
a decomposition is to choose an arbitrary vertex, grow a ball around this vertex
until the expansion of this ball is below a certain threshold, chop off this ball and
declare it as a partition and then recurse on the remaining vertices. This is the
main idea behind sphere growing, and the parameters are chosen depending on
the constraints of the specific problem (see, e.g., [97, 92, 98] for a few representative
applications of this technique). The first step is to associate to every ball BU (i , r, t) a
volume vol (BU (i , r, t)) and a boundary ∂BU (i , r, t) so that its expansion is defined.
For any t ∈ [n − 1] and U ⊆ V we denote by γUt the value of the layer-t objective for







κ(i , j)dt(i , j).
When U  V we refer to γUt simply by γt . Since κ : V × V → >0, it follows that
γUt 6 γt for any U ⊆ V . We are now ready to define the volume, boundary, and
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expansion of a ball BU (i , r, t). We use the definition of [92] modified for restrictions
to arbitrary subsets U ⊆ V .
Definition 4.3.5. [92] Let U be an arbitrary subset of V . For a vertex i ∈ U, radius
r ∈ >0, and t ∈ [n − 1], let BU (i , r, t) be the ball of radius r as in Definition 4.3.3.
Then we define its volume as
















r − dt(i , j)
)
.
The boundary of the ball ∂BU (i , r, t) is the partial derivative of volume with respect
to the radius:
∂BU (i , r, t)
def









The expansion φ(BU (i , r, t)) of the ball BU (i , r, t) is defined as the ratio of its
boundary to its volume, i.e.,
φ (BU (i , r, t))
def

∂BU (i , r, t)
vol (BU (i , r, t))
.
The following lemma shows that the volume of a ball BU (i , r, t) is differentiable
with respect to r in the interval (0,∆] except at finitely many points (see e.g., [92]).
Lemma 4.3.6. Let BU (i , r, t) be the ball corresponding to a set U ⊆ V , vertex i ∈ U,
radius r ∈  and t ∈ [n − 1]. Then vol (BU (i , r, t)) is differentiable with respect to r in
the interval (0,∆] except at finitely many points.
Proof. Note that for any fixed U ⊆ V , vol (BU (i , r, t)) is a monotone non-decreasing
function in r since for a pair j, k ∈ U such that j ∈ BU (i , r, t) and k < BU (i , r, t) we
have r−dt(i , j) 6 dt( j, k) otherwise r−dt(i , j) > dt( j, k) so that r > dt(i , j)+dt( j, k) >
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dt(i , k), a contradiction to the fact that k < BU (i , r, t). Therefore adding the vertex k
to the ball centered at i is only going to increase its volume as r − dt(i , j) 6 dt( j, k)
(see Definition 4.3.3). Thus vol (BU (i , r, t)) is differentiable with respect to r in the
interval (0,∆] except at finitely many points which correspond to a new vertex from
U being added to the ball. 
Input: Data set V , {dt}t∈[n−1] : V × V , ε > 0, κ : V × V → >0
Output: A solution set of the form
{










2 t ← mε
3 Ct+1 ← {V}
4 ∆← ε
1+ε
5 while t > 1 do
6 Ct ← ∅
7 for U ∈ Ct+1 do
8 if |U | 6 (1 + ε)t then
9 Ct ← Ct ∪ {U}
10 Go to line 7
11 end
12 while U , ∅ do
13 Let i be arbitrary in U





15 Ct ← Ct ∪ {BU (i , r, t)}
16 U ← U \ BU (i , r, t)
17 end
18 end
19 xti j  1 if i ∈ U1 ∈ Ct , j ∈ U2 ∈ Ct and U1 , U2, else x
t
i j  0




xti j | t ∈ [mε], i , j ∈ V
}
Algorithm 2: Iterative rounding algorithm to find a low cost ultrametric
The following theorem establishes that the rounding procedure of Algorithm 2
ensures that the cliques in Ct are “small” and that the cost of the edges removed to
form them are not too high. It also shows that Algorithm 2 can be implemented to
run in time polynomial in n.
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as in Algorithm 2 and let
{
xti j | t ∈ [mε], i , j ∈ V
}
be
the output of Algorithm 2 run on a feasible solution {dt}t∈[n−1] of LP-ultrametric and any
choice of ε ∈ (0, 1). For any t ∈ [mε], we have that xti j is feasible for the layer-b(1 + ε) tc
problem ILP-layer and there is a constant c(ε) > 0 depending only on ε such that
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)
κ(i , j)xti j 6 c(ε)(log n)γt .
Moreover, Algorithm 2 can be implemented to run in time polynomial in n.
Proof. We first show that for a fixed t, the constructed solution xti j is feasible for
the layer-b(1 + ε)tc problem ILP-layer. Let Ct be as in Algorithm 2 so that xti j  1
if i , j belong to different sets in Ct and xti j  0 otherwise. Let Gt  (V, Et) be as in
Definition 4.2.5 corresponding to xti j . Note that for any t ∈ [mε], every Vi ∈ Ct is a
clique in Gt by construction (line 19) and for every distinct pair Vi ,Vj ∈ Ct we have
Vi ∩ Vj  ∅ (line 15 and line 16). Therefore by Lemma 4.2.6, it suffices to prove that
for any Vi ∈ Ct , it holds |Vi | 6 b(1 + ε)tc. If Vi is added to Ct in line 9 then there is
nothing to prove.
Thus let us assume that Vi is of the form BU (i , r, t) for some U ⊆ V as in line 14





. Note that by Lemma 4.3.1 it suffices
to show that there is such an r ∈ (0,∆]. This property follows from the rounding
scheme due to [92] as we will explain now.
By Lemma 4.3.6 vol (BU (i , r, t)) is differentiable everywhere in the interval
(0,∆] except at finitely many points X. Let the set of discontinuous points be
X  {x1, x2, . . . , xk−1} with x0  0 < x1 < x2 . . . xk−1 < xk  ∆. We claim that






us assume for the sake of a contradiction that for every r ∈ (0,∆] \ X we have





. However integrating both sides from 0 to ∆
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results in a contradiction:∫ ∆
r0
φ (BU (i , r, t)) dr 
∫ ∆
r0
∂BU (i , r, t)







∂BU (i , r, t)







d (vol (BU (i , r, t)))
vol (BU (i , r, t))
(4.3.9)








vol (BU (i ,∆, t))
vol (BU (i , 0, t))
)
dr, (4.3.11)
where (4.3.10) follows since f is monotonic increasing. For any t ∈ [mε] the set
Ct is a disjoint partition of V with balls of the form BU (i , r, t′) for some t′ > t
and U ⊆ Ul ∈ Ct′+1: this is easily seen by induction since Cmε+1 is initialized as V .
Further, a cluster Vi is added to Ct either in line 15 in which case it is a ball of the
form BU (i , r, t) for some U ∈ Ct+1, i ∈ U, and r ∈  or it is added in line 9 in which
case it must have been a ball BU (i′, r′, t′) for some t′ > t, U ⊆ Ul ∈ Ct′+1, i′ ∈ V ,
and r′ ∈ . Note that for any t′ > t and U ⊆ V , it holds γUt′ 6 γUt since for every
pair i , j ∈ V we have κ(i , j) > 0 and dt(i , j) > dt′(i , j) because of constraint (4.3.1).
Moreover, for any subset U ⊆ V we have γUt 6 γt since κ, dt > 0. We claim that for






γt . First note that
the affine term
γUt′
n log n in the volume of a ball BU (i , r, t′) in Ct is upper bounded by
γt
n log n and appears at most n times. Next we claim that the contribution to the total
volume from the term involving the edges inside and crossing a ball BU (i , r, t′) ∈ Ct
is at most 2γt . This is because the balls are disjoint, r − dt′(i , k) 6 dt′( j, k) 6 dt( j, k)
for the crossing edges of a ball BU (i , r, t′) ∈ Ct and a crossing edge contributes to
the volume of at most 2 balls in Ct . Note that for any U ⊆ V , i ∈ U, and r ∈ >0
we have vol (BU (i , r, t)) ∈
[
γUt








. Using this observation and the
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stopping condition of line 14 it follows that
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)
κ(i , j)xti j 
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn):













︸¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︷︷¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︸





BU (i ,r,t′)∈Ct :
t′>t
U⊆Ul∈Ct′+1





BU (i ,r,t′)∈Ct :
t′>t
U⊆Ul∈Ct′+1
φ (BU (i , r, t′))vol (BU (i , r, t′))
6
∑







vol (BU (i ,∆, t′))
vol (BU (i , 0, t′))
)







n log n + 1
) )︸¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨︷︷¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨︸
via interval bounds
∑
BU (i ,r,t′)∈Ct :
t′>t
U⊆Ul∈Ct′+1













γt︸¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︷︷¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︸
contribution of affine term 6
γt
log n
contribution of edge terms 6 2γt
6 c(ε)(log n)γt ,
for some constant c(ε) > 0 depending only on ε.
For the run time of Algorithm 2 note that the loop in line 5 runs for at most n − 1
steps, while the loop in ??iterate: runs for atmost n steps. For a setU ⊆ V , to compute






sort the vertices in U \ {i} in increasing order of distance from i according to dt .
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Let the vertices in U \ {i} in this sorted order be
{
j1, . . . , j|U |−1
}
. Then it suffices to
check the expansion of the balls {i} and {i} ∪ { j1, . . . , jk} for every k ∈ [|U | − 1]. It
is straightforward to see that all the other steps in 2 run in time polynomial in n. 
Remark 4.3.8. A discrete version of the volumetric argument for region growing can
be found in [100].
We are now ready to prove the main theorem showing that we can obtain a low
cost non-trivial ultrametric from 2.
Theorem 4.3.9. Let {xti j | t ∈ [mε] , i , j ∈ V} be the output of 2 on an optimal solution










x bt/(1+ε)ci j if t > 1 + ε
1 if t 6 1 + ε.










where OPT is the optimal solution to ILP-ultrametric and c(ε) is the constant in the
statement of Theorem 4.3.9.
Proof. Note that by Theorem 4.3.7 for every t ∈ [mε], xti j is feasible for the layer-
b(1 + ε)tc problem ILP-layer and that there is a constant c(ε) > 0 such that for every
t ∈ [mε], we have
∑





Let yti j be as in the statement of the theorem. The graph Gt  (V, Et) as in
Definition 4.2.5 corresponding to yti j for t 6 1 + ε consists of isolated vertices, i.e.,
cliques of size 1: By definition yti j is feasible for the layer-t problem ILP-layer. The
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collection C1 corresponding to x1i j consists of cliques of size at most 1 + ε, however
since 0 < ε < 1 it follows that the cliques in C1 are isolated vertices and so x1i j  1
for every {i , j} ∈ E(Kn). Thus
∑
i , j κ(i , j)yti j 
∑





t 6 1 + ε by Theorem 4.3.7. Moreover for every t > 1 + ε, we have
∑
i , j κ(i , j)yti j 6
(c(ε) log n)γbt/(1+ε)c again by Theorem 4.3.7. We claim that yti j is feasible for ILP-
ultrametric. The solution yti j corresponds to the collection Cb t
1+ε c for t > 1 + ε or to
the collection C1 for t 6 1 + ε from 2. For any t < mε, every ball BU (i , r, t) ∈ Ct
comes from the refinement of a ball BU′ (i′, r′, t′) for some i′ ∈ V , r′ > r, t′ > t and
U′ ⊇ U. Thus yti j satisfies Lemma 4.2.7cond1: of Lemma 4.2.7. On the other hand
??smallball: ensures that if |BU (i , r, t)|  b(1 + ε)sc for some U ⊆ V and s < t then
BU (i , r, t) also appears as a ball in Cs . Therefore yti j also satisfies Lemma 4.2.7cond2:


















6 2c(ε) log n OPT,
where we use the fact that
∑n−1
t1 γt  OPT(LP) 6 OPT since LP-ultrametric is a
relaxation of ILP-ultrametric. 
Theorem 4.3.9 implies the following corollary where we put everything together
to obtain a hierarchical clustering of V in time polynomial in n with |V |  n. Let T
denote the set of all possible hierarchical clusterings of V .
Corollary 4.3.10. Given a data setV of n points and a similarity function κ : V×V → >0,
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Input: Data set V of n points, similarity function κ : V × V → >0
Output: Hierarchical clustering of V
1 Solve LP-ultrametric to obtain optimal sequence of spreading metrics
{dt | dt : V × V → [0, 1]}







xti j | t ∈ [mε]
}
be the output of 2 on V, κ, {dt}t∈[n−1]




x bt/(1+ε)ci j if t > 1 + ε
1 if t 6 1 + ε
for every t ∈ [n − 1], i , j ∈ E(Kn)
6 d(i , j) ← ∑n−1t1 yti j for every i , j ∈ E(Kn)
7 d(i , i) ← 0 for every i ∈ V
8 Let r, T be the output of 1 on V, d
9 return r, T
Algorithm 3: Hierarchical clustering of V for cost function (1.3.1)








Moreover 3 runs in time polynomial in n and log
(
maxi , j∈V κ(i , j)
)
.
Proof. Let T̂ be the optimal hierarchical clustering according to cost function (1.3.1).










(leaves(T̂[lca(i , j)]) − 1)ª®¬ .
Let K def
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn) κ(i , j). Then it follows from the above expression that cost(T) 6
O(log n) cost(T̂) − O(log n)K + K 6 O(log n) cost(T̂).
We can find an optimal solution to LP-ultrametric due to Lemma 4.3.2 using
the Ellipsoid algorithm in time polynomial in n and log
(
maxi , j∈V κ(i , j)
)
. 2 runs in







4.4 Generalized Cost Function
A naive approach to solving this problem using the ideas of 2 would be to replace
the objective function of ILP-ultrametric by
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)







This makes the corresponding analogue of LP-ultrametric non-linear however,
and for a general κ and f it is not clear how to compute an optimum solution
in polynomial time. One possible solution is to assume that f is convex and use
the Frank-Wolfe algorithm to compute an optimum solution. That still leaves the












as one would have to do to
get a corresponding version of Theorem 4.3.9. The following simple observation
provides an alternate way of tackling this problem.
Observation 4.4.1. Let d : V × V →  be an ultrametric and f : >0 → >0 be a
strictly increasing function such that f (0)  0. Define the function f (d) : V ×V → 
as f (d)(i , j) def f (d(i , j)). Then f (d) is also an ultrametric on V .
Therefore by Corollary 4.2.4 to find a minimum cost hierarchical clustering T
of V according to the cost function (1.3.2), it suffices to minimize 〈κ, d〉 where d is
the f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric as in Definition 4.1.1. The following lemma
lays down the analogue of Definition 4.1.1cond1: and Definition 4.1.1cond2: from
Definition 4.1.1 that the f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric satisfies.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let f : >0 → >0 be a strictly increasing function satisfying f (0)  0.
An ultrametric d on V is the f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric on V iff
1. for every non-empty set S ⊆ V , there is a pair of points i , j ∈ S such that d(i , j) >
f (|S | − 1),
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2. for any t if St is an equivalence class of V under the relation i ∼ j iff d(i , j) 6 t, then
maxi , j∈St d(i , j) 6 f (|St | − 1).
Proof. If d is the f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric d′ on V then clearly d satisfies
Lemma 4.4.2spreading: and Lemma 4.4.2hereditary:. Conversely, let d be an
ultrametric on V satisfying Lemma 4.4.2spreading: and Lemma 4.4.2hereditary:.
Note that f is strictly increasing and V is a finite set and thus f −1 exists and is
strictly increasing as well, with f −1(0)  0. Define d′ as d′(i , j) def f −1(d(i , j)) for
every i , j ∈ V . By 4.4.1 d′ is an ultrametric on V satisfying Definition 4.1.1cond1:
and Definition 4.1.1cond2: of Definition 4.1.1 and so d′ is a non-trivial ultrametric
on V . 
Lemma 4.4.2 allows us to write the analogue of ILP-ultrametric for finding
the minimum cost ultrametric that is the f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric
on V . Note that by Lemma 4.1.3 the range of such an ultrametric is the set
{ f (0), f (1), . . . , f (n − 1)}. We have the binary variables xti j for every distinct pair
i , j ∈ V and t ∈ [n − 1], where xti j  1 if d(i , j) > f (t) and x
t








f (t) − f (t − 1)
)
xti j (f-ILP-ultrametric)
s.t. xti j > x
t+1
i j ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 2] (4.4.1)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.2)∑
i , j∈S
xti j > 2 ∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V, |S |  t + 1 (4.4.3)
∑
i , j∈S










1 − xti j
)ª®®®¬∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V (4.4.4)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.5)
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xtii  0 ∀i ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.6)
xti j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.7)
If xti j is a feasible solution to f-ILP-ultrametric then the ultrametric represented
by it is defined as
d(i , j) def
n−1∑
t1
( f (t) − f (t − 1))xti j .
(4.4.3) ensures that d satisfies Lemma 4.4.2spreading: of Lemma 4.4.2, since for
every S ⊆ V of size t + 1 we have a pair i , j ∈ S such that d(i , j) > f (t). Similarly
constraint (4.4.4) ensures that d satisfies Lemma 4.4.2hereditary: of Lemma 4.4.2
since it is active if and only if S is an equivalence class of V under the relation
i ∼ j iff d(i , j) < f (t). In this case Lemma 4.4.2hereditary: of Lemma 4.4.2 requires
maxi , j∈S d(i , j) 6 f (|S | − 1) or in other words x |S |i j  0 for every i , j ∈ S.
Similar to ILP-layer we define an analogous layer-t problem where we fix a choice






f (t) − f (t − 1)
)
xti j (f-ILP-layer)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V (4.4.8)∑
i , j∈S
xti j > 2 ∀S ⊆ V, |S |  t + 1 (4.4.9)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V (4.4.10)
xtii  0 ∀i ∈ V (4.4.11)
xti j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i , j ∈ V (4.4.12)
Note that f-ILP-ultrametric and f-ILP-layer differ from ILP-ultrametric and ILP-layer
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respectively only in the objective function. Therefore Lemma 4.2.6 and Lemma 4.2.7
also give a combinatorial characterization of the set of feasible solutions to f-ILP-
layer and f-ILP-ultrametric respectively. Similarly, by Lemma 4.2.8 we may replace
constraint (4.4.3) by the following equivalent constraint over all subsets of V
∑
j∈S
xti j > |S | − t ∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V, i ∈ S.
This provides the analogue of LP-ultrametric in which we drop constraint (4.4.4)








f (t) − f (t − 1)
)
xti j (f-LP-ultrametric)
s.t. xti j > x
t+1
i j ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 2] (4.4.13)




ik ∀i , j, k ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.14)∑
j∈S
xti j > |S | − t ∀t ∈ [n − 1], S ⊆ V, i ∈ S (4.4.15)
xti j  x
t
ji ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.16)
xtii  0 ∀i ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.17)
0 6 xti j 6 1 ∀i , j ∈ V, t ∈ [n − 1] (4.4.18)
Since f-LP-ultrametric differs from LP-ultrametric only in the objective function,
it follows from Lemma 4.3.2 that an optimum solution to f-LP-ultrametric can
be computed in time polynomial in n. As before, a feasible solution xti j of f-LP-
ultrametric induces a sequence {dt}t∈[n−1] of spreading metrics on V defined as
dt(i , j)
def
 xti j . Note that in contrast to the ultrametric d, the spreading metrics
{dt}t∈[n−1] are independent of the function f .
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Let BU (i , r, t) be a ball of radius r centered at i ∈ U for some set U ⊆ V as in
Definition 4.3.3. For a subset U ⊆ V , let γUt be defined as before to be the value of









f (t) − f (t − 1)
)
κ(i , j)dt(i , j).
As before, we denote γVt by γt . We will associate a volume vol (BU (i , r, t)) and a
boundary ∂BU (i , r, t) to the ball BU (i , r, t) as in Section 4.3.
Definition 4.4.3. Let U be an arbitrary subset of V . For a vertex i ∈ U, radius
r ∈ >0, and t ∈ [n − 1], let BU (i , r, t) be the ball of radius r as in Definition 4.3.3.
Then we define its volume as



















r − dt(i , j)
)ª®®®®®®¬
.
The boundary of the ball ∂BU (i , r, t) is the partial derivative of volume with respect
to the radius:




f (t) − f (t − 1)














The expansion φ (BU (i , r, t)) of the ball BU (i , r, t) is defined as the ratio of its
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boundary to its volume, i.e.,
φ (BU (i , r, t))
def

∂BU (i , r, t)
vol (BU (i , r, t))
.
Note that the expansion φ (BU (i , r, t)) of Definition 4.4.3 is the same as in
Definition 4.3.5 since the
(
f (t) − f (t − 1)
)
term cancels out. Thus one could run
2 with the same notion of volume as in Definition 4.3.5, however in that case the
analogous versions of Theorem 4.3.7 and Theorem 4.3.9 do not follow as naturally.
The following is then a simple corollary of Theorem 4.3.7.






as in 2. Let
{
xti j | t ∈ [n − 1], i , j ∈ V
}
be the output
of 2 using the notion of volume, boundary and expansion as in Definition 4.4.3, on a feasible
solution to f-LP-ultrametric and any choice of ε ∈ (0, 1). For any t ∈ [mε], we have that
xti j is feasible for the layer-b(1 + ε)tc problem f-ILP-layer and there is a constant c(ε) > 0












Corollary 4.4.4 allows us to prove the analogue of Theorem 4.3.9, i.e., we can use
2 to get an ultrametric that is an f -image of a non-trivial ultrametric and whose cost
is at most O(log n) times the cost of an optimal hierarchical clustering according to
cost function (1.3.2).
Theorem 4.4.5. Let {xti j | t ∈ [mε] , i , j ∈ V} be the output of 2 using the notion of
volume, boundary, and expansion as in Definition 4.4.3 on an optimal solution {dt}t∈[n−1] of




for every t ∈ [n − 1]
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x bt/(1+ε)ci j if t > 1 + ε
1 if t 6 1 + ε.














where OPT is the optimal solution to f-ILP-ultrametric.
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 4.4.4 and Theorem 4.3.9. 
Finally we put everything together to obtain the corresponding 4 that outputs a




times the optimal clustering
according to cost function (1.3.2).
Corollary 4.4.6. Given a data set V of n points and a similarity function κ : V ×V → ,
4 returns a hierarchical clustering T of V satisfying
cost f (T) 6 O
(







 maxn′∈[n] f (n′) − f (n′ − 1). Moreover 4 runs in time polynomial in n,
log f (n) and log
(
maxi , j∈V κ(i , j)
)
.
Proof. Let T̂ be an optimal hierarchical clustering according to cost function (1.3.2).
By Corollary 4.2.4, Lemma 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.4.5 it follows that we can find a
hierarchical clustering T satisfying
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)
κ(i , j) f
(
leaves(T[lca(i , j)]





κ(i , j) f
(leaves(T̂[lca(i , j)] − 1)ª®¬ .








. Let K def∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn) κ(i , j). Note that for any hierarchical clustering T′we have K 6 cost f (T′)
since f is an increasing function. From the above expression we infer that
cost f (T) − anK 6
∑
{i , j}∈E(Kn)
κ(i , j) f
(
leaves(T[lca(i , j)]
 − 1) 6 O(log n) cost f (T̂),
and so cost f (T) 6 O(log n) cost f (T̂) + anK 6 O(an + log n) cost f (T̂). We can find
an optimal solution to f-LP-ultrametric due to Lemma 4.3.2 using the Ellipsoid
algorithm in time polynomial in n, log f (n), and log
(
maxi , j∈V κ(i , j)
)
. Note the
additional log f (n) in the running time since now we need to binary search over
the interval
[
0,maxi , j∈V κ(i , j) · f (n) · n
]
. 2 runs in time polynomial in n due to




due to Lemma 4.2.3. 
Input: Data set V of n points, similarity function κ : V × V → >0,
f : >0 → >0 strictly increasing with f (0)  0
Output: Hierarchical clustering of V
1 Solve f-LP-ultrametric to obtain optimal sequence of spreading metrics
{dt | dt : V × V → [0, 1]}







xti j | t ∈ [mε]
}
be the output of 2 on V, κ, {dt}t∈[n−1]




x bt/(1+ε)ci j if t > 1 + ε
1 if t 6 1 + ε
for every t ∈ [n − 1], i , j ∈ E(Kn)
6 d(i , j) ← ∑n−1t1 ( f (t) − f (t − 1)) yti j for every i , j ∈ E(Kn)
7 d(i , i) ← 0 for every i ∈ V
8 Let r, T be the output of 1 on V, f −1(d)
9 return r, T
Algorithm 4: Hierarchical clustering of V for cost function (1.3.2)
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4.5 Experiments
Finally, we describe the experiments we performed. For small data sets ILP-
ultrametric and f-ILP-ultrametric describe integer programming formulations that
allow us to compute the exact optimal hierarchical clustering for cost functions (1.3.1)
and (1.3.2) respectively. We implement f-ILP-ultrametric where one can plug in any
strictly increasing function f satisfying f (0)  0. In particular, setting f (x)  x gives
us ILP-ultrametric. We use the Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) solver Gurobi 6.5
[101]. Similarly, we also implement 1, 2, and 4 using Gurobi as our LP solver. Note
that 4 needs to fix a parameter choice ε ∈ (0, 1). In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 we
did not discuss the effect of the choice of the parameter ε in detail. In particular,
we need to choose an ε small enough such that for every U ⊆ V encountered in 2,






is defined. In our experiments we start with a particular value of ε
(say 0.5) and halve it till the volumes have the same sign. For the sake of exposition,
we limit ourselves to the following choices for the function f
{
x , x2, log(1 + x), ex − 1
}
.
By Lemma 4.3.2 we can optimize over f-LP-ultrametric in time polynomial in n using
the Ellipsoid method. In practice however, we use the dual simplexmethod where we
separate triangle inequality constraints (4.4.14) and spreading constraints (4.4.15)
to obtain fast computations. For the similarity function κ : V × V → we limit
ourselves to using cosine similarity and the Gaussian kernel with σ  1. They are
defined formally below.
Definition 4.5.1 (Cosine similarity). Given a data set V ∈ m for some m > 0, the






Since the LP rounding 2 assumes that κ > 0 in practice we implement 1 + κcos
rather than κcos .
Definition 4.5.2 (Gaussian kernel). Given a data set V ∈ m for some m > 0, the










The main aim of our experiments was to answer the following two questions.
1. How good is the hierarchal clustering obtained from 4 as opposed to the true
optimal output by f-ILP-ultrametric?
2. How good does 4 perform compared to other hierarchical clustering methods?
For the first question, we are restricted to working with small data sets since
computing an optimum solution to f-ILP-ultrametric is expensive. In this case we
consider synthetic data sets of small size and samples of some data sets from the
UCI database [102]. The synthetic data sets we consider are mixtures of Gaussians in
various small dimensional spaces. Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the cost of the
hierarchy (according to cost function (1.3.2)) returned by solving f-ILP-ultrametric
and by 4 for various forms of f when the similarity function is κcos and κ1auss . Note
that we normalize the cost of the tree returned by f-ILP-ultrametric and 4 by the
cost of the trivial clustering r, T∗ where T∗ is the star graph with V as its leaves and
r as the internal node. In other words dT∗(i , j)  n − 1 for every distinct pair i , j ∈ V
and so the normalized cost of any tree lies in the interval (0, 1].
For the study of the second question, we consider some of the popular algorithms
for hierarchical clustering are single linkage, average linkage, complete linkage, and
Ward’s method [103]. To get a numerical handle on how good a hierarchical clustering
T of V is, we prune the tree to get the best k flat clusters and measure its error
relative to the target clustering. We use the following notion of error also known as
Classification Error that is standard in the literature for hierarchical clustering (see,
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f(x) = log(1 + x)
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of f-ILP-ultrametric and 4 for 1+ κcos (left) and κ1auss (right)
e.g., [104]). Note that we may think of a flat k-clustering of the data V as a function
h mapping elements of V to a label set L def {1, . . . , k}. Let Sk denote the group of
permutations on k letters.
Definition 4.5.3 (Classification Error). Given a proposed clustering h : V → L its


















We compare the error of 4 with the various linkage based algorithms that are
commonly used for hierarchical clustering, as well as Ward’s method and the
k-means algorithm. We test 4 most extensively for f (x)  x while doing a smaller
number of tests for f (x) ∈
{
x2, log(1 + x), ex − 1
}
. Note that both Ward’s method
and the k-means algorithmwork on the squared Euclidean distance ‖x−y‖2
2
between
two points x , y ∈ V , i.e., they both require an embedding of the data points into
a normed vector space which provides extra information that can be potentially
exploited. For the linkage based algorithms we use the same notion of similarity
1 + κcos or κ1auss that we use for 4. For comparison we use a mix of synthetic data
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of 4 using f (x)  x, with other algorithms for clustering
using 1 + κcos (left) and κ1auss (right)






























































Figure 4.3: Comparison of 4 using f (x)  x2, with other algorithms for clustering
using 1 + κcos (left) and κ1auss (right)
sets as well as the Wine, Iris, Soybean-small, Digits, Glass, and Wdbc data sets from
the UCI repository [102]. For some of the larger data sets, we sample uniformly
at random a smaller number of data points and take the average of the error over
the different runs. Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5 show that the
hierarchical clustering returned by 4 with f (x) ∈
{
x , x2, log(1 + x), ex − 1
}
often has
better projections into flat clusterings than the other algorithms. This is especially
true when we compare it to the linkage based algorithms, since they use the same
pairwise similarity function as 4, as opposed to Ward’s method and k-means.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of 4 using f (x)  log(1 + x), with other algorithms for
clustering using 1 + κcos (left) and κ1auss (right)






























































Figure 4.5: Comparison of 4 using f (x)  ex −1, with other algorithms for clustering
using 1 + κcos (left) and κ1auss (right)
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4.6 Discussion
In this chapter we have studied the cost functions (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) for hierarchical
clustering given a pairwise similarity function over the data and shown an O(log n)
approximation algorithm for this problem. However, such a cost function is not
unique. Further, there is an intimate connection between hierarchical clusterings
and ultrametrics over discrete sets which points to other directions for formulating
a cost function over hierarchies. In particular we briefly mention the related notion
of hierarchically well-separated trees (HST) as defined in [105] (see also [106, 107]). A
k-HST for k > 1 is a tree T such that each vertex u ∈ T has a label ∆(u) > 0 such
that ∆(u)  0 if and only if u is a leaf of T. Further, if u is a child of v in T then
∆(u) 6 ∆(v)/k. It is well known that any ultrametric d on a finite set V is equivalent




for every i , j ∈ V .
Thus in the special case when∆(u)  |leaves T[u]| −1 we get the cost function (1.3.1),
while if ∆(u)  f (|leaves T[u]| − 1) for a strictly increasing function f with f (0)  0
then we get cost function (1.3.2). It turns out this assumption on ∆ enables us to
prove the combinatorial results of Section 4.2 and give a O(log n) approximation
algorithm to find the optimal cost tree according to these cost functions. It is an
interesting problem to investigate cost functions and algorithms for hierarchical
clustering induced by other families of ∆ that arise from a k-HST on V , i.e., if the












Note that not all choices of ∆ lead to a meaningful cost function. For example,




κ(i , j)distT(i , j) (4.6.2)
where distT(i , j) is the length of the unique path from i to j in T. In this case, the
trivial clustering r, T∗ where T∗ is the star graph with V as its leaves and r as the
root is always a minimizer; in other words, there is no incentive for spreading out
the hierarchical clustering. Also worth mentioning is a long line of related work
on fitting tree metrics to metric spaces (see e.g., [90, 108, 109]). In this setting,
the data points V are assumed to come from a metric space dV and the objective
is to find a hierarchical clustering T so as to minimize ‖dV − dT ‖p . If the points
in V lie on the unit sphere and the similarity function κ is the cosine similarity
κcos(i , j)  1 − dV(i , j)/2, then the problem of fitting a tree metric with p  2
minimizes the same objective as cost function (4.6.2). Since dV 6 1 in this case, the
minimizer is the trivial tree r, T∗ (as remarked above). In general, when the points in
V are not constrained to lie on the unit sphere, the two problems are incomparable.
4.7 Hardness of finding the optimal hierarchical clustering
In this section we study the hardness of finding the optimal hierarchical clustering
according to cost function (1.3.1). We show that under the assumption of the
Small Set Expansion (SSE) hypothesis there is no constant factor polynomial time
approximation algorithm for this problem. We also show that no polynomial sized
Linear Program (LP) or Semidefinite Program (SDP) can give a constant factor
approximation for this problem without the need for any complexity theoretic
assumptions. Both these results make use of the similarity of this problem with
the minimum linear arrangement problem. To show hardness under Small Set
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Expansion, we make use of the result of [110] showing that there is no constant
factor approximation algorithm for the Minimum Linear Arrangement problem
under the assumption of SSE. To show the LP and SDP inapproximability results,
we make use of the reduction framework of [111] together with the NP-hardness
proof for Minimum Linear Arrangement due to [112]. We also note that both these
hardness results hold even for unweighted graphs (i.e., when κ ∈ {0, 1}).
Note that the individual layer-t problem f-ILP-layer for t  bn/2c is equivalent to
the minimum bisection problem for which the best known approximation is O(log n)





[20] and improving these approximation factors is a major open problem. However
it is not clear if an improved approximation algorithm for hierarchical clustering
under cost function (1.3.1) would imply an improved algorithm for every layer-t
problem, which is why a constant factor inapproximability result is of interest. We
will use the same setup for optimization problems and the reductions between
optimization problems from Chapter 3.
We cast the hierarchical clustering problem (HCLUST) as an optimization problem
as follows. First recall a different formulation of cost function (1.3.1) due to [8] that
will be useful in the analysis of the reduction.
Definition 4.7.1 (HCLUST as optimization problem). The minimization problem
HCLUST of size n consists of
instances similarity function κ : E(Kn) → >0
feasible solutions hierarchical clustering r, T of V(Kn)
measure valκ(T) 
∑





We will also make use of the following alternate interpretation of cost func-
tion (1.3.1) given by [8]. Let κ : V ×V → >0 be an instance of HCLUST. For a subset
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S ⊆ V , a split S1, . . . , Sk is a partition of S into k disjoint pieces. For a binary split




i∈S1 , j∈S2 κ(i , j). This can be extended to k-way
splits in the natural way:





κ(Si , S j).
Then the cost of a tree T is the sum over all the internal nodes of the splitting costs
at the nodes, as follows.
cost(T) 
∑
splits S→(S1 ,...,Sk) in T
|S | κ(S1, . . . , Sk).
We now briefly recall the MAXCUT problem.
Definition 4.7.2 (MAXCUT as optimization problem). The maximization problem
MAXCUT of size n consists of
instances all graphs G with V(G) ⊆ [n]
feasible solutions all subsets X of [n]
measure valG(X)  |δG(X)|.
Similarly, the Minimum Linear Arrangement problem can be phrased as an
optimization problem as follows.
Definition 4.7.3 (MLA as optimization problem). The minimization problem MLA of
size n consists of
instances weight function w : E(Kn) → >0






{i , j}∈E(Kn) w(i , j)
π(i) − π( j).
We now describe the reduction from MAXCUT to HCLUST which is a modification
of the reduction from MAXCUT to MLA due to [112]. Note that an instance of MAXCUT
maps to an unweighted instance of HCLUST, i.e., κ ∈ {0, 1}.
Mapping instances Given an instance G  (V, E) of MAXCUT of size n, let r  n4
and U  {u1, u2, . . . , ur}. The instance κ of HCLUST is on the graph with
vertex set V′ def V ∪U and has weights in {0, 1}. For any distinct pair i , j ∈ V′,
if {i , j} ∈ E then we define κ(i , j) def 0 and otherwise we set κ(i , j) def 1.
Mapping solutions Given a cut X ⊆ V of MAXCUT we map it to the clustering r, T
of V′ where the root r has the following children: n4 leaves corresponding to
U, and 2 internal vertices corresponding to X and X. The internal vertices for
X and X are split into |X | and
X leaves respectively at the next level.
The following lemma relates the LP and SDP formulations for MAXCUT and
MLA.
Lemma 4.7.4. For any completeness and soundness guarantee (C, S), we have the following
fcLP (MAXCUT, C, S) 6 fcLP (HCLUST, C′, S′) + O(n2)
fcSDP (MAXCUT, C, S) 6 fcSDP (HCLUST, C′, S′) + O(n2).
where C′ def (n
4+n)3−(n4+n)
3





Proof. To show completeness, we analyze the cost of the tree T that a cut X maps
to, using the alternate interpretation of the cost function (1.3.1) due to [8] (see
above). Let H be the graph on vertex set V′ induced by κ, i.e. {i , j} ∈ E(H) iff
κ(i , j)  1. Let H denote the complement graph of H and let κ be the similarity
function induced by it, i.e., κ(i , j)  1 iff {i , j} < E(H) and κ(i , j)  0 otherwise. For
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a hierarchical clustering T of V′, we denote by costH(T) and costH(T) the cost of T

















. Let X def V′ \ X. The cost of the tree T

















splits S→(S1 ,...,Sk) in T













|X | |E[X]| +
X E[X]) ,
where E[X] and E[X] are the edges of E(H) induced on the set X and X respectively.
Therefore, we have the following completeness relationship between the two
problems






(n + n4)3 − (n + n4)
3
− C(n + n4)
))
+











|X | |E[X]| +
X E[X]. Clearly, M1 has O(1) nonnegative rank and psd rank. We








corresponding to the instances H is defined as the concatenation [uH , wH] of two




. Both the vectors uH , wH encode the edges of H scaled by
n4 + n, i.e., uH({i , j})  wH({i , j})  1/(n4 + n) iff {i , j} ∈ E(H) and 0 otherwise.




corresponding to the solutions are also defined as the
concatenation [uX , wX] of two vectors uX , wX ∈ n . The vector uX encodes the
vertices in X scaled by |X | i.e., uX({i , j})  |X | iff i , j ∈ X and 0 otherwise. The
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vector wX encodes the vertices in X scaled by
X i.e., wX({i , j})  X iff i , j ∈ X and
0 otherwise. Clearly, we have M2(H,X)  〈vH , vX〉 and so the nonnegative (and





Soundness follows due to the analysis in [112] and by noting that the cost of
a linear arrangement obtained by projecting the leaves of T is a lower bound on
cost(T). By the analysis in [112] if the optimal value OPT(G) of MAXCUT is at most




− Sn4. Therefore, it





The constant factor inapproximability result for HCLUST now follows due to the
following theorems.
Theorem 4.7.5 ([4, Theorem 3.2]). For any ε > 0 there are infinitely many n such that
fcLP
(






> nΩ(log n/log log n).











 nΩ(log n/log log n). (4.7.1)
Thus we have the following corollary about the LP and SDP inapproximability
for the problem HCLUST.
Corollary 4.7.7 (LP and SDP hardness for HCLUST). For any constant c > 1, HCLUST
is LP-hard and SDP-hard with an inapproximability factor of c.
Proof. Straightforward by using Theorem 4.7.5 and Theorem 4.7.6 together with
Lemma 4.7.4 and by choosing n large enough. 
The following lemma shows that a minor modification of the argument in [110]
also implies a constant factor inapproximability result under the Small Set Expansion
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(SSE) hypothesis. Note that this reduction is also true for unit capacity graphs, i.e.,
κ ∈ {0, 1}. We briefly recall the formulation of the Small Set Expansion hypothesis.
Informally, given a graph G  (V, E) the problem is to decidewhether all “small” sets
in the graph are expanding. Let d(i) denote the degree of a vertex i ∈ V . For a subset
S ⊆ V let µ(S) def |S | /|V | be the volume of S, and let φ(S) def E(S, S)/∑i∈S d(i) be
the expansion of S. Then the SSE problem is defined as follows.
Definition 4.7.8 (Small set expansion (SSE) hypothesis [110]). For every constant
η > 0, there exists sufficiently small δ > 0 such that given a graph G  (V, E), it is
NP-hard to decide the following cases,
Completeness there exists a subset S ⊆ V with volume µ(S)  δ and expansion
φ(S) 6 η,
Soundness every subset S ⊆ V of volume µ(S)  δ has expansion φ(S) > 1 − η.
Under this assumption, [110] proved the following amplification result about
the expansion of small sets in the graph.
Theorem 4.7.9 (Theorem 3.5 [110]). For all q ∈  and ε′, γ > 0 it is SSE-hard to
distinguish the following for a given graph H  (VH , EH)
Completeness There exist disjoint sets S1, . . . , Sq ⊆ VH satisfying µ(Si)  1q and
φ(Si) 6 ε′ + o(ε′) for all i ∈ [n],
Soundness For all sets S ⊆ VH we have φ(S) > φG(1 − ε′/2)(µ(S)) − γ/µ(S),
where φG(1 − ε′/2)(µ(S)) is the expansion of sets of volume µ(S) in the infinite Gaussian
graph G(1 − ε′/2).
The following lemma establishes that it is SSE-hard to approximate HCLUST to
within any constant factor. The argument closely parallels Corollary A.5 of [110]
where it was shown that it is SSE-hard to approximate MLA to within any constant
factor.
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Lemma 4.7.10. Let G  (V, E) be a graph on V with κ induced by the edges E i.e.,
κ(i , j)  1 iff {i , j} ∈ E and 0 otherwise. Then it is SSE-hard to distinguish between the
following two cases
Completeness There exists a hierarchical clustering T of V with cost(T) 6 εn |E |,
Soundness Every hierarchical clustering T of V satisfies cost(T) > c
√
εn |E |
for some constant c not depending on n.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.7.9 on the graph G with the following choice of parameters:
q  d2/εe, ε′  ε/3 and γ  ε. Suppose there exist S1, . . . , Sq ⊆ V satisfying
φ(Si) 6 ε′ + o(ε′) and |Si |  |V | /q 6 ε |V | /2. Then consider the tree r, T with
the root r having q children corresponding to each Si , and each Si being further
separated into |Si | leaves at the next level. We claim that cost(T) 6 εn |E |. We
analyze this using the alternate interpretation of cost function (1.3.1) (see above).
Every crossing edge between Si , S j for distinct i , j ∈ [q] incurs a cost of n, but by
assumption there are at most ε |E | /2 such edges. Further, any edge in Si incurs a
cost
n
q 6 εn/2 and thus their contribution is upper bounded by εn |E |.
The analysis for soundness follows by the argument of Corollary A.5 in [110].
In particular, if for every S ⊆ V we have φ(S) > φG(1 − ε′/2)(µ(S)) − γ/µ(S) then
the cost of the optimal linear arrangement on G is at most
√
εn |E |. Since the cost of
any tree (including the optimal tree) is at least the cost of the linear arrangement




Reinforcement learning is concerned with learning a good policy for sequential
decision making problems modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), via
interacting with the environment [113, 21]. In this work we address the problem of
reinforcement learning from a misspecified model. As a motivating example, consider
the scenario where the problem of interest is not directly accessible, but instead the
agent can interact with a simulator whose dynamics is reasonably close to the true
problem. Another plausible application is when the parameters of the model may
evolve over time but can still be reasonably approximated by an MDP.
To address this problem we use the framework of robust MDPs which was
proposed by [9, 10, 11] to solve the planning problem under model misspecification.
The robust MDP framework considers a class of models and finds the robust optimal
policy which is a policy that performs best under the worst model. It was shown by
[9, 10, 11] that the robust optimal policy satisfies the robust Bellman equationwhich
naturally leads to exact dynamic programming algorithms to find an optimal policy.
However, this approach is model dependent and does not immediately generalize
to the model-free case where the parameters of the model are unknown.
Essentially, reinforcement learning is amodel-free framework to solve the Bellman
equation using samples. Therefore, to learn policies from misspecified models, we
develop sample based methods to solve the robust Bellman equation. In particular,
we develop robust versions of classical reinforcement learning algorithms such as
Q-learning, SARSA, and TD-learning and prove convergence to an approximately
optimal policy under mild assumptions on the discount factor. We also show that
the nominal versions of these iterative algorithms converge to policies that may be
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arbitrarily worse compared to the optimal policy.
We also scale up these robust algorithms to large scale MDPs via function
approximation, where we prove convergence under two different settings. Under a
technical assumption similar to [114, 12]we show convergence of robust approximate
policy iteration and value iteration algorithms for linear architectures. We also study
function approximation with nonlinear architectures, by defining an appropriate
mean squared robust projected Bellman error (MSRPBE) loss function, which is a
generalization of the mean squared projected Bellman error (MSPBE) loss function
of [115, 116, 117]. We propose robust versions of stochastic gradient descent
algorithms as in [115, 116, 117] and prove convergence to a local minimum under
some assumptions for function approximation with arbitrary smooth functions.
Contribution.. In summary we have the following contributions:
1. We extend the robust MDP framework of [9, 10, 11] to the model-free reinforce-
ment learning setting. We then define robust versions of Q-learning, SARSA,
and TD-learning and prove convergence to an approximately optimal robust
policy.
2. We also provide robust reinforcement learning algorithms for the function
approximation case and prove convergence of robust approximate policy
iteration and value iteration algorithms for linear architectures. We also define
the MSRPBE loss function which contains the robust optimal policy as a local
minimum and we derive stochastic gradient descent algorithms to minimize
this loss function as well as establish convergence to a local minimum in the
case of function approximation by arbitrary smooth functions.
3. Finally, we demonstrate empirically the improvement in performance for the
robust algorithms compared to their nominal counterparts. For this we used
various Reinforcement Learning test environments from OpenAI [118] as
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benchmark to assess the improvement in performance as well as to ensure
reproducibility and consistency of our results.
RelatedWork.. Recently, several approaches have been proposed to addressmodel
performance due to parameter uncertainty for Markov Decision Processes (MDPs).
A Bayesian approach was proposed by [22] which requires perfect knowledge of the
prior distribution on transition matrices. Other probabilistic and risk based settings
were studied by [119, 120, 121] which propose various mechanisms to incorporate
percentile risk into the model. A framework for robust MDPs was first proposed
by [9, 10, 11] who consider the transition matrices to lie in some uncertainty set
and proposed a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the robust MDP. Recent
work by [12] extended the robust MDP framework to the function approximation
setting where under a technical assumption the authors prove convergence to an
optimal policy for linear architectures. Note that these algorithms for robust MDPs
do not readily generalize to the model-free reinforcement learning setting where the
parameters of the environment are not explicitly known.
For reinforcement learning in the non-robust model-free setting, several iterative
algorithms such as Q-learning, TD-learning, and SARSA are known to converge to
an optimal policy under mild assumptions, see [122] for a survey. Robustness in
reinforcement learning for MDPs was studied by [123] who introduced a robust
learning framework for learning with disturbances. Similarly, [124] also studied
learning in the presence of an adversarywhomight apply disturbances to the system.
However, for the algorithms proposed in [123, 124] no theoretical guarantees are
known and there is only limited empirical evidence. Another recent work on robust
reinforcement learning is [125], where the authors propose an online algorithm
with certain transitions being stochastic and the others being adversarial and the
devised algorithm ensures low regret.
For the case of reinforcement learning with large MDPs using function approx-
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imations, theoretical guarantees for most TD-learning based algorithms are only
known for linear architectures [126]. Recent work by [117] extended the results of
[115, 116] and proved that a stochastic gradient descent algorithm minimizing the
mean squared projected Bellman equation (MSPBE) loss function converges to a local
minimum, even for nonlinear architectures. However, these algorithms do not apply
to robust MDPs; in this work we extend these algorithms to the robust setting.
5.1 Preliminaries
We consider an infinite horizonMarkov Decision Process (MDP) [21] with finite state
space X of size n and finite action spaceA of size m. At every time step t the agent
is in a state i ∈ X and can choose an action a ∈ A incurring a cost ct(i , a). We will
make the standard assumption that future cost is discounted, see e.g., [113], with a
discount factor ϑ < 1 applied to future costs, i.e., ct(i , a) B ϑt c(i , a), where c(i , a)
is a fixed constant independent of the time step t for i ∈ X and a ∈ A. The states
transition according to probability transition matrices τ B {Pa}a∈A which depends
only on their last taken action a. A policy of the agent is a sequence π  (a0, a1, . . . ),
where every at(i) corresponds to an action inA if the system is in state i at time t.
For every policy π, we have a corresponding value function vπ ∈ n , where vπ(i)
for a state i ∈ X measures the expected cost of that state if the agent were to follow
policy π. This can be expressed by the following recurrence relation





The goal is to devise algorithms to learn an optimal policy π∗ that minimizes the
expected total cost:
Definition 5.1.1 (Optimal policy). Given an MDP with state space X, action space
A and transition matrices Pa , let Π be the strategy space of all possibile policies.
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Then an optimal policy π∗ is one that minimizes the expected total cost, i.e.,
π∗ B arg minπ∈Π
[∑∞
t0 ϑ
t c(it , at(it))
]
.
In the robust case we will assume as in [10, 11] that the transition matrices Pa
are not fixed and may come from some uncertainty region Pa and may be chosen
adversarially by nature in future runs of the model. In this setting, [10, 11] prove the
following robust analogue of the Bellman recursion. A policy of nature is a sequence
τ B (P0, P1, . . . ) where every Pt(a) ∈ Pa corresponds to a transition probability
matrix chosen from Pa . Let T denote the set of all such policies of nature. In other
words, a policy τ ∈ T of nature is a sequence of transition matrices that may be
played by it in response to the actions of the agent. For any set P ⊆ n and vector
v ∈ n , let σP(v) B sup
{
p>v | p ∈ P
}
be the support function of the set P. For a state
i ∈ X, let Pai be the projection onto the i
th
row of Pa .

















ϑt c (it , at(it))
]
. (5.1.2)




c(i , a) + ϑσPai (vπ∗)
)
, (5.1.3)
and π∗ can then be obtained in a greedy fashion, i.e., a∗(i) ∈
arg mina∈A
{
c(i , a) + ϑσPai (v)
}
.
The main shortcoming of this approach is that it does not generalize to the model
free case where the transition probabilities are not explicitly known but rather the
agent can only sample states according to these probabilities. In the absence of
this knowledge, we cannot compute the support functions of the uncertainty sets
Pai . On the other hand it is often easy to have a confidence region U
a
i , e.g., a ball or
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an ellipsoid, corresponding to every state-action pair i ∈ X , a ∈ A that quantifies
our uncertainty in the simulation, with the uncertainty set Pai being the confidence
region Uai centered around the unknown simulator probabilities. Formally, we
define the uncertainty sets corresponding to every state action pair in the following
fashion.
Definition 5.1.3 (Uncertainty sets). Corresponding to every state-action pair (i , a)
we have a confidence region Uai so that the uncertainty region P
a
i of the probability
transition matrix corresponding to (i , a) is defined as
Pai B
{





where pai is the unknown state transition probability vector from the state i ∈ X to
every other state in X given action a during the simulation.
As a simple example, we have the ellipsoid Uai B
{
x | x>Aai x 6 1,
∑
i∈X xi  0
}









, where pai is the unknown simulator state transition probabil-
ity vector with which the agent transitioned to a new state during training. Note
that while it may easy to come up with good descriptions of the confidence region
Uai , the approach of [10, 11] breaks down since we have no knowledge of p
a
i and
merely observe the new state j sampled from this distribution. See Figure 5.1 for an
illustration with the confidence regions being an `2 ball of fixed radius r.
In the following sections we develop robust versions of Q-learning, SARSA, and
TD-learning which are guaranteed to converge to an approximately optimal policy
that is robust with respect to this confidence region. The robust versions of these
iterative algorithms involve an additional linear optimization step over the set Uai ,
which in the case of Uai  {‖x‖2 6 r} simply corresponds to adding fixed noise





Figure 5.1: Example transition matrices shown within the probability simplex ∆n
with uncertainty sets being `2 balls of fixed radius.
case where we study linear architectures as well as nonlinear architectures; in the
latter case we derive new stochastic gradient descent algorithms for computing
approximately robust policies.
5.2 Robust exact dynamic programming algorithms
In this sectionwedevelop robust versions of exact dynamic programming algorithms
such as Q-learning, SARSA, and TD-learning. These methods are suitable for small
MDPswhere the size n of the state space is not too large. Note that confidence region
Uai must also be constrained to lie within the probability simplex ∆n , see Figure 5.1.
However since we do not have knowledge of the simulator probabilities pai , we
do not know how far away pai is from the boundary of ∆n and so the algorithms
will make use of a proxy confidence region Ûai where we drop the requirement of
Ûai ⊆ ∆n , to compute the robust optimal policies. With a suitable choice of step
lengths and discount factors we can prove convergence to an approximately optimal
Uai -robust policy where the approximation depends on the difference between the
unconstrained proxy region Ûai and the true confidence region U
a
i . Below we give
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specific examples of possible choices for simple confidence regions.
1. Ellipsoid: Let {Aai }i ,a be a sequence of n × n psd matrices. Then we can define




x>Aai x 6 1,∑
i∈X
xi  0,−pai j 6 x j 6 1 − p
a
i j , ∀ j ∈ X
}
. (5.2.1)
Note that Uai has some additional linear constraints so that the uncertainty
set Pai B
{




lies inside ∆n . Since we do not know pai , we will
make use of the proxy confidence region Ûai B {x | x
>Aai x 6 1,
∑
i∈X xi  0}.
In particular when Aai  r
−1In for every i ∈ X , a ∈ A then this corresponds to
a spherical confidence interval of [−r, r] in every direction. In other words,
each uncertainty set Pai is an `2 ball of radius r.
2. Parallelepiped: Let {Bai }i ,a be a sequence of n × n invertible matrices. Then




‖Bai x‖1 6 1,∑
i∈X
xi  0,−pai j 6 x j 6 1 − p
a
i j , ∀ j ∈ X
}
. (5.2.2)
As before, we will use the unconstrained parallelepiped Ûai without the
−pai j 6 x j 6 1 − p
a
i j constraints, as a proxy for U
a
i since we do not have
knowledge pai . In particular if B
a
i  D for a diagonal matrix D, then the
proxy confidence region Ûai corresponds to a rectangle. In particular if every
diagonal entry is r, then every uncertainty set Pai is an `1 ball of radius r.
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5.2.1 Robust Q-learning
Let us recall the notion of a Q-factor of a state-action pair (i , a) and a policy π which
in the non-robust setting is defined as





where v is the value function of the policy π. In other words, the Q-factor represents
the expected cost if we start at state i, use the action a and follow the policy
π subsequently. One may similarly define the robust Q-factors using a similar
interpretation and the minimax characterization of Theorem 5.1.2. Let Q
∗
denote the
Q-factors of the optimal robust policy and let v∗ ∈ n be its value function. Note that
we may write the value function in terms of the Q-factors as v∗  mina∈A Q∗(i , a).




∗(i , a)  c(i , a) + ϑσPai (v
∗) (5.2.4)






∗( j, a′), (5.2.5)
where equation (5.2.5) follows from Definition 5.1.3. For an estimate Qt of Q
∗
, let
vt ∈ n be its value vector, i.e., vt(i) B mina∈A Qt(i , a). The robust Q-iteration is
defined as:
Qt(i , a) B (1 − γt)Qt−1(i , a) + γt
(





where a state j ∈ X is sampled with the unknown transition probability pai j using the
simulator. Note that the robust Q-iteration of equation (5.2.6) involves an additional
linear optimization step to compute the support function σÛai
(vt) of vt over the
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proxy confidence region Ûai . We will prove that iterating equation (5.2.6) converges
to an approximately optimal policy. The following definition introduces the notion
of an ε-optimal policy, see e.g., [122]. The error factor ε is also referred to as the
amplification factor. We will treat the Q-factors as a |X| × |A| matrix in the definition
so that its `∞ norm is defined as usual.
Definition 5.2.1 (ε-optimal policy). A policy π with Q-factors Q′ is ε-optimal with
respect to the optimal policy π∗ with corresponding Q-factors Q∗ if
‖Q′−Q∗‖∞ 6 ε‖Q∗‖∞. (5.2.7)
The following simple lemma allows us to decompose the optimization of a linear
function over the proxy uncertainty set P̂ai in terms of linear optimization over
Pai ,U
a
i , and Û
a
i .
Lemma 5.2.2. Let v ∈ n be any vector and let βai B maxy∈Ûai minx∈U
a
i
‖y − x‖1. Then
we have σP̂ai
(v) 6 σPai (v) + β
a
i ‖v‖∞.
Proof. Note that every point p in Pai is of the form p
a
i + x for some x ∈ U
a
i and every
point q ∈ P̂ai is of the form p
a
i + y for some y ∈ Û
a
i , and this correspondence is one













 σPai (v) + (y − x)
>v. (5.2.10)
6 σPai (v) + (y − x)
>v (5.2.11)
6 σPai (v) + minx∈Uai
(y − x)>v (5.2.12)
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(y − x)>v (5.2.13)




‖y − x‖1‖v‖∞ (5.2.14)
6 σPai (v) + β
a
i ‖v‖∞. (5.2.15)








The following theorem proves that under a suitable choice of step lengths γt and
discount factor ϑ, the iteration of equation (5.2.6) converges to an ε-approximately
optimal policy with respect to the confidence regions Uai .
Theorem 5.2.3. Let the step lengths γt of the Q-iteration algorithm be chosen such that∑∞




t < ∞ and let the discount factor ϑ < 1. Let βai be as in
Lemma 5.2.2 and let β B maxi∈X ,a∈A βai . If ϑ(1 + β) < 1 then with probability 1 the
iteration of equation (5.2.6) converges to an ε-optimal policy where ε B ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+β) .
Proof. Let P̂ai be the proxy uncertainty set for state i ∈ X and a ∈ A, i.e., P̂
a
i B{




. We denote the value function of Q by v. Let us define the
following operator H mapping Q-factors to Q-factors as follows:
(H Q)(i , a) B c(i , a) + ϑσP̂ai (v). (5.2.17)
We will first show that a solution Q
′
to the equation H Q  Q is an ε-optimal policy
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as in Definition Definition 5.2.1, i.e., ‖Q′ −Q∗‖∞ 6 ε‖Q∗‖∞.
|Q′(i , a) −Q∗(i , a)| 
(H Q′)(i , a) − c(i , a) − ϑσPai (v∗) (5.2.18)
 ϑ
σP̂ai (v′) − σPai (v∗) (5.2.19)
6 ϑ




σPai (v′) − σPai (v∗) (5.2.21)
6 ϑβ‖Q′‖∞ + ϑ
maxq′∈Pai ∑j∈X q′j mina′′∈AQ′( j, a′′) −maxq∈Pai ∑j∈X q j mina′∈AQ∗( j, a′)

(5.2.22)
6 ϑβ‖Q′‖∞ + ϑ











6 ϑβ‖Q′‖∞ + ϑ




|Q′( j, a′) −Q∗( j, a′)|
)
(5.2.24)
6 ϑβ‖Q′‖∞ + ϑ
maxq∈Pai ∑j∈X q j ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞
 (5.2.25)
6 ϑβ‖Q′‖∞ + ϑ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞, (5.2.26)
where we used Lemma 5.2.2 to derive equation (5.2.20). Equation (5.2.26) implies
that ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞ 6 ϑβ
1−ϑ ‖Q
′‖∞. If ‖Q′‖∞ 6 ‖Q∗‖∞ then we are done since ϑβ
1−ϑ 6
ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+β) . Otherwise assume that ‖Q
′‖∞ > ‖Q∗‖∞ and use the triangle inequality:
‖Q′‖∞ − ‖Q∗‖∞  |‖Q′‖∞ − ‖Q∗‖∞ | 6 ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞. This implies that
1 − ϑ
ϑβ
‖Q′−Q∗‖∞ − ‖Q∗‖∞ 6 ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞, (5.2.27)
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fromwhich it follows that ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞ 6 ε‖Q∗‖∞ under the assumption thatϑ(1+β) <
1 as claimed. The Q-iteration of equation (5.2.6) can then be reformulated in terms
of the operator H as
Qt(i , a)  (1 − γt)Qt−1(i , a) + γt
(
H Qt(i , a) + ηt(i , a)
)
, (5.2.28)
where ηt(i , a) B mina′∈A Qt( j, a′) − j∼pai
[
mina′∈A Qt( j, a′)
]
where the expectation
is over the states j ∈ X with the transition probability from state i to state j given
by paj . Note that this is an example of a stochastic approximation algorithm as in [122]
with noise parameter ηt . Let Ft denote the history of the algorithm until time t.
Note that  j∼pai
[
ηt(i , a)




Ft ] 6 K ©­«1 + maxj∈Xa′∈A Q2t ( j, a′)ª®¬ . (5.2.29)
Thus the noise term ηt satisfies the zero conditional mean and bounded variance
assumption (Assumption 4.3 in [122]). Therefore it remains to show that the operator
H is a contraction mapping to argue that iterating equation (5.2.6) converges to the
optimal Q-factor Q
∗
. We will show that the operator H is a contraction mapping
with respect to the infinity norm ‖.‖∞. Let Q and Q′ be two different Q-vectors with
value functions v and v′. If Uai is not necessarily the same as the unconstrained
proxy set Ûai for some i ∈ X , a ∈ A, then we need the discount factor to satisfy
ϑ(1 + β) in order to ensure convergence. Intuitively, the discount factor should be
small enough that the difference in the estimation due to the difference of the sets
Uai and Û
a
i converges to 0 over time. In this case we show contraction for operator
H as follows




















Q( j, a′) −Q′( j, a′) (5.2.31)
6 ϑ max
y∈Û ,x∈U











6 ϑ(β + 1)‖Q−Q′‖∞ (5.2.34)
where we used Lemma 5.2.2 with vector v( j) B maxa∈A
Q( j, a) −Q′( j, a) to derive
equation (5.2.32) and the fact that Pai ⊆ ∆n to conclude that maxq∈Pai
∑
j∈X q j  1.
Therefore if ϑ(1 + β) < 1, then it follows that the operator H is a norm contraction
and thus the robust Q-iteration of equation (5.2.6) converges to a solution of
H Q  Q which is an ε-approximately optimal policy for ε  ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+β) , as was proved
before. 
Remark 5.2.4. If β  0 then note that by Theorem 5.2.3, the robust Q-







, it follows that β  0 iff Ûai  U
a
i for every
i ∈ X , a ∈ A. This happens when the confidence region is small enough so
that the simplex constraints −pai j 6 x j 6 1 − p
a
i j∀ j ∈ X in the description of Pai
become redundant for every i ∈ X , a ∈ A. Equivalently every pai is “far” from the
boundary of the simplex ∆n compared to the size of the confidence region Uai , see
e.g., Figure 5.1.
Remark 5.2.5. Note that simply using the nominal Q-iteration without the σÛai
(v)
term does not guarantee convergence to Q
∗
. Indeed, the nominal Q-iterations
converge to Q-factors Q
′
where ‖Q′−Q∗‖∞ may be arbitrary large. This follows
easily from observing that |Q′(i , a) − Q∗(i , a)| 







σÛai (v∗) , (5.2.35)
which can be as high as ‖v∗‖∞  ‖Q∗‖∞. See Section 5.4 for an experimental
demonstration of the difference in the policies learned by the robust and nominal
algorithms.
5.2.2 Robust SARSA
Recall that the update rule of SARSA is similar to the update rule for Q-learning
except that instead of choosing the action a′  arg mina′∈A Qt−1( j, a′), we choose
the action a′′ where with probability δ, the action a′′ is chosen uniformly at random
fromA and with probability 1 − δ, we have a′′  arg mina′∈A Qt−1( j, a′). Therefore,
it is easy to modify the robust Q-iteration of equation (5.2.6) to give us the robust
SARSA updates:
Qt(i , a) B (1 − γt)Qt−1(i , a) + γt
(




In the exact dynamic programming setting, it has the same convergence guarantees
as robust Q-learning and can be seen as a corollary of Theorem 5.2.3.
Corollary 5.2.6. Let the step lengths γt be chosen such that
∑∞





and let the discount factor ϑ < 1. Let βai be as in Lemma 5.2.2 and let β B maxi∈X ,a∈A β
a
i .
If ϑ(1 + β) < 1 then with probability 1 the iteration of equation (5.2.36) converges to an ε-
optimal policy where ε B ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+β) . In particular if β  β
a
i  0 so that the proxy confidence
regions Ûai are the same as the true confidence regions U
a
i , then the iteration (5.2.36)
converges to the true optimum Q∗.
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5.2.3 Robust TD-learning
Recall that TD-learning allows us to estimate the value function vπ for a given
policy π. In this section we will generalize the TD-learning algorithm to the robust
case. The main idea behind TD-learning in the non-robust setting is the following
Bellman equation
vπ(i) B  j∼pπ(i)i
[
c(i , π(i)) + vπ( j)
]
. (5.2.37)
Consider a trajectory of the agent (i0, i1, . . . ), where im denotes the state of the agent
at time step m. For a time step m, define the temporal difference dm as
dm B c(im , π(im)) + ϑvπ(im+1) − vπ(im). (5.2.38)
Let λ ∈ (0, 1). The recurrence relation for TD(λ) may be written in terms of the







The corresponding Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation algorithm with step
size γt for equation (5.2.39) is






A more general variant of the TD(λ) iterations uses eligibility coefficients zm(i) for
every state i ∈ X and temporal difference vector dm in the update for equation (5.2.40)







Let im denote the state of the simulator at time step m. For the discounted case,
there are two possibilities for the eligibility vectors zm(i) leading to two different
TD(λ) iterations:
1. The every-visit TD(λ)method, where the eligibility coefficients are
zm(i) B

ϑλzm−1(i) if im , i
ϑλzm−1(i) + 1 if im  i.
2. The restart TD(λ)method, where the eligibility coefficients are
zm(i) B

ϑλzm−1(i) if im , i
1 if im  i.
We make the following assumptions about the eligibility coefficients that are
sufficient for proof of convergence.
Assumption 5.2.7. The eligibility coefficients zm satisfy the following conditions
1. zm(i) > 0
2. z−1(i)  0
3. zm(i) 6 ϑzm−1(i) if i < {i0, i1, . . . }
4. The weight zm(i) given to the temporal difference dm should be chosen before
this temporal difference is generated.
Note that the eligibility coefficients of both the every-visit and restart TD(λ)
iterations satisfy Assumption 5.2.7. In the robust setting, we are interested in
estimating the robust value of a policy π, which from Theorem 5.1.2 we may express
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as







where the expectation is now computed over the probability vector p chosen


















where pπ(i)i is the transition probability of the agent during a simulation. For the
remainder of this section, we will drop the subscript and just use  to denote
expectation with respect to this transition probability pπ(i)i .
Define a simulation to be a trajectory {i0, i1, . . . , iNt } of the agent, which is stopped
according to a random stopping time Nt . Note that Nt is a randomvariable formaking
stopping decisions that is not allowed to foresee the future. Let Ft denote the history
of the algorithm up to the point where the t th simulation is about to commence.
Let vt be the estimate of the value function at the start of the t th simulation. Let{
i0, i1, . . . , iNt
}
be the trajectory of the agent during the t th simulation with i0  i.
During training, we generate several simulations of the agent and update the
estimate of the robust value function using the the robust temporal difference d̃m which
is defined as
d̃m B dm + ϑσ
Uπ(im )im
(vt), (5.2.44)




where dm is the usual temporal difference defined as before
dm B c(im , π(im)) + ϑvt(im+1) − vt(im). (5.2.46)
The robust TD-update is now the usual TD-update, except that we use the robust
temporal difference computed over the proxy confidence region:


















We define an ε-approximate value function for a fixed policy π in a way similar to
the ε-optimal Q-factors as in Definition 5.2.1:
Definition 5.2.8 (ε-approximate value function). Given a policy π, we say that a
vector v′ ∈ n is an ε-approximation of vπ if the following holds
‖v′ − vπ‖∞ 6 ε‖vπ‖∞.
The following theorem guarantees convergence of the robust TD iteration of
equation (5.2.47) to an approximate value function for π under Assumption 5.2.7.
Theorem 5.2.9. Let βai be as in Lemma 5.2.2 and let β B maxi∈X ,a∈A β
a
i . Let ρ B
maxi∈X
∑∞
m0 zm(i). If ϑ(1 + ρβ) < 1 then the robust TD-iterations of equation (5.2.47)
converges to an ε-approximate value function, where ε B ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+ρβ) . In particular if
βai  β  0, i.e., the proxy confidence region Û
a
i is the same as the true confidence region
Uai , then the convergence is exact, i.e., ε  0. Note that in the special case of regular TD(λ)
iterations, ρ  ϑλ
1−ϑλ .
Proof. Let P̂ai be the proxy uncertainty set for state i ∈ X and action a ∈ A as in
the proof of Theorem 5.2.3, i.e., P̂ai B
{




. Let It(i) B {m | im  i}
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Ft ] , so that we may write the update of equa-
tion (5.2.47) as
























c(im , π(im)) + ϑσ
Uπ(im )im





We claim as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 that a solution v to Ht v  v must be an
ε-approximation to vπ. Define the operator H′t with the proxy confidence regions






c(im , π(im)) + ϑσUπ(im )im





Note thatH′t vπ  vπ for the robustvalue function vπ since c(im , π(im))+ϑσUπ(im )im
(vπ)+




(v) + [v(im)] 6 σUπ(im )im
+ [v(im)] + β‖v‖∞, (5.2.53)
for any vector v, where the expectation is over the state im ∼ pπ(im−1)im−1 . Thus for any
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solution v to the equation Ht v  v, we have
|v(i) − vπ(i)|  |(Ht v)(i) − vπ(i)| (5.2.54)
6











6 ϑ‖v − vπ‖∞ + ϑρβ‖v‖∞, (5.2.57)
where equation (5.2.57) follows from equation (5.2.52). Therefore the solution to
Ht v  v is an ε-approximation to vπ for ε 
ϑβ
1−ϑ(1+ρβ) if ϑ(1 + ρβ) < 1 as in the








δt(i) + vt(i) so that the update of equation (5.2.47) is a
stochastic approximation algorithm of the form
vt+1(i)  (1 − γ̂t)vt(i) + γ̂t
(
(Ht vt)(i) + ηt(i)
)
,













Note that by Lemma 5.1 of [122], the new step sizes satisfy
∑∞
t0 γ̂t  ∞ and∑∞
t0 γ̂t
2 < ∞ if the original step size γt satisfies the conditions
∑∞
t0 γt  ∞ and∑∞
t0 γ
2
t < ∞, since the conditions on the eligibility coefficients are unchanged. Note
that the noise term also satisfies the bounded variance of Lemma 5.2 of [122] since
any q ∈ Pπ(i)i still specifies a distribution as P
π(i)
i ⊆ ∆n .
Therefore, it remains to show that Ht is a norm contraction with respect to the
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δt(i) so that (Ht v)(i)  (At v)(i)+ bt(i). We
will show that ‖At v‖∞ 6 α‖v‖∞ for some α < 1 from which the contraction on Ht
follows because for any vector v′′ ∈ n and the ε-optimal value function v′  Ht v′
we have
‖Ht v′′ − v′‖∞  ‖Ht v′′ − Ht v′‖∞  ‖At(v′′ − v′)‖∞ 6 α‖v′′ − v′‖∞. (5.2.60)
























We first replace the σ
Uπ(im )im
term with σUπ(im )im
using Lemma 5.2.2 while incurring a
ρβ‖v‖∞ penalty. Let us collect together the coefficients corresponding to v(im) in












































where we obtain inequality (5.2.64) by subsuming the σUπ(im )im
term within the
expectation since Pπ(im)im is now part of the simplex ∆n and taking the worst possible
distribution qm . We also used the fact that z−1(i)  0 and zNt (i)  0. Note that
whenever im , i, the coefficient ϑzm−1(i) − zm(i) of v(im) is nonnegative while
whenever im  i, then the coefficient ϑzm−1(i) − zm(i) + zm(i) is also nonnegative.





















































































claim follows under the assumption that ϑ(1 + ρβ) < 1. 
5.3 Robust Reinforcement Learning with function approximation
In Section 5.2 we derived robust versions of exact dynamic programming algorithms
such as Q-learning, SARSA, and TD-learning respectively. If the state space X of
the MDP is large then it is prohibitive to maintain a lookup table entry for every
state. A standard approach for large scale MDPs is to use the approximate dynamic
programming (ADP) framework [127]. In this setting, the problem is parametrized
by a smaller dimensional vector θ ∈ d where d  n  |X|.
The natural generalizations of Q-learning, SARSA, and TD-learning algorithms
of Section 5.2 are via the projected Bellman equation, where we project back to the
space spanned by all the parameters in θ ∈ d , since they are the value functions
representable by the model. Convergence for these algorithms even in the non-
robust setting are known only for linear architectures, see e.g., [126]. Recent work by
[117] proposed stochastic gradient descent algorithms with convergence guarantees
for smooth nonlinear function architectures, where the problem is framed in terms
of minimizing a loss function. We give robust versions of both these approaches.
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5.3.1 Robust approximations with linear architectures
In the approximate setting with linear architectures, we approximate the value
function vπ of a policy π by Φθ where θ ∈ d and Φ is an n × d feature matrix with
rows φ( j) for every state j ∈ X representing its feature vector. Let S be the span of
the columns of Φ, i.e., S B
{
Φθ | θ ∈ d
}
is the set of representable value functions.
Define the operator Tπ : n → n as
(Tπv)(i) B c(i , π(i)) + ϑ
∑
j∈X
pπ(i)i j v( j), (5.3.1)
so that the true value function vπ satisfies Tπvπ  vπ. A natural approach towards
estimating vπ given a current estimateΦθt is to compute Tπ (Φθt) and project it back
to S to get the next parameter θt+1. The motivation behind such an iteration is the
fact that the true value function is a fixed point of this operation if it belonged to the
subspace S. This gives rise to the projected Bellman equationwhere the projectionΠ is
typically taken with respect to a weighted Euclidean norm ‖·‖ξ, i.e., ‖x‖ξ 
∑
i∈X ξix2i ,
where ξ is some probability distribution over the states X, see [126] for a survey.
In the model free case, where we do not have explicit knowledge of the transi-
tion probabilities, various methods like LSTD(λ), LSPE(λ), and TD(λ) have been
proposed see e.g., [128, 129, 130, 131, 115, 116]. The key idea behind proving
convergence for these methods is to show that the mapping ΠTπ is a contraction
mapping with respect to the ‖·‖ξ for some distribution ξ over the states X. While
the operator Tπ in the non-robust case is linear and is a contraction in the `∞ norm as
in Section 5.2, the projection operator with respect to such norms is not guaranteed
to be a contraction. However, it is known that if ξ is the steady state distribution of
the policy π under evaluation, then Π is non-expansive in ‖·‖ξ [122, 126]. Hence
because of discounting, the mapping ΠTπ is a contraction.
We generalize these methods to the robust setting via the robust Bellman operators
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Tπ defined as
(Tπv)(i) B c(i , π(i)) + ϑσPπ(i)i (v). (5.3.2)
Since we do not have access to the simulator probabilities pai , we will use a proxy
set P̂ai as in Section 5.2, with the proxy operator denoted by T̂π. While the iterative
methods of the non-robust setting generalize via the robust operator Tπ and the
robust projected Bellman equationΦθ  ΠTπ(Φθ), it is however not clear how to choose
the distribution ξ under which the projected operator ΠTπ is a contraction in order
to show convergence. Let ξ be the steady state distribution of the exploration policy
π̂ of the MDP with transition probability matrix P π̂, i.e. the policy with which the
agent chooses its actions during the simulation. We make the following assumption
on the discount factor ϑ as in [12].
Assumption 5.3.1. For every state i ∈ X and action a ∈ A, there exists a constant
α ∈ (0, 1) such that for any p ∈ Pai we have ϑp j 6 αP
π̂
i j for every j ∈ X.
Assumption 5.3.1 might appear artificially restrictive; however, it is necessary
to prove that ΠTπ is a contraction. While [12] require this assumption for proving
convergence of robust MDPs, a similar assumption is also required in proving
convergence of off-policy Reinforcement Learning methods of [114] where the states
are sampled from an exploration policy π̂ which is not necessarily the same as
the policy π under evaluation. Note that in the robust setting, all methods are
necessarily off-policy since the transition matrices are not fixed for a given policy.
The following lemma is an ξ-weighted Euclidean norm version of Lemma 5.2.2.






. Then we have
σP̂ai
(v) 6 σPai (v) + β
a
i ‖v‖ξ , (5.3.3)
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where ξmin B mini∈X ξi .
Proof. Same as Lemma 5.2.2 except now we take Cauchy-Schwarz with respect to









The following theorem shows that the robust projected Bellman equation is a
contraction under reasonable assumptions on the discount factor ϑ.
Theorem 5.3.3. Let βai be as in Lemma 5.3.2 and let β B maxi∈X β
π(i)
i . If the discount
factor ϑ satisfies Assumption 5.3.1 for some α and α2 + ϑ2β2 < 1
2
, then the operator T̂π is a
contraction with respect to ‖·‖ξ. In other words, for any two θ, θ′ ∈ d , we have




‖Φθ −Φθ′‖2ξ < ‖Φθ −Φθ
′‖2ξ . (5.3.5)
If βi  β  0 so that
Uπ(i)i  Uπ(i)i , then we have a simpler contraction under the assumption
that α < 1, i.e.,
‖T̂π(Φθ) − T̂π(Φθ′)‖ξ 6 α‖Φθ −Φθ′‖ξ < ‖Φθ −Φθ′‖ξ . (5.3.6)
Proof. Consider two parameters θ and θ′ in d . Then we have











































































6 2(α2 + ϑ2β2)‖Φθ −Φθ′‖2ξ (5.3.14)
where we used Lemma 5.3.2 and the definition of β in line (5.3.11), the inequality





6 P π̂i j . Note that if β
π(i)
i  β  0 so that
the proxy confidence region is the same as the true confidence region, then we have
the simple upper bound of ‖T̂π(Φ>θ) − T̂π(Φ>θ′)‖2ξ 6 α
2‖Φθ − Φθ′‖2ξ instead of
‖T̂π(Φ>θ) − T̂π(Φ>θ′)‖2ξ 6 2α
2‖Φθ −Φθ′‖2ξ since we do not have the cross term in
equation (5.3.12) in this case. 
The following corollary shows that the solution to the proxy projected Bellman
equation converges to a solution that is not too far away from the true value function
vπ.
Corollary 5.3.4. Let Assumption 5.3.1 hold and let β be as in Theorem 5.3.3. Let ṽπ be the
fixed point of the projected Bellman equation for the proxy operator T̂π, i.e., ΠT̂π ṽπ  ṽπ.
Let v̂π be the fixed point of the proxy operator T̂π, i.e., T̂π v̂π  v̂π. Let vπ be the true value
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function of the policy π, i.e., Tπvπ  vπ. Then the following holds
‖ ṽπ − vπ‖ξ 6







In particular if βi  β  0 i.e., the proxy confidence region is actually the true confidence
region, then the proxy projected Bellman equation has a solution satisfying ‖ ṽπ − vπ‖ξ 6
‖Πvπ−vπ ‖ξ
1−α .
Proof. We have the following expression
‖ ṽπ − vπ‖ξ 6 ‖ ṽπ −Πvπ‖ξ + ‖Πvπ − vπ‖ξ (5.3.16)
6 ‖ΠT̂π ṽπ −ΠTπvπ‖ξ + ‖Πvπ − vπ‖ξ (5.3.17)
6 ‖ΠT̂π ṽπ −ΠT̂πvπ + ϑβ‖vπ‖ξ‖ + ‖Πvπ − vπ‖ξ (5.3.18)
6 ‖ΠT̂π ṽπ −ΠT̂πvπ‖ξ + ϑβ‖vπ‖ξ + ‖Πvπ − vπ‖ξ (5.3.19)
6
√
2(α2 + ϑ2β2)‖ ṽπ − vπ‖ξ + ϑβ‖vπ‖ξ + ‖Πvπ − vπ‖ξ , (5.3.20)
where we used Lemma 5.3.2 to derive inequality (5.3.18) and Theorem 5.3.3 to
conclude that ‖ΠT̂π ṽπ −ΠT̂πvπ‖ξ 6
√
2(α2 + ϑ2β2)‖ ṽπ − vπ‖ξ. If βπ(i)i  β  0 so
that the proxy confidence regions are the same as the true confidence regions, then
we have α instead of
√
2(α2 + ϑ2β2) in the last equation due to Theorem 5.3.3. 
Theorem 5.3.3 guarantees that the robust projected Bellman iterations of LSTD(λ),
LSPE(λ) and TD(λ)-methods converge, while Corollary 5.3.4 guarantees that the
solution it converges to is not too far away from the true value function vπ. We
refer the reader to [126] for more details on LSTD(λ), LSPE(λ) since their proof of
convergence is analogous to that of TD(λ).
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5.3.2 Robust stochastic gradient descent algorithms
While the TD(λ)-learning algorithms with function approximation with linear
architectures converges to vπ if the states are sampled according to the policy π,
it is known to be unstable if the states are sampled in an off-policy manner, i.e.,
in the terminology of the previous section π̂ , π. This issue was addressed by
[115, 116] who proposed a stochastic gradient descent based TD(0) algorithm that
converges for linear architectures in the off-policy setting. This was further extended
by [117] who extended it to approximations using arbitrary smooth functions and
proved convergence to a local optimum. In this section we show how to extend
these off-policy methods to the robust setting with uncertain transitions. Note that
this is an alternative approach to the requirement of Assumption 5.3.1, since under
this assumption all off-policy methods would also converge.
The main idea of [116] is to devise stochastic gradient algorithms to minimize
the following loss function called the mean square projected Bellman error (MSPBE)
also studied in [132, 133].
MSPBE(θ) B ‖vθ −ΠTπvθ‖2ξ . (5.3.21)
Note that the loss function is 0 for a θ that satisfies the projected Bellman equation,
Φθ  Tπ(Φθ). Consider a linear architecture as in Section 5.3.1 where vθ B Φθ. Let
i ∈ X be a random state chosen with distribution ξi . Denote φ(i) by the shorthand
φ and φ(i′) by φ′. Then it is easy to show that













where the expectation is over the random state i and d is the temporal difference
error for the transition (i , i′) i.e., d B c(i , a) + ϑθ>φ′ − θ>φ, where the action a and
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the new state i′ are chosen according to the exploration policy π̂. The negative

























. Both d and w depend on θ. Since the expectation is
hard to compute exactly [116] introduce a set of weights wk whose purpose is to
estimate w for a fixed θ. Let dk denote the temporal difference error for a parameter
θk . The weights wk are then updated on a fast time scale as
wk+1 B wk + βk
(
dk − φ>k wk
)
φk , (5.3.25)
while the parameter θk is updated on a slower timescale in the following two
possible manners




(φ>k wk) GTD2 (5.3.26)
θk+1 B θk + αk dkφk − ϑαkφ′k(φ
>
k wk) TDC (5.3.27)
[117] extended this to the case of smooth nonlinear architectures, where the space
S B
{
vθ | θ ∈ d
}
spanned by all value functions vθ is now a differentiable sub-
manifold of n rather than a linear subspace. Projecting onto such nonlinear
manifolds is a computationally hard problem, and to get around this [117] project
instead onto the tangent plane at θ assuming the parameter θ changes very little
in one step. This allows [117] to generalize the updates of equations (5.3.25) and
(5.3.26) with an additional Hessian term ∇2vθ which vanishes if vθ is linear in θ.
In the following sections we extend the stochastic gradient algorithms of [117,
115, 116] to the robust setting with uncertain transition matrices. Since the number
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n of states is prohibitively large, we will make the simplifying assumption that




i for the results of the following sections.
Robust stochastic gradient algorithms with linear architectures
In this section we extend the results of [116] to the robust setting, where we are
interested in finding a solution to the robust projected Bellman equation Φθ  Tπ (Φθ),
where Tπ is the robust Bellman operator of equation (5.3.2). Let T̂π denote the proxy
robust Bellman operators using the proxy uncertainty set Û instead of U. A natural
generalization of [116] is to introduce the following loss function which we callmean
squared robust projected Bellman error (MSRPBE):
MSRPBE(θ) B ‖vθ −ΠT̂πvθ‖2ξ , (5.3.28)
where the proxy robust Bellman operator T̂ is used. Note that T̂π is no longer truly
linear in θ even for linear architectures vθ  Φθ as
(T̂πΦθ)(i)  c(i , π(i)) + ϑσPπ(i)i (Φθ) (5.3.29)





where pπ(i)i are the simulator transition probability vector. However, under the
assumption that Û is a nicely behaved set such as a ball or an ellipsoid, so that
changing θ in a small neighborhood does not lead to jumps in σ
Φ>(Û)(θ), we may
define the gradient ∇θT̂π(Φθ)(i) as
∇θ((T̂πΦθ)(i)) B ϑΦ>pπ(i)i + ϑ arg max
q∈Φ>(Û)
q>θ (5.3.31)





Recall the robust temporal difference error d̃ for state i with respect to the proxy set Û
as in equation (5.2.44)
d̃ B c(i , π(i)) + ϑvθ(i′) + σÛ(vθ) − vθ(i). (5.3.33)




is full rank, we may write the MSRPBE loss





























y>Φθ  Φ> arg max
y∈P




for any convex compact set P ⊂ n , so that the gradient of the MSRPBE loss function














































is the same as in equation (5.3.23) and [116]. There-
fore, as in [116] we have an estimator wk for the weights w for a fixed parameter θk
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as
wk+1 B wk + βk
(
d̃k − φ>k wk
)
φk , (5.3.39)
with the corresponding parameter θk being updated as
θk+1 B θk + αk
(




(φ>k wk) robust-GTD2 (5.3.40)
θk+1 B θk + αk d̃kφk − ϑαk(φ′k + µÛ(θ))(φ
>
k wk) robust-TDC. (5.3.41)
Run time analysis: Let Tn(P) denote the time to optimize linear functions over the
convex set P for some P ⊂ n . Note that the values vθ(i) can be computed simply







time. In particular if the set Û is a simple set like an ellipsoid with
associated matrix A, then the optimum value σÛ(vθ) is simply
√
θ>Φ>AΦθ, where
Φ is the feature matrix. In this case we only need to compute Φ>AΦ once and store
it for future use. However, note that this still takes time polynomial in n, which is
undesirable for n  d. In this case, we need to to make the assumption that there
are good rank-d approximations to Û i.e., A ≈ BB> for some n × d matrix B.
Thus the total run time for each update in this case is O(d2). If the uncertainty
set is spherically symmetric, i.e., a ball, then the expression is simply ‖Φθ‖2
and the robust temporal difference errors of equation (5.2.44) and the updates of
equation (5.3.39) and (5.3.40) can be viewed simply as regular updates of [115] with
an added noise term.
Robust stochastic gradient algorithms with nonlinear architectures
In this section we generalize the results of Section 5.3.2 where we show how to
extend the algorithms of equation (5.3.39) and (5.3.40) to the case when the value
function vθ is no longer a linear function of θ. This also generalizes the results
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of [117] to the robust setting with corresponding robust analogues of nonlinear
GTD2 and nonlinear TDC respectively. LetM B
{
vθ | θ ∈ d
}
be the manifold
spanned by all possible value functions and let PMθ be the tangent plane ofM
at θ. Let TMθ be the tangent space, i.e., the translation of PMθ to the origin. In
other words, TMθ B
{
Φθu | u ∈ d
}
, where Φθ is an n × d matrix with entries
Φθ(i , j) B ∂∂θj vθ(i). Let Πθ denote the projection with to the weighted Euclidean
norm ‖·‖ξ on to the space TMθ, so that
Πθ  Φθ (ΦθΞΦθ)−1Φ>θΞ (5.3.42)
where Ξ is the n × n diagonal matrix with entries ξi for i ∈ X as in Section 5.3.1.
The mean squared projected Bellman equation (MSPBE) loss function considered by
[117] can then be defined as
MSPBE(θ)  ‖vθ −ΠθTvθ‖2ξ , (5.3.43)
where we now project to the the tangent space TMθ. The robust version of the
MSPBE loss function, the mean squared robust projected Bellman equation (MSRPBE)
loss can then be defined in terms of the robust Bellman operator over the proxy
uncertainty set Û
MSRPBE(θ)  ‖vθ −ΠθT̂vθ‖2ξ , (5.3.44)
and under the assumption that  [∇vθ(i)∇vθ(i)>] is non-singular, this may be
expressed in terms of the robust temporal difference error d̃ of equation (5.2.44) as in















where the expectation is over the states i ∈ X drawn from the distribution ξ. Note
that under the assumption that  [∇vθ(i)∇vθ(i)>] is non-singular, it follows due to




 0. Since vθ is no




y>vθ  Φ>θ arg maxy∈P
y>vθ , (5.3.46)
where Φθ(i) B ∇vθ(i). The following lemma expresses the gradient ∇MSRPBE(θ)
in terms of the robust temporal difference errors, see Theorem 1 of [117] for the
non-robust version.
Lemma 5.3.5. Assume that vθ(i) is twice differentiable with respect to θ for any i ∈ X and
that W(θ) B  [∇vθ(i)∇vθ(i)>] is non-singular in a neighborhood of θ. Let φ B ∇vθ(i)
and define for any u ∈ d















w + h(θ, w), (5.3.48)









Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 1 of [117] by using µÛ(θ) as the gradient of
σÛ(θ). 
Lemma 5.3.5 leads us to the following robust analogues of nonlinear GTD
and nonlinear TDC. The update of the weight estimators wk is the same as in
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equation (5.3.39)
wk+1 B wk + βk
(
d̃k − φ>k wk
)
φk , (5.3.49)





φk − ϑφ′k − ϑµÛ(θ)
)








d̃kφk − ϑφ′k − ϑµÛ(θ)(φ
>






d̃k − φ>k wk
)
∇2vθk (ik)wk and Γ is a projection into an appropriately
chosen compact set C with a smooth boundary as in [117]. As in [117] the main
aim of the projection is to prevent the parameters to diverge in the early stages of
the algorithm due to the nonlinearities in the algorithm. In practice, if C is large
enough that it contains the set of all possible solutions
{
θ
 [d̃∇vθ(i)]  0} then it
is quite likely that no projections will happen. However, we require the projection
for the convergence analysis of the robust-nonlinear-GTD2 and robust-nonlinear-TDC
algorithms, see Section 5.3.2. Let Tn(P) denote the time to optimize a linear function






. If Û is an ellipsoid with
associated matrix A, then an approximate optimum may be computed by sampling,
if we have a rank-d approximation to A, i.e., A ≈ BB> for some n × d matrix. If




is simply ‖vθ‖2 so that the updates of
equations (5.3.49) and (5.3.40) may be viewed as the regular updates of [117] with
an added noise term.
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Convergence analysis
In this section we provide a convergence analysis for the robust-nonlinear-GTD2
and robust-nonlinear-TDC algorithms of equations (5.3.49) and (5.3.50). Note that
this also proves convergence of the robust-GTD2 and robust-TDC algorithms of
equations (5.3.39) and (5.3.40) as a special case. Given the set C let C(C) denote
the space of all C → d continuous functions. Define as in [117] the function




Γ̂ f (θ) B lim
ε→0
Γ(θ + ε f (θ)) − θ
ε
. (5.3.52)
Since Γ(θ)  arg minθ′∈C‖θ − θ′‖ and the boundary of C is smooth, it follows that Γ̂
is well defined. Let
˚C denote the interior of C and ∂C denote its boundary so that
˚C  C \ ∂C. If θ ∈ ˚C, then Γ̂v(θ)  v(θ), otherwise Γ̂(θ) is the projection of v(θ) to







(θ), θ(0) ∈ C (5.3.53)




 [d̃φ]  0} ⊂ K. The following theorem shows that under the assumption
of Lipschitz continuous gradients and suitable assumptions on the step lengths
αk and βk and the uncertainty set Û, the updates of equations (5.3.49) and (5.3.50)
converge.
Theorem 5.3.6 (Convergence of robust-nonlinear-GTD2). Consider the robust nonlinear










is non-singular. Also assume that the matrix Φθ of gradients of the
value function defined as Φθ(i) B ∇vθ(i) is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, i.e.,
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‖Φθ −Φθ′‖2 6 L‖θ − θ′‖2. Then with probability 1, θk → K as k →∞.
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [117]. The only thing
we need to verify is the Lipschitz continuity of the robust version 1̃(θk , wk) of the
function 1(θk , wk) of [117] defined as




k wk − hk | θk , wk
]
, (5.3.54)




k wk − hk | θk , wk
]
,
where φ′k is the features of the state i
′
the simulator transitions to from state i. Thus
we only need to verify Lipschitz continuity of µÛ(θ). Let y∗ B arg maxy∈Û y>vθ
and let z∗ B arg maxz∈Û z
>v′θ.
‖µÛ(θ) − µÛ(θ






6 ‖Φθ −Φθ′‖2‖y∗‖2 (5.3.57)









‖θ − θ′‖2. (5.3.59)
Therefore the µÛ(θ) is Lipschitz continuous with constant L arg maxy∈Û ‖y‖2. 
Corollary 5.3.7. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 5.3.6, the robust-GTD2, robust-
TDC and robust-nonlinear-TDC algorithms satisfy with probability 1 that θk → K as
k →∞.
5.4 Experiments
We implemented robust versions of Q-learning, SARSA, and TD(λ)-learning as
described in Section 5.2 and evaluated their performance against the nominal
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Figure 5.2: Performance of robust models with different sizes of confidence regions
on two environments. Left: FrozenLake-v0 Right: Acrobot-v1
algorithms using the OpenAI gym framework [118]. The environments considered
for the exact dynamic programming algorithms are the text environments of
FrozenLake-v0, FrozenLake8x8-v0, Taxi-v2, Roulette-v0, NChain-v0, as well as
the control tasks ofCartPole-v0,CartPole-v1, InvertedPendulum-v1, together with
the continuous control tasks ofMuJoCo [134]. To test the performance of the robust
algorithms, we perturb the models slightly by choosing with a small probability
p a random state after every action. The size of the confidence region Uai for the
robust model is chosen by a 10-fold cross validation using line search. After the
Q-table or the value functions are learned for the robust and the nominal algorithms,
we evaluate their performance on the true environment. To compare the true
algorithms we compare both the cumulative reward as well as the tail distribution
function (complementary cumulative distribution function) as in [12] which for every
a plots the probability that the algorithm earned a reward of at least a.
Note that there is a tradeoff in the performance of the robust algorithms versus
the nominal algorithms in terms of the value p. As the value of p increases, we
expect the robust algorithm to gain an edge over the nominal ones as long as Û is
still within the simplex ∆n . Once we exceed the simplex ∆n however, the robust
algorithms decays in performance. This is due to the presence of the β term in the
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Figure 5.3: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on FrozenLake8x8-v0 with p  0.01.
Figure 5.4: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on FrozenLake8x8-v0 with p  0.1.







‖y − x‖1, (5.4.1)
and it grows larger proportional to how much the proxy confidence region Û is
outside ∆n . Note that while β is 0, the robust algorithms converge to the exact
Q-factor and value function, while the nominal algorithm does not. However,
since large values of β also lead to suboptimal convergence, we also expect poor
performance for too large confidence regions, i.e., large values of p. Figure 5.2
depicts how the size of the confidence region affects the performance of the robust
models; note that the. Note that the average score appears somewhat erratic as a
function of the size of the uncertainty set, however this is due to our small sample
size used in the line search. See Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and
5.12 for a comparison of the best robust model and the nominal model.
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Figure 5.5: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on FrozenLake-v0 with p  0.1.
Figure 5.6: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on CartPole-v0 with p  0.001.
Figure 5.7: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on CartPole-v0 with p  0.01.
Figure 5.8: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on CartPole-v0 with p  0.3.
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Figure 5.9: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on CartPole-v1 with p  0.1.
Figure 5.10: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on CartPole-v1 with p  0.3.
Figure 5.11: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on Taxi-v2with p  0.1.
Figure 5.12: Tail distribution and cumulative rewards during transient and stationary
phase of robust vs nominal Q-learning on InvertedPendulum-v1with p  0.1.
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